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Rupert grain terminal could 
.cost millions more 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  The 
British Columbia 
Development Corparstloa 
says it'coidd cost an extra 
;41 million to build a new 
graIn terminal at Prince 
Rupert, B.C., if a site 
favored by the federal 
government is chosen over a 
location selected earlier by 
BCDC. 
BCI)C president Don 
l)uguid has sent a letter to 
Economic Development 
Miiuister Don Phillips, and 
,others, outlining the 
financial case for building at 
Ca~y Point on Kaein Island, 
instead of on National 
Harbors Board proporty on 
Ridley Island. 
Daguid says in the letter 
there is no conflict between 
BCDC and federal' transport 
minister Otto Lang, who on 
March 7 announced that 
$1S.3 million would be spent 
on servicing the Ridley 
Island site for a grain 
elevator and a coal terminal. 
The money is an NHB loan 
which will be recovered 
through traffic tolls. 
Duguld says in the letter 
that Lang has conceded that 
the information upon which 
be base~t his decision on the 
site was not as com- 
~ naive as he would have 
"Mr. Laag conceded that 
if, as it' appears, the cost of 
• penalties to a grain termlunl 
on Ridley Island are sub- 
stantiaily greater than any 
benefits that might accrue to 
the prepooed coal .terminal, 
then be certainly would not 
insist on making any benefits 
that might accrue to the 
propom~d coal terminal, than 
he certainly would not insist 
on making any assistance to
either the cool port or grain 
part conditional upon both 
facilities being positioned on 
Ridley Island," the letter 
says. 
SITES SURVEYED 
Prior to the May 11 letter, 
Dnguid said in an interview 
that consultants engaged by 
BCDC had surveyed the 
potential of both the Casey 
Point nnd Ridley Island 
sites-something not at- 
tempted by the federal 
government. 
Ridiey Island would have 
to be liaked by a causeway to 
Kaein Island to secure rail 
access and much of the $16.3 
million in NHB funds would 
have to be spent on this 
work, the letter says. 
Duguid's letter says an 
additional 670 metre 
causeway would have to be 
built and equipped with 
conveyors to ~ grain 
from.a terminal elevator on 
Ridiey Island to a dcepwater 
berth. This construction 
would lmpcoe a ~7.3 million 
cost disadvantage compared 
to an elevator at Cagey 
Point, where there is 
deepwatcr moorage close to 
shore. 
Dugaid says the distance 
to the sea I~e~'th at Ridiey 
Island would impose an 
annual $270,000 operating 
. and upkeepcharge not faced 
at CmCey Point. 
Besides the ~7.S million for 
canseway and conveyors, an 
additional ~.1 million would 
be required for railway 
trackwork and other s l~  
development at Ridley 
Island, compared to $700,000 
for such work at Case'.: 
Point. 
TAKE THREE YEARS 
Daguid says it will he three 
.years before road and rail 
access to Ridley Island is in 
place and work on a grain 
,terminal can be started. 
"A three-year delay in this 
period of inflation and an- 
rmal escalating construntiea 
costs could result in a capital 
poThnslty of ~ million." 
e alternative to dday 
would be to move in 
materials and men by barge 
so that construction could 
~oceed in advance of rail 
and road access. This could 
cost $1~ million and would 
not overcome a 12.month lag 
in planning,, compared to 
construction at Cagey Point. 
Daguid estimates a one-year 
delay in completion would 
cost $8 million because of 
inflation. 
He says that the cost 
premium on construction on 
Ridiey Island, together with 
the tolls which would be, 
levied by the NItB in an 
effort to recoup the $16;3 
million spent on site access, 
could push the terminal 
charge on grain to 50 cents a 
bushel, or $60 million on an 
annual throughflow of 120 
million busheis yer, which is. 
the traffic figure proposed. 
MoT won't 
cooperate 
pear with that document in 
comiplisnce with the order." 
He said the inquest cannot 
proceed without the tran- 
script which might explain 
why the pilot had to abort his 
inndin'g just before the 
crash. 
Frank Wallace, a ministry 
VANCOUVER (CP) - 
Crown Counsel Dirk' 
Ryuevald said Wednesday 
that federal transport 
ministry officials aren't co- 
eporatiag with the inquest 
into the Feb 11 crash of a 
Pacific Western Airlines jet 
at Cranbreok, B.C., in which 
, ' ' . °  t " 
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Soviet critic sentenced to 
labor camp and exile 
and an outrage. 
STARTED MONDAY 
Orlov, whose trial began 
Monday, was cohvicted of 
"anti-Seviet agitation and 
dPropaganda" onthe basis of 
ocuments about Soviet 
human rights that he wrote 
and distributed to Western 
correspondents and em- 
hussies. 
Orlov has seven days to 
appeal the imprisonment 
~nd internal exile-- 
banishment from Moscow. 
Orlov's British lawyer, 
John McDonald, who was 
refused permission to attend 
the trial, said In London an 
resolution asking the Soviet 
Union to free Orlov, 53. State 
department spokesman 
Thomas Reston said the U.S. 
government  s t rong ly  
deplores the action against 
Orlov and called it "a gross 
distortion of internationally 
accepted standards of 
human rights." 
In Ottawa, the Commons 
also unanimously critidzed 
the Soviet Union for its 
treatment of Orlov. MPs of 
all parties voted to "deplore 
the trikl and extremely 
sever~ sentence" given to 
Orlov for "activities which in 
Canada would be perfectly 
MOSCOW (AP) - -  A Soviet 
court sentenced issident 
physicist Yuri Orlov to seven 
years in a labor camp and 
five years internal exile 
Thursday, and police briefly 
detained Nobel Peace Prize 
winner Andrei Sakharev 
with his wife after they 
struggled with officers who 
hawed them from the court- 
"house,. 
Sakharuv, also a physicist, 
is the  most prominent 
Russian" dissident. Orlov's 
was the first of an expected 
round of trials of Moscow 
dissenters, with the apparent 
aim of putting down or- 
43 persons died. spokesman in Ottawa, said 
He made the charge amid Wednesday that an expert 
at the National Research ganized criticism of the 
onnfunion over whether a Council has advised the Soviet government. 
vital preliminary transcript ministry it will take at least In Washington, the House ." 
of air-crew-ground radio communications would he a month to sort out of 1,~epresentatives passed 
overlapping converootions by a un~mimous vote a 
produced when the inquast and some unintelligible 
acceptable." 
And British politicians 
from both left and right said 
the sentence was shameful 
appeal is being prepared. 
Sakharov, 56, and his wife, 
Yelena Banner, were 
detained fur five hours after 
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OTTAWA (CP) -- The gay- that accept deposits will the Quebec-based caiases 
crmm~t said Thursday it have the option of joining or and credit unions against the 
will oblige only-chartered staying out of a proposed rcoerven requirement. 
hanks to become members of Canadian Payments Federal proposals in 1976 
a proposed new national Association. for revising banking rules, 
cheque.clearing system that , 
may he the forerunner of a Even if these institutions which led up to Thursday's legislation, observed that 
virtually cashless society, join the association, theywill . payments and transfers of 
In a major change from not be required to keep non- money increasingly involve 
proposals nmde nearly two in teres tbear ing  •cash 
years ago, new banking reserves on deposit with the ,elentr°niecompiRur rathe~transacti°nSthan paper.bY 
legislation i troduced in the Bank of Canada s must the 
Currently, th~ system for Conunons on Thursday says chartered banks. This is 
trust companies, caisses another major ecncesaion to clearing cheques is con- 
trolled exclusively by the polmintres and credit unions ease political pressure from 
RCMP report 
Asemi-traflcr left the rood trailer floated downstream, 
• on Hlghwayl6about 40 miles until it caught on a sandbar. 
~ves! of Terrace Wednesday, Police are still in- 
plunging into the Skeona and vestigating. 
sending two men to hospital. Finning Tractor was the 
'Driver of the unit, Scott •victim of a burglary 
Watkins and his passenger, sometime during the early 
Dcrrik Waikings; both of morning Wednesday. 
Surrey, were takm to Mills 
• Memorial Hospital after the Thieves gained entry by' 
accident, smashing the glass in a door 
The tractor was left and made off with ap- 
partially submerges and the proximately $100 cash. 
chartered banks. The 
government wants to let the 
near.banks--caissss, trust 
companies and others--be- 
come members of the 
chequeelcaring system so 
that planning for electronic 
payments.and transfers wil~ 
be more orderly. 
As background papers to 
the banking legislation 
observe, "the government 
continues to believe it would 
be in the interests of an in- 
tegratsd and welimanaged 
payments system if all 
deposit-taking institutions 
were to be members." 
survey 
The economic and energy aspects of society 
of growing concern to everyone. 
Facts on these .topics for regions like the 
Terrace and Kitimat area have not been com- 
piled, so projects similar to the one Canada 
Works has Undertaken inthe area should help to 
give a better insight o the concerns of the people 
ot the,region. 
The• pr~}joct has three employees in Terrace 
and three in, Kitimat working with a survey 
attempting to get their ~luestions answered..,  
What do they ask? One example of the fact- 
seeking questionaire asks, "What type of 
economic growth Would you like to see in the 
Terrace-Kitimat rea?" 
The workers are  t ly~ng to cover a represen- 
tative areain both cities but it is impossible to do 
so without public sppport. 
'Tile information gained from such a study is 
confidential. Both city councils and the public 
populations will b e informed as to the results of 
the surveys. " 
If you wish toget a-hold of one of the surveys 
drop into the Herald.office on Kalum street in 
Terrace. 
be available for a t  least a intelligible portions because 
month. He would not say if that could lead to ac- 
the preliminary' transcript cusatioes it.was leaving out 
woudl be produced. pertinent information. 
Bernie Caiger, ttie national 
research council engineer 
ordered to produce the 
document also refused to. 
comment. 
Search 
for bodies 
QUALICUM, B.C. (CP) - -  
Search and rescue personnel 
were searching Georgia 
Strait oday for the bodies of 
two Qualicum youths 
missing and pr.esumed 
drowned niter., failing to 
return from a boating trip 
Wednesday night. 
"l~eyontbe, aged 16 and 19; 
set out from quniicum Beach 
about 7 p.m: in an eight-foot 
aluminum boat and were re- 
rted missing about n~.d- 
t, 
RCMP in Parksville co- 
ordina'ted a .  search by 
volunteer bests during the 
night, finding the overturned 
boat, lifeJackets and oars. 
A Coast Guard cutter from 
Vancouver joined personnel 
from Canadian Forces Base 
Comox in the search today. 
The inquest was adjourned 
May 12 aft~ the department 
refused to produce the 
transcript and Corner Dr. 
Alan Askey ordered Caigcr 
to produce it .on May 23, 
Referring to reports the 
transcript will not be 
~ovidnd when the inquest 
resumes next week, 
Rynevald said the "pre6s is 
"being infemred before the 
coroner and counsel--the 
transport department has 
again seen fit not to co- 
operate with us." 
He said he has tried to call 
Ottawa regarding the  
reports but "solar no one has 
returned them." 
Rynevald said Caiger has 
been ordered to attend the 
inquest with the transcript 
and "we expect him to ap- 
t '~~Olddozon  peop ~frem the Age Pensioners and Skeenavlew Lodge, many of 
eal pioneers, attended the pre-opening of the Terrace Mini-Museum Thursday 
; i  
• i !  
.museum featuring artifacts from tht 1920's and 1930's_s 
12. " ' 77178 .do .  • 
the incident with police. 
Tass, the official news 
agency, said the couple 
committed " impudent  
hooligan actions." 
"All this was like a piny," 
Orlov's dissident colleague 
Vladimir Slepak said after 
the verdict. "It was all 
decided beforehand. The 
trial had no influence on the 
decision of the court or the 
sentonce." 
Orlbv's wife irina said the 
courtroom was pocked with 
choom, hostile spectators 
who applauded the seatmce 
sad shouted: "Yon should 
have given him more." 
SUPPORTERS BARRED 
The U.S. embassy seat 
First Secretary Richard 
Combs to attempt o enter 
the Orlov courtroom as an 
obsever i but he was barred, 
as were Western reporters 
and Orlov supporters. ' 
,~ Still awaiting trial but wlt~: 
no date set are A~a~lySh- 
charansky and Mexander 
Gimburg--co-founders with 
0rlov of Moscow's 
"Helsinki" dissident group 
formed to monitor Soviet 
compliance with human 
rights provisions of the 1975 
Hclsinki accords. 
Ginzburg was arrested 
just before and Shcl~ramky 
jest after Orlov, who was 
imprisoned Feb. 10, 1977. All 
have been held in, 
connnunieado. 
During the struggle with 
the Sakharovs, witnesses 
said police appeared to be 
trying .to restore calm but 
Mrs. Sakharov klapped one 
policeman in the face and 
Sakharev hit at a policeman 
who was trying to restrain 
him. 
After this, the witnesses 
said, Sakharov's: arms were 
seized and he and his wife 
were bundled into a green 
bus and driven away. 
Sakharov inter said he and 
his wife were freed from a 
militia station, but that two 
young men arrested with 
him were taken to a court 
and sentenced to 15 days 
each for "petty hooli- 
ganism." 
Works project. . _ _  
• Due to hohday there wall Le n ° publication on Monday,May 22. 
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Winnipeg pol ice use " Indian Affairs Loverspent $14 million. 
OTTAWA (CP) Indian departments shall not jet fighter. • directly working at ment fund, which officials rough tactics uncomfortabIeaffairs officials rece ved ngrilling tions.°verexceed th ir appropria- officialsPressed by Rodrlguez, t h e s a i d  there re 5,913 dtans.Pr°viding services to In- "have admitted has been a m e s s .  Many Indi nbusiness 
before a Commcm com- The department's over-all Indian affairs employees, Just "before the meeting venttceshavegonebankmpt 
mittee Thursday as they appropriation was not ex- 1,400 of them so.called ended, Holmes opened under the program and the 
WINNIPEG (CP) - -  The --Convictions or "I'm not going to tell them attempted to explain how ceeded, said Brown. "pencil pushers and paper questioning on the depart- government has lost millions 
Tribune says it has evidmce disciplinary action against what to do," he said. they overspent their Sas- In response to Holmes'8 shufflers ~ o n s  not ~mt's economic devel of dollars. 
that a small number of members of the Winnipeg Meanwhile, lawyer Jeff katchewan budget by $14 question as to the fat~ of the o 
Winnipeg pol icemen police force are rare. The Ginden said he has easily million last year. people who created, such a 
regularly assault persons in newspaper says thls Ispartly had 100 "worthy" corn- Rod Brown, an assistant mess, Brown said the~e have 
their custody, because policemen usually plaints about police conduct, deputy minister, said the been some staff shifts and ~ If you reside in Terrace or 
The newspaper says the are the only witnesses to in his seven years of prac- Saskatchewan region has a changes. Also, the Saskat- ~-~, ,~ 
number of policemen in. asssaults by other policemen rice. The difficulty, he said, history of overexpenditure, chewan region headquarters 
volved is only between three and partly because of the is obtaining hard evidence, lout never before had it been was being monitored weekly. Thornhill and do no] have 
and eight, but evidence procedures in place to "A guy's got bruises that as high as $14 million. He John Rodriguez (NDP-- 
suggests other members of handle complaints, of are fading and could have added that money,to cover Nickle Belt) said the entire 
the force occasionally resort brutality, come from anywhere. He the additional spending was deparlment had spent $649 " a paper oarrier - 
to rough tactics. ..-Juveniles are among says he got punched in the taken fromotherareasofthe millloa last year and he ! .- 
The findings are being those likely .to be abused, stomach and face but there's Indian affairs program. He wanted to know how much of 
published as part of a series perhaps because of no medical evidence." did not specify which areas; it wmt to "pendl pushers WD have a 
which the newspaper says frustration among po- FEW ARE LAUNCHED The total operations and and paper shufflers." 
wns prompted by two recent licemen at the lenient Relatively few formal maintenance budget for In the meantime, unem- SPECIAL O F F E R  
court cases and other treatment ofyoung oflmders complaints have been federal Indian affairs in ployment on Indian reserves 
complaints it has received by the courts, launched against he police Saskatchewan was $65 at any given time,was 53per 
about the conduct of Win- --Abusive tactic's by in recent years and fewer million in fiscal 1977-78. c~t, and up to 98 pet cedt at 
nipegpolicemen, policemen ~u~, sometimes still hlive got past the Various sourceshaveplaced times. FOB 
The seriesistheresultof condoned immediate Winnipeg Police Com-the  overexpenditlLee a t .  Bob Knox, .economic ~ 0f l  SUBSCRIPTIONS 
three weeks of research supervisors but  not by mission; the city council million to$23million, development director, said 
which included interviews higher-ranking police of- agency that has some Brown appeared to settle there are a number of 
with lawyers, judges, ficlals, supervisoryeonttolov~the on $14 million, but said the programs designed to YOU!  
criminals and former and --The apparent motivation police department. Saskatchewan budget should mitigate' unemployment 
present policemen, for rough tactics in many The newspaper says that have been $70 million, or ~ among Indians. 
CONVICTIONS RARE cases is the desire by. inonecase, lhe police officer millien more than originally "I crone to Canada in '56 
Other conclusions The policemen to obtain signed assigned to investigate a allotted. Figuring that way, and I 'm still hearing about 
Tribune draws from its confessions, rather than complaint filed with the the actual overexpmditure these problems, Mr. Knox," 
research include the being forced to coLlect in- commission was the really was $g mil]ion, said Rodriguez, who was lU 'nWl~ 
following: dependent evidence for use sergeant who had taken the MINISTER CONCERNED born in Guyana in South rnu i l l~  
A ~ ~ ,  in court, confession of the man mak. . .  J. R. (Bob) Holmes, Con- America. "Whm are we . Pk m~L~ Wal l - IS  --Persons arrested by ing the complaint, servative Indian affairs going to start a crash pro- ~ 636  6357 oj , , ,  police aresometimesde~ied In another incidmt--one critic, called the over- gram .... ? . . . .  m Dr e acc ,  to lawyers. Because that reded up ~s a dvfl' s~t spending intolerable and Rodrlgdez added that "3 q~L 
of this, an accused person in court--a policemen on inconceivable and said he is Knox's figures show the 
TORONTO (CP) - Ontario may sign a confession before duty at the time of an alleged alarmed that the federal government is spending $51 
Attorney -General" Roy he has had the benefit of beating did not testify in Financial Administration million this year to try to 
McMurtry says Canada's 10 legal.advice, court because he had gone Act might have been createjobs for Indians. That 
provincial ~ttorneys-gmeral CALLS IT REHASH fishing. The suit was breached. The act' says was less than the cost of one 
want federal permission to dismissed. 
let more convicts erve their Chief Norm Stewart Hymie Weinstein, a vice. 
sentences outside of prison described the series, as president of the Manitoba 
working on community largely a rehash of cases Trial Lawyers Association, 
projects, already on the public record, said another police force, 
"It has been discussed by Manitoba Attorney-  perhaps the RCMP, should 
the other attorneys -general Gme~al Gerry Mercier said investigate complaints as an 
and thereis no opposition" to he has no plans for a special alternative to "internal" 
asking the federal govern- inquiry. He said the police investigations. 
mint to amend the Crimianl Manitoba Police Corn- And he said judgments 
Code to treat community mission is reviewing one should be handed own by an 
service orders as a separate specific allegation of police independent body, perhaps 
type of sentence, McMurtry brutality and has the power similar to arbitration boards 
said in an interview Wed- to expand its work into a now used to resolve labor. 
nssday after a speech to he general investigation, management disputes. 
John Howard Society of 
Canada. 
He said his ministry has W h ~  St  asked that community m m . m . i ~ , m ~ w ~  
service orders be given a d i f f e ~ r ] ~  status separate from 
probation orders to reinforce 
their importance as an ~J~ ~ li, M ~ c e  1 , w ~ ~  
alternative toimprisonment, a 
McMurtry said there are • 
nOW abo~t 600 Ontario men ~~ HF~YO~ and women-all convicted of non-violent crimes-serving 
sentences by, performing 
community work ranging • 
from helping senior citiz~s 
to cleaning up playgrounds. 
Community service orders 
now are a form of probation 
and Ontario. has seven ex-, 
perhnental projects where See  fo r  yourself at persons under such' sm- 
tances perform community TERRACE HONDA SALES 
work. ~ 
He said current thinldng is 4842 Hwy. 16 West Terrace, B.C. VOG 1L6 
that imprtsomn~t should be 635-6571 or 635-4325 Dealer Licence 02066A 
viewed as a last r~ort --- ' 
reserved for the relatively HONDA Test ddve a Honda today. 
few dangerous individuals. 
I 
NOTICE TO TRUCKERS 
Effective June,1971rall trucks licenced in excess of 5 s00 kgs. GVW (12,125 
Ibs.) will be required to display the registered owner's name and city or 
town of residence on both sides of the vehicle in letters not less than 5 cm. 
(.1.97 inches) in height. 
Example: John Q. Public 
Kelowna, B.C. 
i (Street address is not required) 
For further information, contact he nearest weighscale station or write: 
Wei0hscale Branch, Parliament Buildings, Victoria, B.C. VeVIX4 Tel. 
387-3368 or 3369. 
( ~  Province of Ministry o f  .. . 
British Columbia Energy, Transport Toyota has a ~tbackto set your spirits soaring above the . The Celica Liftback: Motor Trend's 1978 Import Ca: oft.beYear. 
and Corn munications everyday,And yef, with down to earth features.and prices, so that 'l"here are two aerodynamic models to choose from, the ST and 
owning your perfectToyota is no fantasy.It's a easy as coming the GT S'Pmodels come with floor mounted 3 speed automatic transmls- 
'~ in to your Toyota dealer's howroom . sion, e~/FM radio, full fabric upholste~ elegant simulated wood- 
The Corolla Liflback: Pizazz and practicality in one neat grain steehng wheel, instrument panel and shift knob, plus many, many 
package. " more standard features, 
Coro, a comes with a 1600 cc engine or an economical, gutsy GT's come standard with 5-speed overdrive transmlssion, AM/FM 
1200 cc engine that can really do the job, Estate wagon design, 27,7_ multiplex Stereo radio, leather wrapped steering wheel and shift knob, 
cu. ft. of usable rear cargo Space, full carpeting, split-back fold fully adjustable driver's eat with. a speciallumbar support feature and 
down rear seat, MacPherson strutfront Suspension plus a complete . a host of other features, Options include power steering and a sunroof. 
(and we mean complete) range, of Standard features. Lift off. 
On the 1600 model, a3 speed automatic transmission ' What are you waiting for? Come into your Toyota dealer and test 
is an available optior£ drive your Liftback, .Today1 " ' .. , TOYOTA   
i ; .  / 
I 
• , TERRAOE MOTORS LTI). 
4916 Highway !6, west MOtor Dealer Number DOM49A Phone 635-6558 
d 
0 
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Working with D ~ E ]  Man|i of Terrace tl~--summer wHi be Martin Gerard left, a 
medlnsl student From the University of B.C. Mr. Gerard will be in Terrace under a 
progrnm to eneaurage medical students to practise in rural areas when they graduate. 
Supporting the students while in the program is the provincial government, while the 
Royal Canadian Legion is donating $40,0e0 a year to the University departmenl 
argmising the program. Mr. Gerard is examining fellow student Kerry Coates who is 
UBC Med student 
comes to Terrace 
BANGOR, Wash. (AP) - 
Thousands of demonstrators 
vPilan a weekend parade and 
gil outside the Trident 
nuclearsubmarine base, 
culminating in an illegal 
entry onto the Navy base 
itself, 
After a march and can- 
dlelight demonstration 
Sunday, hundreds of 
volunteers have pleaded to 
clamber onto the base, using 
ladders and matr~ses ff 
necessary to scale the 
barbed wire flnce. 
"We want to fill the jails," 
Bob Bradac, a leader of the 
group Live Without Trident, 
said of the non-violent 
protest. 
"We want it to have an 
impa'ct that will be heard out 
of our area. We wuntit o he 
hoard in the United 
Nations." 
In a special session May20, 
the U.N. General Aos~nbly 
• will for the first time in its 
• history discuss nuclear 
disarmament. 
Fifty-six medical students 
from the University of B.C. 
will work with family 
p.hysi~ms across B.C. this 
The ~ students, between 
thcir second and third years, 
are lea program that aims 
at increasing the number of 
family physicians in smaller 
cities and towns. 
They will Work with family 
doctors from Fort Nelson at 
the north end of the province 
to Oliver in the south, from 
"Each.medical student 
' works with a family 
physidan who uses his time 
and experience to show what 
medicine is all about on the 
firing line of smaller com- 
munities. ,~ . 
• The aim.of the program is 
to attract m0~re stndeats into 
practising in smaller eun- 
tros, and so far its working. 
An informal survey of 
students last year indicated 
that a large number of them 
planned to practice as family 
As in many provinces, Another anti-Trident 
there is a greater number of group in Groton, Conn., 
doctors per capita in  the where the first of the su~ 
)urger cities of B.C. than in. marines are being built, 
smaller centres. B.C. has a plans a "weekend pmtcot in 
shortage o f  doctors in support of the Bangor aciiea. 
smaller cities and towns. 'CiVil disobedience is also, 
Medical educators have planned early Moeda.y. 
thought that part of the After a day-long ctemon- 
reason for the shortage stratiou Sunday at a farm 
might be because medical outside the Navy base at this 
students receive much of Kitsap Peninsula town 20 .. 
their tratnh'~ in 
sophisticated hospitals in 
large cities where highly- 
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Non-violent protest 
at Trident base 
miles west of Seattle, However, Bradac was 
protesters plan to dlntb 6- doubful that many • 
foot fendes and enter wouldattead. THe Sunday 
militaky gates shortly after crowd also will troop to the 
sunrlaeMonday, Thetrplan bse's main gate, some 
is to gather on a grassy knoll staying through the night in 
surrounded by Navy office a candlelight vigil. . 
buildings. Bradac expects at While arrest is the aim of 
least 400 to breach the those entering the Navy 
barbed wire flnce, entering base, stops were being takm' 
gates or going ovcr the wire. to insure the safety of 
He said 200 had turned in protesters, said Bradae. 
pledge cards. There were also contingmcy 
" plans being, discussed, in 
Arrangements were being -~se origi .nst plans were th- 
made at a farm I 1-2 miles warted. 
south of the base to handle a "We ~vant to be ready for 
Sunday crowd of up, to 7,000, anything. We want to have 
including retirees and alternate ways to ent~ the 
families with youngsters, base." 
Bicycle Safety 
urged 
Emery Barnes, New not encouraging. He said 
Democrat MLA for Van- weather is now more 
sourer • Centre, today favorable and more cyclists 
pressed the government to con be'expected on public 
call. his resolution which roadway, s. 
Urges province-wide par- "If the government is not 
tieipation in Bicycle Safety prepared to recognize the 
Week, May 20-27, sponsored legitimate role cycling has in 
by the Vancouver Safety providing practical alter- 
Council. native, transportation, it
• Barnes. noted that the could at the very least en- 
degree of tolerance and, sure that habits of safety, 
cooperat ion Between courtesy and cooperation are 
motorists and cyclists, ac- promoted," Barnes con- 
cording to available data, is eluded. 
BUILDING IHAII(TEHANGE ENGINEER 
LOCATION:  TERRACE 
Working on his own, Is responsible for complete 
repairs on all mechanical equlpment, including 
healing, ventilating, air conditioning and exhausting 
systems. Also, performs temporary repairs to 
• plumbing and electrical equipment as well as 
emergency repairs to water supply system. Will 
formulate and carry out a comprehensive preven- 
fltive maintenance program. 
The successful candidate must have a B.C. Gas 
Certificate Grade I as well as extensive experience 
with natural gas, propane and oll-fi~'ed heating 
equipment at both the residential and commercial 
level. Secondary school graduation, along with basic 
trades tralnlng In plpefittln,q, plumbing, sheet metal 
work, electrical or stationary engineering is 
preferred. A •knowledge of exhaust systems and 
control and trouble shooting of heating systems is 
preferred.. 
This posltloninvolves extensive travel throughout 
Northern B.C. and work will be. performed under 
limited supervision. 
Salary: $19,620 per annum. 
Relocation' ass!stance available. 
Applicants should respond In confidence to: 
Mr. F. Dahimann, 
Trades Sup~ervisor " 
British Columbia Buildings Corporation 
~4827 Keith Avenue. 
TERRACE, B.C. V8L IK7 
Fernie in the east to Prince 
l~t  on the Coast. 
While working with the 
Inmily physicians, the 
student doctors receive 
between ~ and $700 a 
month from the provindal 
gavemment to make up for 
the money the students 
would have earned during 
the period to help finance 
their next year at medical 
school. 
The program is organized 
by UBC's new Department of
Family Practice. The Royal 
Canadian Legion is donating 
~M0,000 a year to set up the 
Royal Canadian Legion 
Chair in,Family Practice, 
which helped UBC create the 
new department last year. 
: Socreds 
Scorn 
agreement 
VICTORIA+ +The Social 
Credit government is 
refusing to subsidize coastal 
freight service ven thong it 
has an agreement with the 
federal government todo so, 
Graham Lea, New Dqmecrat 
MIA for Prince Rupert, said 
in the Legislature today. 
Lea said the government is 
ins tead  Subs id iz ing  
passenger service.which 
people living in the north 
coast are not concerned 
about. "They are concerned 
about the everyday part of 
living-going down to the 
grocery store or any retail 
store and having to pay up to 
40 percent and 50 pc*cent 
idgher prtess for every item 
they. buy. This has been the 
ease ever since the province 
took" over" responsibility for 
coastal s.hipping." 
, Lea said Sncred Premier" 
Bill Bennett has ordered his 
ministers not 'to subsidize 
freight even though he 
signed an agreement with 
Canada saying that they 
would suhsidiz efreight." He 
charged that the premier 
would not "even stip out of 
Victoria and go out and talk 
to those people and ask them 
wl~it kind of service they 
n~d."  
Lea said he had asked 
Conservation Minister Sam 
Bawlf, who is responsible for 
B.C. Ferries, why the Sacred 
government is not living up 
to its agreement with Ottawa 
and was told: "Because we 
don't want to interfere with 
the private nterprise people 
who are ,left on the coast." 
Commented Lea: "The 
private nterprise people are 
few in number and Sadly 
lacking in ability'to supply 
the m~edS of the coast, and 
the Social Credit govern- 
medt" will not put in the 
service they said they would 
because they don't want to 
go'in dnd hurt anybody who 
may be in free enterprise, 
Don't the people matter 
more? Don't the people 
come first in the priority of 
this government?" The an- no:' . . . . . .  swer is clearly . .~  
, In!._ III I 
IT COULD HELP 
TRADE 
A notice outside the 
casualty department of a 
London hospital; says:  
"This area to be used 
, only for the dropping of 
patients." 
physicians in smaller trained specialists are , ' • 
communities throughout the It catad. . t 
province; and  many said So the second-year rural . • . • • 
their expesure to working in progrdm was set up to ex- AttenlionGroupsandOrganizaflons rural settings during their pose students to medicine 
second year was what made practised in a different 
them deride, setting..Look w h a t  C m m ~ W o r  . k s .  c a n  
• How Your i do for vour commumty. 
Garden  Grow  
Delectab le  vegetab les  
Anyone with a small patch of ground In a sunny 
location can enioy an abundant crop of succu- 
lent, fresh vegetables. It'sa matterof simple 
pr.epara.Uon, add Green Valley Flower & Vegetable 
Plant Food to provide essential nutrients, follow- 
Ing this with a n application of Green Valley-Steer 
Manureor other organic matter, such as compost. 
Flnaily, spade or rotoflll the entire area toa ' 
depth of 6 to 8 inches. 
When bedding plants are first set out, the 
should be.watered frequently and protected 
from direct sun and cool win'ds until well 
established. An application of Green Valley 
Plant Starter will help to prevent transplant 
shock and subsequent setback. 
4-10-10 
FLOWER & 
VEGETABLE 
PLANT FORD 
In May, plant vegetable seeds in rows, Two 
weeks after germination, thin rows to recom- 
mended spacing. Two or three times during tl~e 
growing season, apply supplementary nitrogen 
in the form of urea dissolved in water to the 
rows of leafy vegetables, such as lettuce.and 
cabbage, For tomato plants use the specially 
prepared Green Valley Tomato Food. 
I 4-1646 ~i] 
TOMATO ~ 
COMPOSTED 
STEER 
MANURE 
Plants should'be checked frequently for insects 
and an appropriate insecticide use~l where 
needed.Once a week, water thoroughly, ideally , 
w tha soaker type hose..Fina!ly, be sure to 
cultivate between rows regularly tp eliminate 
weeds which corn pete with your vegetables for 
plant food.and water. 
Good gardenlng..,and good eatingt 
No, 5 in a series of lawn and ga'rden hints. 
For complete Series, write: 
Green Va l ley  Fertilizer" 
& Chemica l  Company 
P,O. Box 249,12816-80th Avenue, 
Surrey, B.C. V3T'4W8 
0o-op ShOpping Centre 
4611 Groig 636-6347 
t Centre 
Op~,.5" 
Canada Works is a Federal 
Government job creation 
"program.And it's ready again, to 
create new jobs pnd lasting 
benefits for your community. 
But nothing happens unless 
you apply for a project of 
your own, so here's how to get 
things under way. 
Get your group to agree on' 
a project you can all support. 
Think. it through. Will it create 
at least 3 new jobs? Will it 
useand improve the.skills of 
unemployed people in your 
area? How much for salaries and 
other costs?Who will run the 
project on a day-to-day basis? 
Then go to your local Canada 
.Manpower Centre/Camda 
Employment Centreor]ob 
Creation Branch Office and pick 
up. a Canada Works applica- 
tion. and "Guide to Applicants? 
This application is not. com- 
,plicated, but please fill it out 
clearly andaccurately. 
If your idea is good, and 
your group has the will ~ 
and expertise t o A  
see it through, 
. , . ,  
t!il!Jiifii~i!i: N: 
Manne biology proi~ci"~ I 
our snores. 
They ' re  learn ing  me Argus  
o f  bus iness .  
CanadaWorks may be able tb 
contribute to the necessary 
funding, 
CanadaWorks is for your 
community. Your province.Your 
country. For all of us. So let's 
get working on some good ideas. 
New bridge uum 
with CanadaWorks money. 
!rnp]oyment and 
almlgration Canada 
lud Cullen, Minister 
Emplol et 
Imml0retlon Canada 
Bud Cullen, Mlniatre 
Do it for yo.r community. App  before June 24. 
i 
i 
I 
I 
! 
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Editorial 
Conveying Intelligence,? 
A newspaper, as stated in Webster's 20th 
mtury dictionary is a "sheet of paper.printed 
and distributed, at regular intervals, for con- 
Veying intelligence of passing events, or 
disseminating the opinions of a person, party Or 
sect, a public print or pepiodical issued daily,. 
semiweekly, or weekly, recording eneral news 
and intelligence of interest, or special news 
regarding a particular subject as  law, 
engineering etc..." • . 
What it boils down to is a means of relating the 
events of the day to people who are intersted. 
They are many. events of the day in Terrace,. 
and yet many of them go unnoticed in any of the 
media. 
Certainly it is our. job to go out and find the 
news wherever and whenever we can, but for a 
new reporter in a new city this can often be 
extremely difficult. 
Consider for a moment what it would be like to' 
find yourself .in charge of gathering all the city 
news for a newspaper. Where do you start.• 
City Hall is always a good bet, there is always 
some news, or some comment that can be useo,. 
Chamber of Commers, school board, human 
resources, community resources.., all good. 
sources of news. 
But what about he service clubs? What about 
the other organizations around the city? Surely 
they must be doing something exciting once in a 
while. " 
And they are. 
So why not use us. Tell us what is going On. 
Tell us and we will tell asmany readers as we 
have. 
Guest Editorial 
What's NOrmal? 
l~e Qufet itevoluuno 
Normalization. 
The word may not mean 
, much to  you. 
• You may not even find it in 
your dictionary. 
But .for more than two 
million Canodtens, or one- 
tenth our population, the 
word Is becoming - in- 
creasingly important. 
• The Canadians in question 
are the approximately 
640,000 mesttally retarded 
citizens and their parents 
and. families. For them, 
normalization brings almost 
revolutionary hope and new 
~pectatlons. t ': 
~l~ormalizatlon. simply pu .' 
"tn'eaus letting the mentsBy 
retarded person obtain an 
existence as close to the 
normal ns possible. 
It means for example, that 
the mentally retarded 
person be given the chance 
to do things we've long 
denied him. because our 
expectations of him were so 
low. 
It means.we must free him 
to live in more normal set- 
tings. Slcepinginwardsof 50 
or more, taking every meal 
in huge cafeterias, or 
bathing in mass showers will 
never produce normal 
beheviour. So we. must 
change that .  
It means we must free him 
to move and communicate in 
ways typical for his age; to 
use typical community 
resources be .they 
recreational, religious, 
medical, social or whatever. 
GMA Poll 
Do you favour the selling of beer, in paper cup6 at 
• professional sports events held in British Columbia? For 
example, B.C. Lions Football games or Vancouver Canucks 
Hockey games? • " ' " 
Thisnewsl)ai)er is a c0mmtmity resource, but 
until there is some community co-operation and 
interest shown us it will be difficult o do the city 
justice . . . . . . .  
It is our policy to gather as much local news as 
possible, but without help we can only be so ef- 
fective. 
• If you see events occurring that would be of 
interest to the community at large, phone us, if 
you have news items you~ ,ould like printed, 
please bring them iti. If there are photographs to 
be taken, call in. 
Obxqously we can't be everywhere atonce, and 
obviously we can't print everything submitted 
without question, as there would arise problems 
Of edormous proportion. 
Knowing about events ahead of time allows us 
to budget our time properly so that the work gets 
done, the news gets out, and we are allowed to 
lead normal lives as well as  you. 
Helping each other seems to be a trait that is 
on its way down the popularity poll. 
• Lets get together and reverse that trend. Afle 
all, we're all human. •+ 
, I+  - • 
. ~, .:.: ...: :...~...:.:.~.:::...~:~.::~:;.:..:~::....:...:.!;..~:.:.:..:;:.i.~.~.~...:.!.:.~..:~..:.~.~.~.~.:.:.:.~.!.:.:.::.~.;.;!.~.:;::.~;~.:.~ 
+,..THIS WEEK 
• : .  , +++ 
. • from Ottawa • ..+i+ ~; 
":+::+:":  +lona Campagnoio My 2 c IVorth 
There has been considerable concern in recent 
days over Canadian-American fishing relations, 
and in particular the recognition of interim 
fisheries boundaries pending the conclusion of 
negotiations between our two countries on this by Judy Vandergncht 
most important subject. • SPRING. What does that conjure up in your 
This has become a matter for negotiation .mind? Flowers? New Growth? Getting out in 
between our countries because of the need to the Garden? To each person Spring brings a 
resolve overlapping boundary claims which speeial pleasure. It alsobringsalotof...NOISE. 
occured from the extension of our offshore Lawnmowers, power saws, trail bikes, roto- 
~si~'u/oSo~teodr inho~to ~ fisheries limit •tO 200 miles, tillers-just o mention Spring and out they all 
P A special debate was held in the House of where one is labelled as a _ . . . .  . • . . . . .  come- belching smoke and making a hell of a 
patientorinmate,.andwhehe t~ommonS this weez and x was pleased to raze din. The iawnmower, having spent a very 
one cannot mix with other part in it and speak for the interests of our, peaceful winter gathering mold and dust in the 
community residents or northern fishermen. • - corner of the garage, is yanked out and expected, 
en comment amenities, joy .. io~d alva" to Both as your Memberof Parliament and as a after one pull, to out the lawn without protest. 
is nara.,y e! ~ ~ _ Cabinet Minister' I have been fouowing this Ha! Not bloody likely. After ten pulls, three normal ~enavmur. ~o we +. d r ular con must chan~e tlmt " matter very closely: and have ha ~ . " kicks, off it goes...to the local Mr. Fixit who just 
--For too" long, 'we have sultations With my colleagues.the Mlms!er o t loves this time of the year when everyone brings 
reduced the potential apld Fisheries and the Secretary of Sram ior ~xmrna, in their twenty five year old lawnmowers looking 
normalcy of the. mania y Affairs • • : 
retarded person, and have " " ' " Spring brings out the power sa w maniac who further retarde , his I f  yonwonld like a copy of_mYhserPe~aht~r"i~; for a mi rac le . .  ' 
development We have ttouse olt;ommons, as weti as umer  m,  has this terrible compulsion tO .CUt sown 
stressedthenegative, not he have compiled on the issue, please write to me something_ANYTHiNG,~usual, ll~you r favourite 
positive. We iiave pointed care of the Hguse of Commons, Ottawa, Ontario, t ree at the b0t~'b~the  ~ard~id  then to add 
:o,t~l~ "mffer~ome,'/+. not ~ii~1 ~ ~/0X2/::.'- No ~ postage is required': insult to injury,"chances drelt~Vill fall on your 
his likeness.to therest of us. 
The mentally retarded JACK HORNER VISIT 
, In other news, .I had a very busy and person, for his pert. being 
neither vocal nor articulate, productive •visit "to the Smithers area last Ottawa Offbeat 
has accepted hts'fata quietly. ~veekend with Industry, Trade and Commerce 
Canadian Association Minister Jack Homer. Mr. Homer met with --,----,~o'~t'~= ,,.,,t ~ p r m g  The 
for the Mentally Retarded cattlemen from the Bulkiey-Nechako region and 
and its nine provincial nd also discussed export problems with local forest 
3,50 local associations are trying to change that. And industr~ representatives. As the Minister in Ottawa,- Right about now, the socialite wives 
we all must help., charge'of .Canada's export policy ( .and as a of the political elite in the National capital are 
Normalization therefore cattle runcerin his own right), Mr. Hornet is a robber-necking their way through the manicured 
gardens and luxuriant mansions of Embassy means many things for the * very knowledgeable p rson in beth these vital 
mentally retarded. But i t  also means omething for industries. His visit, although short, was a very 
those of us who make up the useful one, and certainly allowed him to gain a 
so.called "normal" segment good perspective of the special concerns of our 
of society., area. 
It's time we revolutionized There has been some confusion recently over 
our thinking. It's time we the 'costs. of the  new Ridley Island port 
raised our expeetati0ns of development in prince, •Rupert, generated 
the mentally retarded. • Old attitudes and fears die large!y bY some unfortunately misleading 
hard. .. newspaper articles. 
But let's give nor- The factof the matter, as Transport Minister 
malization-and th.e mentally Otto Lang stated in the House of Commons this 
retarded a chance. , Wednesday, is that hose,A, ho use the facility will 
pay-through charges based on the volume of 
freight-towards the cost of the project. He said 
that"obviously that is designed initially to cover 
the operating and maintenance costs. In ad- 
dition to that, in certain cases when it is ap. 
propiate, more than that". 
• In other words, while the government will not 
bui ld and maintain the Ridley Island develop- 
Springtime - -  a Hell of a Din  
hot house. Another maniac who usually shows 
up around this time of the year, is the pyro- 
maniac who loves to burn old grass. _Ask you 
local fireman how he loves this fellow. This guy 
usually ends up setting fire to the fence, the 
garage, the washing and the dog. 
This is a jolly time of the year for the gardener • 
also. This is the time when you see these 
characters dancing up and down pointing to a 
.shrivellled up root-which just happens to be a 
prize rose which didn't make it through the 
winter. There they are, Mr. and Mrs. (everyone 
is equal in the garden) down on their knees 
praying to all those niggley plants that will grow 
when they want to. Then there is the pruner. 
What a masochist. He isn't happy taking off one 
or two branches-nope, everything has gotta go-- 
and there the tree stands NAKED. Miraculously 
the tree survives-sometimes. 
• I don't want o be completely down on spring. ~ 
.mean the birds are cute--rushing around buildi~ 
nests out of string and straw. Why can't hey ll"W" 
in houses like the rest of us civilized folk. Oh yes, 
talking about birds and houses. Woke to a loud 
tap-tap-tap-tap-tap the other morning. I figured 
it either had to be a mouse with a pneumatic drill 
or the branches were retaliating from all that 
pruning. Wrong on both counts-it was a red- 
headed woodpecker and I can't really believe he 
thought he would get anything from the house 
but a headache. 
Talking about headaches-How about a Roy~ 
Commission to investigate the Royal Corn, Row. . - * • 
It's one of the rites of Spring in this isolated + mission that Judy La Marsh chaired? I shall, at 
Never-Never Land-of-the-ARernoen. : . great sacrifice to myself, volunteer to headtliat 
• And it's a measure of how insulated the place 
is from the realworld. 
• While these ladies are eohing and aahing their 
• way through thee  half million dollar diplomatic 
palaces, ome,of'tbeir husbands are shovelling 
out an annual $I billion worth of your discounted 
88-cent dollar to the governments hat  these 
Ambassadors Extraordinaire and Ministers 
Benipetentiary represent. 
These ladies will be,sipping the finest sherries, 
perhaps this very afternoon, from the most 
del icate lead crystal in the  grandeur of the 
$550,000 Indonesian Embassy. 
At the samefime, in the bureaucratically a'nd 
politically sacred name of foreign aid, the In- 
donesian ambassador's government back home 
in Jakarta will be drawing down some $237 
commission. They say one night on the town was 
$800,000. That must have been some night.• i: i  
The sad fact is that even if they find lanky 
panky with the loyal taxpayers money, nothing is 
• going to happen to Judy. It appears the book- 
keeper died (I am sure glad I wasn't doing those 
books) although the •daughter seems to have a 
couple of dinner eceipts over $100 each. 
What people don't realize is that you have no 
ordinary bulk here-it takes money to keep all 
that La Marsh nourished. Anyway I know that as 
long as the Canadian Judicial system is lenient • 
on the killers of our policemen, Judy doesn't 
need to worry, except perhaps they will'give her 
McDonald's Hamburger meal tickets with hei" 
next Royal C~mmission; 
Favour 42.5 percent 
Oppose 51.8 percent . 
Unsure 5,7 percent 
Base (384) 
TODAY'IN HISTORY 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
The Canadian House of 
Commons under Prime 
Minister Robert L. Borden 
adopted o resolution asking 
King George V-to refrain 
from granting titular honors 
to Canadian citizens 59 years 
ago today--in '1919. Although 
titular honors were again 
conferred in1935 under R. B. 
Bennett. the policy ot 1919 
was restored by Macke,zie 
King. and no such honors 
have been recommended or 
awarded since 1935. ' 
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meat as a gift to the companies establishing 
facilities there, neither will it force them to 
absorb, as a "start up" cost, the full$16.3 million 
federal expenditure. What the government will 
do~ in order to encourage this development and 
create benefits for the people of our area, is 
make the initial investment, and regair~ its 
revenues both throughnormal charges and the 
other economic growth generated by the facility 
over a long period of time as is the custom in 
every other such project in thenation. " 
Letters' 
Where the Blame Lies 
• The economy has never ellizene, we me Canadian 
million in Canadian credits and grants. 
And never the two worlds-the real and the 
pretend-shall meet. 
The politicians-as well as the bureaucrats- 
just can't afford the introduction tot actuality to 
unreality. 
Such politicians as Edmonton Co~ervative 
MP Douglas Rocbe~ your apotypical bleeding 
heart, who, to read and hear him, might make 
• you wonder whether he didn't worry more about 
the people of Indonesia than .he does over the 
people of his constituency; 
He has written of Indonesia as a country 
where, in the rural reaches, "in three-quarters of 
all the'dwellings the floor is of earth and the 
walls of cardboard; no latrines, ater or drainage 
facilities-disease brought on by malnutrition"- 
been worse, unemployment' public may not be perfect, and where the annual per capita income is only 
is stillrising and the value of fiut we definitely are net $170 . . . . . . .  
the dollar is still fnillng-y~t' responsible for putting His is a plea for more, much, mush more 
are the politicians in Ottawa. *Canada into the mess it's m 
really very concerned?. . tndayl Canadian aid for the Indonesians. 
The Prime Minister The blame should be , Obviously, $237 million is not nearly enough: 
suggests that we should placed where it rightfully But has Douglas Boche given-or will the grana 
'have fkith' and be patient., belongs, And wesh~ld o it dames  of the Liberal Establishment's nat ional  
now )ust prior to me etec TheFinance Minister Urges t l~  J , . " Capital Elite give, a thought to the Indones ian 
restraint, whatsver the 
case,, it is uiways implied -~i}~ small package •of. cont ras t  of that $170 level  of hungry poverty of 
that the root of the nation's inf6~natian is offered the people and the $500,000 luxury in which.their 
troubloslte:intheg.r.e~., o(its tewdNlstheeeends. Wehope ambassador richly basks? 
people..,"Cansdlan l l~ur is you find it useful Ours is a ' 
pricing itself out Of theworld Research and ~formation The tour  of  the embassy propertms-stagod by 
market". . . . "people are Offlce, so we ean supply you the Iiuperial .Order of the Daughters of  the 
trying to live beyond their with furtherdatashonldY~ Empire-oddly enough is centered on the In- 
. meaea"...aud "everyone reqnirelt, donesian, described as "opdlently decorated, 
• wants everything, butnoono Yours in solidarity exotic, elegant, and stunnignly extravagant." 
• wants to work for Itl" +Bill Horswlll, The good ladles will also be looking over the 
We think that Canada's Research Coordinator, 
basic problems originate for tlie LABOuR ADVISORY new $750,000 diplomaUe residence of the am- 
elsewhere. As people sad as COMMITTEE bassador epresenting Cuba's Fidel Castro. 
Should have. 
stayed in bed. 
L 
WASHINGTON (AP) wants warning labels on 
Li~;ing can be hazardous to bubble baths because some 
health, who use them suffer from, 
Consider waking up with a rashes and itching. 
cup of coffee. Too much Be careful stepping into 
caffeine is bad for health. It the tub. Twonty-onemllli~ 
causes birth defects in people in the United State~ 
animals, says the Centre for are injured in home ac. 
Sclcoce in the Public In- 
terest. 
Take a vitamin. More than 
+4,000 cases of vitamin 
poisoning are reported every 
year; says the Food and 
Drug Administration FDA. 
• Bacon and eggs for break- 
fast? 
The 
wants to reduce the amount 
of sodium nitrite used to cure 
bacon. Michael Jacchson of + 
the Centre for+ Science in 
the]Public Interest says:. 
"The fat promotes heart 
diseas, America's No. I 
health problem. The 
nitrosamines .promote 
cancer, the No. 2 .health 
problem." 
Egg yolks contain 
cholesterol and high levels of 
cholesterol are bad for heart, 
cidents every year, the. 
Comumer Product Safe~ 
Commission says,' .. 
After the bath r~member: 
Aerosol products such as  
deodorants eontaininB 
chlordluoro-carbona may i b~ 
demaf~g the earth's at; 
mmpbere and  the ~gov~q- 
U.S; government meat ~s ' tak~ stepo to l~n 
them, 
Wemm taking, birth 
control pills should read'tl~ 
required warning label thiR 
says. excess doses o~ 
estrogen can cause cancer'. 
0ffto work. Does your car 
pollute?' Is yoursnat belt 
fastened? Drive carefully, 
The National Safety Conncil 
says 72.3 percent of all fatal 
accidents in the u.s. happen 
within 40 kilometres of 
home. " + • 
A quick cigarette before :',' .~ 
showering? There are ,WATCH FOR CAVITIES ' 
health warnings on cigarette Consider, sis0:' 
packages and now the FDA . -Chewing !gum. , . . . / .  
• i 
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China, U.S., 
VANCOUVER (CT) - 
Philip Delesalle, of Victoria, 
and Ka/'en Keisall, of 
Surrey, B.C., Canada's top 
gymnasts, won the over.all 
flues Wednesday at the fonr- 
country Pacific Rim gym- 
nsstiea competition. 
Australia and Canada gymnastic supremacy 
Delesalle, 20, thrilled a Delesalle. bar and ilnished with a six- 
crowd of about 4,800 at the "Once in a blue moon event total of 57.50, to beat 
Pacific Coliseum with a maybe, but coi'telniy not in Hsiung Sung-Liang of the 
score of 10.0 on the pommel front of Canadian judges." People's Republic of China 
horse-the first perfect mark Delesalle, rated eighth in by 1.2 points. 
of his career, the world on the pommel ,,yondon'tveryoftensee a 
,,youjustdon'texpectthat orse, alsnhad an excellent mule gymnast get more tben 
type of thing," said- score of 9-6 on the horisontal 57peiste in an international 
.competition," said Canadian 
men's coach Kelth Russell. 
"And in front of the home 
her highest score-In 9.6 -, n 
the vault and finished with a 
fonr-evont total of 37.75, 
edging team-mate ~onica 
Goermann, of Winnipeg, by 
two-tenths of a point. 
"When I land on a certain 
spot it hurts," Kelasll said. 
"It doesn't hurt when I vault 
or tumble, just when I land 
on it hard and its getting 
worse.". 
and the Unites S~tss - -  sent 
three top female and male 
athletes to the two-city 
competition, ,which opened in 
Edmonton Sunday. ' 
TheChineae won the men's 
team title with 224.70 points, 
Canada finished a close 
second, while the U,S. and 
Australia were well back. 
Huang YuoPing and Peng 
Ya-Ping, of China, finished 
third and fourth respectively 
Protection deficiency costs 
company $600,000 
adequate protection for the 
side ;of hishead. 
Stella, who played 
fullback,, contended in his 
suit that he had walked off 
the field and collapsed later 
on the sidelines and had to 
undergo brain ssurgecy. 
Family members refused to 
discuss the injury. 
His lawyer contended that 
his learning ability was  
seriously impaired. 
Francis Marshall, lawyer 
for the company, said the 
amount of the award will not 
be appealed. 
Marshall said the helmet 
was 'per!~tly acceptable 
and tested, but he also saia 
one of Stella's team-mates 
had removed two protective 
interior pads to make the 
helmet more comfortable. 
PHILADELPHIA (AP) - A 
co;roman pleas court 
juryhas awarded a $600,000 
settlement toa former high 
school football player who 
blamed his injuries from a 
1970 game on the company 
that made hsihelmet. 
Joseph Stelis, 24, had sued 
Wilson Sporti;ng Goods CO., 
Inc., because his hdmct 
allegedly did not provide 
WHA signs three juniors 
er.o~.d 7. it's just great." 
~e~san, competing with a Each of the four coontrios- 
badly bruised heel, recorded Canada, China, Australia in the men's competition. 
Boston carries spirit 
despite losses 
BOSTON (CP) - Down 2-0 
in their best-of-sevon Stanley 
Cup final series with Mon- 
treal Canadiens, Boston 
Bruins still are managing to 
display an air of confidence. 
As they prepare for the 
third game of the National 
Hockey League cham- 
pionship series tonight, the 
Bruins have taken a much- 
needed injection of spirit 
from their performance in 
Tuesday's 3-2 o;vertime loss. 
Boston played as well as it 
had in the playoffs so far, 
holding the Conadions to a 
draw after regulation time. 
0nly a blistering wrist shot 
from the Caeadiens' Guy 
Lafleur at 13:09 of the extra 
session shutout the desirable 
win on Forum ice. 
"It's a lift," hurd'lhitting 
especially when you stay~ 
right on their doorstep and 
only had to stick one in to 
win." 
Wayne Cashman, Bruins' 
team captain who played his 
first game for Boston during 
the 1964-65 season, is upset 
over the outcome of the 
second game but takes heart 
from his team's robust style. 
"Sure, R'S a tough loss to 
take," he said. "But we 
proved toeverybedy, we 
p~oved to ourselves, that we 
can play with them." 
Even with the might of the 
QUEBEC (CP) -Richard contract withQuebec Nor- and assisted on 61 others 
David, the high-searing diques, Maurice Filion, with theDraveursduring69 
forward and captain of general manager of the regular-s~osan games. 
Trois-Rivierea Draveurs of World Hockey Association Filion said the Nordiquea 
the Quebec Major Junior club, sald Wednosday. went after David ira- 
Hockey League, has signed a David, 20, scored 50 goals mediately following the 
Memorial Cup Canadian 
junior hockey chum- 
Stacey Maloney, of the U.S. "The Chinese team is 
and LindsnyNylund, the 1977 ranked about third in the 
Australian champion, tied world, and we gave them a 
for fifth. .real fight." 
Jean Choquette, of Mon- Finishing behind the two 
treal, was seventh and 0wen Canadian girls was Rhonda 
We|strum of Vancouver, was Schwandt, of the U.S. Tang 
fled for eighth with Kirk 'Hslao.LiandMaWee Chu, of 
Pfiieger, of the U.S. China, finished fourth and 
Russell said he was ex- tremely/ pleased with the fifth repectively. 
- Sherry Hawce, of Cam- 
performances of Choquette 
and Waistrem. He expects sixth, as the Cansdan team 
all thi'ec. Canadian men to 
qualify for the Com- 
m0nwealth Games at the 
Canadian championships in 
Ottawa in two weeks. 
"I'm really excited about 
thewaythiugs went," hesaid. 
bridge, Ont., placed a strong 
finished two-tonibe ofa point 
behind the Cineae team in 
the women's over-all title. 
The U.S. was a close third 
and AUstralia was well back 
in fourth. 
! Since that time, the Bmin~ 
triumphed three times i~ 
overtime during the quarter 
finals withChicago Blac' 
Hawks, and won the first 
game of their semi-final with 
Philadelpphia Flyers on a 
goal by Rick Middleton 
during the overtime session. 
In the final series, 
however, Boston is faced 
with a talented club inspri .ed 
by a long winning tradition. 
In the last 25 years, 
Montreal Caandisns have 
captured 14 Stanley Cupis, 
"indnding the last two in a 
row.. 
L.A. definite host 
ATHENS (Router)- Los Internat ional  Olympic 
Angeles was named the site Committee IOC before Aug. 
for the 1984 Summer 1 this year. 
Olympic Games today on The IOC awarded the 1984 
condition that the city sign a Winter Olympics to 
suitable contract with the Sarajevo, Yugolasvia. 
Tureotte to. return 
after injury 
EDM()NTON(CP)- Edmonton rider Ronnie 
Jockey Run Turcotte, sub Burrell suffered a broken 
tering from two broken ribs collarbone at the same track 
and severe bruises after be tht'es days earlier when his 
was thrown from hishorse mount broke two front legs. 
Tuesday, says he plans to Turcotte said he hopes 
return with his wife to New doctors will permit him to 
Yeak where he hopes to leave hospita lsometime 
recover in time to ride today. 
L'Alezane, Canadian horse 
of the year, in the Queens' 
Pints in late June. 
Turcotts, a Now York. 
based rider formerly from 
Grand Fails, N.B., fell after 
~his mount Kid Roqos 
snapped its left front leg co 
the clubhouse turn. He said 
from his hospital bed 
Wednesday that he had no 
criticism of the track and felt 
his horse was sound. 
"These things are just part 
of racing," said Turcotte, 
who rode Secretariat to the 
Triple Crown in 1973. "The 
track could likely use more 
cushion, but it is uniform." 
Films showed Turcotte 
was struck by Kid Roque 
when the horse got up after 
going to its knees when the 
leg snapped. 
Tigers pitch wrong " -  
By THE ASSOCIATED Tigers to a 5-3 triumph over 
PRESS the Brewers. 
Oakland's Elias Sues and In the only other American 
Milwaukee's Jerry League games, Cleveland 
Augustine were having Indians nipped New Yerg 
second thoughts Wednesday Yankees 54 in 10 innings and 
night because their first 
thoughts turned out all 
wrong. 
"I guess I should have 
thrown him a fastball," Sosa 
pi0mhips earlier, this month. 
David i s  the third 
Canadian Major Junior 
Hockey League player 
signed by the WHA in the last 
two days. Earlier Wed- 
neaday, New ENgland 
Whalers announced the 
signing of Jeff Brubaker, 
while on Tuesday Bir- 
mingham Bulls signed over- 
age Junior Grog Tebbutt. 
Brubaker, a six.foot-two, 
210-pound left winger, helped 
Petsrborough Petos of the 
Ontario Major Jun io r  
Hockey League to a berth i;n 
the Memorial Cup final. 
Jebbutt, a defenceman 
with Flirt Finn Bombers of 
the Western Canada Hockey 
Lea~us, had 28 goals and 46 
assists in 55 games this 
season. He added II goals 
and 17 assists in the WCHL 
pisyoffs. 
CFL legal bind• 
Wilson, an Ohio native who 
signed a three-year contract 
last year along with Georgia 
team-mats Joel Parrish, has 
advised the Canadian 
Football League team he will 
not attend the Argos' 
By IAN MaeLAINE 
TORONTO (CP) - -  Bill 
Hed~son has little respect 
for an organization thai 
won't abide by a legal 
contract and is therefore 
ready to go as far as 
necessary in his S2.million 
"tampering" suit against the 
National Football League's 
Cincinnati Benguis. 
Hodgsnn, owner of Toronto 
Argonauts, filed the suit in 
Cleveland after .Cincinnati's 
continued pursuit of Argos' 
offensive tackle Mike Wilson 
despite warnings last year. 
by NFL commissioner Pete 
Rozelle to cease and desist. 
training camp in early June 
nor will he play another 
game in Canada. 
While admitting ad- 
miration for Wilson's 
abilities, Hedgson counters 
that ff the big tackle doesn't 
play here he won't play 
anywhere for the duration of 
his contract which still has 
two years to run in addition 
to the option year. 
lose game 
really trying to outguess 
Thompson. 
"I don't ry to be cute," be 
said. "I just go after hitters. 
But I guess I just wasn't 
thinking right. If I had, I 
Chigaco White Sex out- never would have thrown 
slugged No|an Ryan and. him two fnstbeila." 
California Angels 9-6. Sid Mange kept Cleveland 
Toronto and Baltimore were in the game with his brilliant 
rained out. relief pitching until Rick 
Cundicos, it's surprising that 
Boston lest in overtime. = 
When the team is faced with 
sudden death, it usually 
manages to produce the 
ame-winner in short order. 
right winger Terry O'Reilly Thelast time theBuins lost 
said, "A small lift, maybe, in overtime was durin$ last 
llkeeamingfromabasament year's final, when Jacques 
rathe first floor. ' Lomatrepottedthewinnec at 
"Last year they blew us 4:32 of the .first overtime 
out4-0. It'sdlffent now. We period to give Montreal its 
know we can play in their second consecutive Stanley 
building. It can be Cuplwith a 2-1 win at Boston 
frustrating because you lost. Garden. 
Seattle plays first 
NBA championship 
SEATTLE (AP) -For  the was mired in the Pacific 
fwsttlmeinSeattle's ll-year Division cellar with a 5-17 
Nat iona l  Basketba l l  
Association history, the 
Super Sonios will be playing 
lathe championship s~ies. 
The SuperSonics polished 
off Denver Nuggets 123-108 
WEdnesday night to win the 
NBA's Western Conference 
championship before a 
sellout crowd of 14,09~. The' 
win gave the Sonics the best- 
of-seven semi-final series 
with the Nuggets 4-2. 
Seattle plays host to 
Washington Bullets, the 
Eastern  Conference  
champions, inthe first game 
of the best-of-seven NBA flue 
series Sunday. 
Seattle 'couch Lenny 
Wilkeos, who took the reins 
last Nov. 30 when the team 
record, was elated. 
"We're looking forward 
to playing Washington," he
said. "I think it's going to be 
• a fantastic series." 
Marvin Webster, the 7- 
fcod-1 inch centre who came 
to Seattle with Pnul Siins 
from Denver in an off-season 
trade thaL sont guard Bobby 
Wilksrson to the Nuggets, 
ruled the middle at both ends 
of the court, scoring 18 points 
and grabbin 13 rebounds. 
• The Sonics were paced by 
Fred Brown's 26 points and. 
Gus Williams' 24. Dennis 
Johasoxt added 16 points and 
rookie Jack Sikma 14. 
Rcokie Anthony Roberts of 
Denver scored 19 points and 
had a game.high 16 
rebounds. ° 
All the 
HONDAS 
' are here. 
And, since the 1975-76 
season, Montreal has lost 
only four playoff games, 
none of them in the fianl. In 
38 plnyoff contests since the 
start of their current string, 
the Cunadieus have an on- 
viable 34-4 record. 
The key to an eventual 
Boston triumph as to be the 
continued exceptional play 
of goaltender Gerry 
Checvers. 
The 37.your-old veteran of 
Stanley Cupl competition-he 
was on the Boston 
chamllomhip tieanm of 1969- 
70 and 1971-72--has been 
• outstanding so far. 
In the second game, he 
was bril l iant during the 
overtime, kicking out 
everything Montreal could 
throw at bim. 
During one sequence, he 
made three stops from point- 
blank range after he lost his 
goal stick before he finally 
smothered the puck. 
The Cunadiens will he 
without defenceman Bill 
Nyrop for tonight's game. 
'The  Montreal rearguurd 
suffered an injury to his 
right eye when struck by a 
stick in Tuesday's game. 
! The Light Touch 
I 
I 
I By Steve Pearson 
I 
I 
I ' I~ 
I Anybody who finds it easy to improve their golf game I 
I probably uses a pencil. | 
I * * I 
i The government says we should pay our taxes with a [ 
I smile. Wish we'd known that eaTller - we sent a check, i 
I * * I | Formula for nostalgia: the good old days multiplied by | 
| a bad memory. | 
I * * ] Busybody: a person with an inlerferiority complex. I i
I "*  *which bridges to I l,The hardest thing to learn in life is 
I cress and which to burn. | 
I * 
I No brid0es at TERRACE" APPL IANCE I 
I but we can help you learn 3225 EMERSON. ~1 
. . . .  _ _ - - - - - - -  . . . . . . .  . - - - - - - - -~  
Les 20, 21 et 22 Mai 
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CBUF-FM,  re laye  par  Pr ince  George,  Ter race  et Chil l iwack. 
A TERRAOE ¢BWK990 said after Texas' Jim Sund- Sundberg's winning blow Manning's tw;o-our single 
bergrappedasliderferatie- was his third single in a off Sperky Lyle in the 10th 
inning following Paul Dade's 
brcaking single in the dghth con.st ~t  exten~ "~ " Test dfive a Honda today at ,~  Socidtd , ] inning that guve the Rangars hitting streak to 16 game, to~onttripledroveho_m_eme ' 
a 4-3 victory over the A's withinoneo;f theTexnscmb wlnmng ' run, mannm6 ~ TERRACE HONDA SALES , - "~ ILL  h • " - 
.. In Milwaukee, AngostL, le record, ripi)ed a two-run single off "~W// 4842 Hwy. 16West {9(~I IWIP'  Rad io -  , l 
mrew a tastball and wished Thompson's decisive two- Ed Figaeroa in .~efonrth, ~| =~_ I/ Terrace, B.C. rag 1L8 ~I~IF~ / "~_~e~ " | 
he,,l~?n't, run homer, his ninth of the inning ann wameu ann ~ 53s.65710r635.4325 ~ 'M'  ~,~ctll~tla~t | 
Thompson hadn't been season, followed a double by scored tl~ tying run on a ~OX~TD~ Dealer LicenceNumber 02066A J ' ' , J 
nitting the breakisg ball Ron LeFlere, who also single by Buddy Bellin the ~- - -~- - .  - -  - -  z - -  A ' Z A' A A * * * ' * * * . * *  
gaedallnight, sol threw him homered, as did Lance seventh .as the" Indians 
nit the soco;nd one out. I their fourth consecutive Chicago 9 California 6 ' 
should ,,ha, re my head victory. Bill Nahorodny and Jorge sa  a ,v  .-"nlz' h"n ", or examined, the left-hander SixtoLezcanoandGorman 0rtabelted.tw°'.r.un.hom.ers ' ' . ,  • a ' ' , 'i 
snidafterJasonThampson's Thomas connected for off R.y.an in me elghed~a~g " ~. ,  Looal ehlbs or Or ~! 
.tw~run homer in the sevonth Milwaukee. .u.cagosnappou - :  ly Looal Nero '  : ' :: 
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Kitimat Lacrosse needs volunteers 
Kltimat Minor Lacrosse The league is broken into 
Association has started five divisions: Tykes, 
another season of play and Novices, Pec .Wees, Ban- 
year boasts over 120 tams, and Midget-Juveniles 
young players. Local (included in one division), 
merchants sponsor . the make-up the entirety of 
teams which are funded not players. 
~dy by these sponsor monies Travelling expenses are 
but registration f~s as well. not available through 
reg is t ra t ion  and sponsor 
monies because these funds 
cover the cost~ involved in 
equipment and facilities. 
This is the reason why the 
AssociaUon has several fund 
raising activities on:tap for 
this ¢~ason. 
m the dose budgeting 
Solar Energy: What's In It For You? 
Heat from the'sun is free, big investment. The equip- 
but the equipment you need meet needed for widespread 
for ruing it isn't, and a lot practical use is still a few 
of people are still in the years down the road. 
dark about what's practical 
and what isn't. These ques- 
tions and answers may help 
shed a little light. 
Q. Can I heat my whole 
house from the sun? , 
A :  Solar energy for 
whole-house heating is still 
in its .infancy. Systems are 
available but they require a 
light-l'ike panels mounted on 
your roof Or on a small 
platform beside the house) 
to absorb the sun's rays. AL 
Q. Why should I heat just the proper angle, panels can 
the water in my house? even go on the side of the 
A. Solar water heating house, or on an outbuilding, 
systems can be a practical as long as they face due', 
way to save on fuel and fuel south. You also need a 
costs and these systems are medium for transferring the 
available now. heat, a storage tank, inter- 
Q. What hardware do I connecting pipe and, in  
need? . , most cases an auxiliary heat- 
A. Solar collectors (sky- er. 
- Wrist  in jury not to stop Derby  w inner  
Affirmed 
'IqBWYORK(AP) - Steve year-old thoroughbreds, 
Cauthen, wbo is scheduled to excaped with only a minor 
r/de Kentucky Derby winner wrist injury Wednesday 
Affirmed in Saturday's when he was thrown by his 
prenkness, the second leg of. mount after the fourth race 
the Triple Crown for three- at Aqueduct. 
"I just rolled over on my 
right hand," said the 18- 
year-old CautJ~em, who:was 
unseated when he tried to 
pull up on ~lorthern Pro at 
the end of the race. "It's OK 
n. I went to the first aid 
room and it was checked out. 
Trainer hopes 
for $2M horse 
~u,¢O~o~ (AP) 
Trainer Laz Bam'ra, who 
felt it was an insult to M- 
firmed whes the colt wasn't 
favored for the Kmtucky 
Derby, -said Wednesday: 
'Td  like tO be 10 to I for the 
Presknens. The horse 
doesn't know the price." 
odds will be much 
shorter than 10 to 1 when 
Harbor View Farm's Ken- 
. tocky Derby winner bids to 
win the $150,000-added 
Preskness and become 
thoroughbred raeing's  
youngest millionaire. In 
fact, he willbe favorea. 
• Affirmed was expected 
be opposed by Alydar and 
Believe It, the 2-3 finishers in 
the Derby, respectively; 
' Noon Time Splmdor~ Track 
Reward and possibly one or 
two other three-year-olds for 
the I 3-16;-mile race at 
• Plaflieo on Saturday. • . 
' Affillned's 12 victories aria 
' tWO second in 14 starts have 
:bees worth ~7,0~7, mere 
~an '  any horse ever earnea 
~t  this,dl~l~t~¢4d~ thme- ~,,,~Id sea.n. 
If he could win $2 milllun 
, ==ct~ no ho~ h~ ~ 
yet, although el~t-yenr-o 
Forego is clo~e, it would be a 
thing for him," said 
Barren, looking past 
l:~'eskness and the $150,000- 
added Belmont on June 1O. 
The Cuban .born trainer 
mid-be ,plans to send Af- 
firmed to the Swaps stak.es 
at Hollywood Park on 
July 4 weekend. 
There's nothing Wrong, 
really, I 'm going home and 
soak  it. I'll be back 
tomorrow." 
Cautbon's horse seemed to 
bob his head, causing the 
riding s..~sation to lose his 
balance and go sprawling on 
the track. He was examined 
by track physidan John J: 
Ki]gallen, who said x-rays 
ofthe right wrist indicated no 
fracture and diagnosed the 
injury as a slight sprain. 
required in the clubs and 
league managers, and 
coaches, are volunteer. The 
Midget- Juveni le group 
players aged 15 to 19, have 
yet to be equipped with 
enough staff. Anyone in- 
terested in working with the 
young athletes is asked to 
cohtact one of the ¢ .~'tlve 
members of the asso~.don. 
President isGale Vmnard, 
t;.-'st vice-presidenl is Ann 
Martindale, and second vice- 
president is Larry Beltz. 
Secretary for the 
organization is Marg Moore 
with treasurer Julie Mitchell 
filling the fifth spot on the 
executive. ' 
Five other executive 
members .complete the 
lacrosse xecutive. 
Divisional managers are 
as  follows: Tyke, Lynne 
Eastman, Novice, Caro] 
Graham, Pec Wee, Paggy 
Bare, Bantam, Marilyn 
Taylor, Midget-Juvenil( 
does not have a manager as 
yet. "" 
Support of the league gives 
the youngsters a chadce'at 
developing their skills. 
Wagon Days 
TERRACE HONDASALES 
' ~ /  4842 Hwy. 16 West Terrace, B.C. VeG 1L8 
635.6571 or 6354325 
Dealer Licence Number 02066A 
-ZONX)~ Test drive a Honda today. 
SERIES NO. | TICKET NUMBER 
If the last five, four or three digits on your ticket are identical to and in 
the same order as these winning numbers above, your ticket is eligible 
to win the corresponding prize. 
t last 5 digits WIN $1,000 
last 4 digits WIN $100 
last 3 digits WIN $25 
NOTE: Twenty-five dollar ($25) winners may claim their winnings by 
presenting their ticket to any branch of Canadian imperial Bank of 
Commerce only in British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba 
.and the Yukon. 
In the event of discrepancy between this list and the official winning 
numbers list as certified by the auditors of the Foundation, the latter 
shall prevail. 
Carpet & Drapery Service 
i'il [ Winning Numbers May 17 
il 100 BONUS NUMBERS WIN $5,000 EACH 
~,, E CARPET ~e~ " FOR EXACT NUMBER ONLY 
.................. • Listed in numerical order, for your convenience. 
i pes 1091513" 1651896 2896803 3745661 4463522 5637277 
- Sheers- Lined Drapes 
• Insulated drapes - Drape rods 
T '  Indoor.Outdoor Ready:made dra  
M Shags, Loops,  Twist ,  
Scu lptured ,  
T We have 
S ~ #  Scotch Guarded FREE 
Carpet ing i 
in all popular sizes 
1,200 samples 
to choose from When quality matters.. 
Box 70/'Smithers 
1073MainSt, ' ph 847-4485 
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BEGINNING MAY 31st 
Do#r THROWYOUR OU) 
EXPRESS'IlCKETS AWAY! 
1~y ~w ~ve. se~xd ~ to w~ ~ ~e F.xWess. 
Encore drawl In addition to 
the regular five chances at 
$100,000 and thousands of other 
cash prizes from $25 to $1,000 
every Winsday, Western Express 
$1 tickets that have not won on 
the regular draw now have a 
second chance to WIN. Because 
we've put even more WIN in 
WIIqSDAYI 
Beginning May 31st 
Save all non.winning Western 
Express $1 tickets because all 
tickets on the May 31st draw will 
bear the letter "W". All tickets on 
the June 14th di'aw will bear an 
'T'. on June 28th an "N" and 
commencing July 12th the cycle 
will repeat itself. 
The Express Encore draw 
Collect and submit a complete 
set of three non-winning tickets 
spelling W-I-N and you're in for a 
chance to WIN again. 
Simple and Fun to Playl 
1 Any three non-winning 
Western Express St •tickets sub- 
mitted as a set, bearing a "W", 
an "1", and an "N" form one 
entry. 
2 SuSmit one set per envelopes 
and mail to: 
"Express Encore" Draw 
P.O. Box 300 Station T 
Calgary, Albefla T2H 2K9 
3 Tickets must be whole tickets 
and bear the same name and 
.x ooo 
address in the space provided on 
the back of all three tickets. 
' 4 '  NO OTHER ENCLOSURES 
should accompany the envelope, 
as all entries not drawn in the 
"ExlSress Encore" draw will be 
shredded after each draw. (For 
ecological reasons, all shredded 
entries will be used to manufac- 
ture recycled paper.) 
For a limited time only, and 
beginning with the July 12th draw 
of the Western Express, 25 "Ex- 
press Encore" entries will be 
drawn from qualifying entries, 
each winning $1,000.00. 
6 "Express Encore" draws will 
be helU under the supervision of 
the Western Canada Lottery 
Foundation's auditors, and 
winners will be anncunced on the 
regular televised Winsday draw. 
PUT~MOgE MN IN~I~I~DAY 
PAGE 8, THE HERALD, Friday, May 18, 1978 
U.N. attempt World peace and disarmament 
UNITEDNATIONS(CP)- account for well vder o he. that the 1 ~74 World Food engaged in military.related 
An inscription carved on a half of all military spending Conference estimated that pursuits," the study adds. 
wall across the street fro m and, as arms merchants, 
theUN secretariat building 
quotes Isaiah: "And they 
shah beat their swords into 
plowshares and their spears 
into prunign hooks." 
Next week, the General 
Assembly begins a special 
session on disarmament in
hopes of pointing the world 
toward the gdal suggested by 
the prophet. 
The special session, in 
I planning for two years, 
comes at a time when con- 
cern over such things as the 
neutron bomb, the Cruise 
missile and exotic chemical 
and bacteriological weapons 
is growing. 
The Stockholm In- 
ternational Peace Research 
Institute estimates that 
current world military 
spending totals $400 billion 
annually and predicts the 
outlay will rise to $1 trillion 
by the end of the century. 
By various estimates, the 
U.S. and the Soviet Union 
they are repsonsible for 
almost throe-quarters of 
sales. The U,S. accounts for 
38 percent of sales and the 
Soviet Union 34 percent. 
Britain and France have 
about nine percent each. 
The institute says more 
than 50 percent of all these 
arms imports go to the 
volatile Middle East. 
A document prepared by a 
multi.national UN study 
group in preparation for the 
special session says the 
armaments industry and the 
world's military machines 
consume vast quantities of 
capital, resources and 
manpower each year. 
It says " the world's 
economies would grow by an 
additional one or two per- 
centage points annually if 
military ~spending were 
channelled into civilian 
pursuits. 
It also puts the picture into 
starklyhuman terms, saying 
g loba l  agr icu l tu ra l  
development eeds are $1 
billion to $2 billion behind 
annual requirements. 
"To close this gap, funds 
equivalent to one percent of 
the military budgets of the 
industrialized countries 
would be sufficient." 
It notes that the World 
Health Organization's 
campaign to eradicate 
smallpox cost $83 million. 
barely enough for a single 
modern strategic bomber- 
and that a similar effort es 
e l iminate  malar ia ,  
estimated to cost. $450 
million, is faltering because 
of lack of funds. 
"Yet its total cost over the 
years is only half whet is 
spent every day for military 
purposes." 
War machines also require 
quantities of natural 
resources. Experts estimste 
that military uses account 
for 3.5 per cant of the world's 
scientific manpower is 
The General Assembly has 
long been a forum for 
discussion of disarmament, 
although most actual arms 
control agreements have 
been worked out by bodies 
such as the Conference of the 
Committee on Disarmament 
of which Canada is a 
member. 
Such bodies have links 
with the UN, although they 
have no formal ties wnd have 
succeeded in reaching 
several agreements. They 
include the nuclear non- 
proliferation treaty of 1968, 
the seabed treaty of 1971, 
prohibiting the emplacement 
of nuclear weapons on the 
ocean floor and the bac- 
teriological weapons con- 
vention of 1972. 
Now, the committee is 
slowly negotiating a total 
ban on nuclear testing and a 
convention against use of 
chemical weapons. 
The existing test ban 
treaty involves the U.S., the 
i ; 
Singer's "rights and liberty" cause concern 
MONTREAL (CP) - Singer 
Roger Doucet, who changed 
a line of 0 Canada when he 
sang the national anthem 
before a Stanley Cup hockey 
game Tuesday night, is 
heartbroken about negative 
reaction thehe change, his 
wife nays. 
Geraldine Do.ucet said 
Wednesday that he r phone 
has been ringing offthe hook 
since her husband sang "We 
stand on guard for rigbte and 
l iberty," instead of the 
original "we stand on guard 
for thee," The snthem 
preceded a National Hockey 
League playoff match 
between Montreal Canadians 
and Boston Bruins. 
Mrs. Doucet said that 
"he's been mulling over 
these ~ords for mere than a 
year no w." 
"He's been so involved in 
Canadian unity and he 
meant them as an un- 
derlining of the fact that we 
must stand together as 
'Canadians for rights and 
liberty," she said. "He's 
heartbroken that people 
have taken them the w, rang 
way." 
The French version uses 
the phrase "protegera riGS 
foyers e tnos  droits" will 
Alaska pipeline "in no 
danger • of being scrapped" 
VANCOUVER (CP) - Pipsling Co. that if costs 
Phillips, president o! 
protect our home and our 
rights and Doucet thought 
his translation was the 
desest'to the original, she 
said. 
Some people have taken 
his words as a politicla 
statement "which was not at 
all how he intended it," Mrs. 
Doucet said. 
"It seems that westerners 
especially have taken of. 
fence." 
"They don't know hew 
involved he is with unity." 
The anthem Was originally 
written in French by Sir 
Adolphe Routhi~ in 1880 to 
music by Calixa Lavallen. 
According to our 
customers, it~ the 
best deal intown. 
Soviet Union and Britain stockplles of(lestructionthat 
only and while it prohibits are burgeoning ~ith each 
atmospheric tests, it allows year. 
limited underground The Special session is 
testing. THe hops is that a expected toattract a number 
so-calledcomprchensive test of government leaders. 
ban treaty can he negotiated, There haCe been suggestions 
covering all. nuclear powers that President Carter may 
and banning even un- attend. The Soviet Union 
derground weapon tests, will be represented by 
• The UN has declared the Foreign Minister Andrei 
1970s a disarmament decade' Gromyko. 
and the spenisl session is Prime Minister Trudenu 
part of a eonlinuing effort to may address the assembly 
find ways of lin~iting and bothis participation has no;t 
even reducing the growing been confirmed. 
VIA rail postponed 
MONTREAL (CP) - VIA 
Rail Canada Inc. will 
postpone its planned June 1 
takeover of the Canadian 
National and Canadian 
Pacific railways' passenger 
~ei'vices until later this 
summer, President Frank 
Roberts aid Wednesday. 
The federal-government 
agency has been unable to 
reach contract agreements 
with the raiways and unions 
involved in the deal, Roberts 
said, adding he hopes VIA 
will .begin passenger 
operations by the end of 
June.. 
"We will leave the date for 
the start of the service 
open," he said, adding VIA 
expects to make a furman 
announcement on the 
progress of contract alks 
later this week. 
The railways are to haul 
VIA trains and provide 
conductors and engineers, 
10ut up to 4,000 on.train, 
station and ticket-coanter 
employees are to be hired 
directly by VIA. 
Judge Alan B. Gold is 
acting asan arbitrator inthe 
current VIA.union talks. 
One snag in negotiations 
with the railways is that 
some employees may lose 
their jobs of need reiraingin 
when VIA concentrates its 
services on one route. 
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Childr'¢,n given right to play 
VANCOUVER (CP) , -  
With a declining birth r~to 
and the flight to the suburbs 
"cutting the number of 
children in some neigh- 
bourhooda, an increasing 
number of play schools are 
cropping up to provide 
toddlers with the peer-group 
play experience they 
otherwke might miss. 
On trampalines; in otory- 
Ig  groups, with water- 
colors and wooden toys, 
youngsters are dabbling In 
their age-old right to play. 
"The preschool reserves 
the~hild'aright to be a child, 
to taste every kind of ex. 
perimce possible in a safe, 
secure and well.supervised 
environment," says Jo 
Kitchen, a-former British 
eaun~, who has spent he last 
15 years enjoying puppetry, 
play-dough • and painting 
along witb ber young 
charges'at  preschool here. 
There are about 54 pre- 
school or nursery program .
for threeto five-year-olds In 
Vancouver, at least a dozen 
of them started in the last 
three years. 
The half-day play and 
learning sessions are housed 
in empty church halls, 
vacant offices, community  
omtres and in vacant school 
c]asDrcoms. 
One is akeady operating at 
General Gordon elementary, 
and the school board thinks it 
will find rent.free facilities 
by September fer four of the 
eight non-profit ' 
organizations currently 
requesting space for child- 
care programs. Eight ol~the 
54 preschools are run on a 
co-oparative basis requirin, g 
parents to take an actzve 
hand in administration, 
organization and program 
•m•p, public education system. P "schools charge a "They now are lheluded in 
slightly' leas. than the wifh.the human resource 
privatelyrun school~, but it min i s t ry ' s  day-care  
also can be a broadening l~rogram and subsidies are 
experience for parents, provided to a maximum $40 
GIVES HEAD START a month. 
"The parents probably There is, however, 
benefit as much as the kids evidence that the loosely- 
do in a oobp arrangement,"" organized, exploratory play 
says Mary Reitsma, the experience provided by 
mother of two preschoolers, nursery programs gives 
"It's really the only time you 
have a real input into your 
child's education." 
"After a year of the kind of 
involvement we heve with 
the co-op, many parents feel 
frustrated when their child 
hits elementary school, and 
the parents are shut out of 
the education system," says 
another parent. 
Few parnnts and 
educators shy from 
suggesting that preschools 
should be included in the 
One pound baby survives 
unde~ 25 weeks wa/; con- 
sidsred ead," he added. 
And doctors perform 
abortions up the to 24th week 
of pregnancY 
-The baby's head is in a 
clear plastic sack. thai 
provides her with oxygen to 
breathe. She is being kept 
warm by a special lamp and 
is under 24-hour supervision 
history simply by surviving. 
"Never before has there 
been documented proof of a 
baby fetus only 23 weeks and 
six days being born and 
surviving in the world," Dr. 
Apo Papagenrgiou, head of 
the neonntolegy department 
at eh Jewish General 
Hospital here, said Wed- 
nesdsay. 
MONTREAL (CP). When 
Simonne Joyetto was born 
April 9, doctors told her 
~ rmts she would probably 
e within a few hours. 
Born three monthl 
prematurely at home 
Simonne weightd only one 
pound, five ounces. 
But she held on, increased 
her wight by eight ounces, 
and has made medical 
youngsters a distinct head 
start when they hit kin- 
dsrgarton and Grade 1. 
"The children who go 
through pre-schcols are at 
least two months ahead of 
their peers," says kin- 
dergarten teacher, Sheil'a 
Bermann. "They're more 
self-confident and co- 
operative. You can expect 
those children to handle their 
own boots and coats without 
pleading for help." 
Says Nancy Kwasnicki, a 
"duty-morn" at a local pisy- 
school: "All the business 
about sitting on mats with 
the" other, kids, listening 
politely to the teacher, 
snack-breaks and group- 
work is old hat to these 
kids." " 
Wanda Justice, director'at 
the University of British 
Columbia's pre-school 
program for handicapped 
children and sloW Iesrners 
says the time between in- 
famy and age five is crucial 
in; a child's learning 
timetable. 
• "This is the time when 
social skills and emotional 
control are so important," 
she says. "If a youngster 
doesn't have access to this 
through play they are in a 
sense delayed in their devel- 
opment." 
. "In the past, a baby born by a team o{ doctors and 
nurses. Teli0n* COATIHG! W o  ab  "We bad been joking m e n  care  out  around with friends WOn- 
quality of l ife 
dsring when the baby was to 
be born because arlier in 
the day Chorine had felt 
labor pains," he recailed~ 
"After dinner she though 
she had to go to the 
bathroo;m. Ten seconds 
later I heard her s~eaming 
my name. 
"I ran to the bathroom and 
therewas thebaby," he said. 
D Ol 
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oo;nckerned woman 'and a 
politician," she said. "Let's 
really get' to know our 
politiciaus. You have the 
right, need, ability and 
responsibility." 
G n 
BANFF, Afta., (CP) - The 
women of Canada care 
an~lY about .their country 
its quality of life, 
Frances Wright, SO, told the 
National Council of Women 
of Canada on Wednesday. 
Ms. Wright, federal 
Liberal candidate for 
Calgary Centre, was guest 
speaker at the council's 
mmunl conference banquet. 
Earlier in the day, Senator 
Joan Neiman told delegates 
to the live-day meeting that 
the coucil tends to be back. 
wazd and irrelevant in its 
annual briefing session with 
the fed~al government. She 
urged the group to  
re~i'ueture and-move with 
the limes. 
The reaction to~ Mro. 
Nelman's address-a stan. 
ding ovailon-made it dear 
delegates appreciated ~r .  
criticisms. 
Mr. Wright said the quality 
of life has always been an 
important conszderaflon for 
womm and ~ become 
more important in the 
future. 
In the past, quality of life 
hao meant primarily the 
establishment of such ser- 
vices as hospitals, schools 
and libraries. 
"These are now in. 
afltuttons--society has era- 
Ixaced them as its own," Ms. 
Wright said. "No one is 
disputi~ their validity but 
the time ]ms come fe~ some 
flne-ton~. 
"we must get the accent 
back dn to people, on to ,he . 
reason foz ~ these services in 
the first phe." 
She urged confei'ence 
deletes to make an effort to 
gsttoknow their politician,s. 
'."I spuskto you .b.oth as a 
by 
. . . . .  ~ " POPULAR 
i .  ~ 
:1 ' .~. . .~, 
, J I , . .~Z ~ • ~, ). 
• .,~ ' , ' /  MAY 1st 
~ to STUDENTS 
& 
BEBUTMITES 
"LEARN TO F E EL 
CONFIDENT & GRACEFUL 
IN JUST  
4-8 weeks  fo r  $30-$50 
4-5 Students Per Course 
63S.4788 Sunnyhill Trailer Court 
No.12.3624 Ka lum St. 
I"1 D n 
, , , ,  TERRACE MEATS .,w OWNER 
LAKELSE 
(Nex! to Fields, l i38 -17 i15  JIM MA~IIM 
NEAREST THING TO A L IFET IME*  ENGINE I I I 
(Reduces the fr ict ional  wear-and-tear that causes you to "trade in" every few years), 
HEW T MT HOT PLATES' THE INSIDES OF YOUR ENGINE 
WITH A 50,006 MILE PROTECTIVE Oil Pent 
WHAT IS TMT? 
TMT is a superconcentrated hqu~d for- 
mulat=on i corporating Du Pont TEFLON'. 
the same chemical compound that went to 
the Moon in the lunar Vehicle ngines• When 
TMT is added to an engine crankcase, thfs 
key ingredient instantly goes to ~vork against 
the No.One'Cause of poor gas mileage. 
sluggish i~erformance, hzgh operating tem- 
peratures, and mechanical breakdown: eric- 
. tional drag. 
But unless you're a chemical engineer. 
rfght now you're more interested inwhat TMT 
does Ihan how it does d. So here it is. in a 
nutshell: • i, 
TMT IS FAST! There's nothing compl icated 
about using TMT- -a  t2-year-oM kt~ could do 
• it in less than 60seconds .. and not even get 
his hands dirty! 
TMT IS PERMAN_ENT! It's an engine treat- 
ment. not an o i l  treatment. Just one single 
*RED: U.S. Pat. Office for 
Du Pont's fluorcarb0n resins. 
FACT The cost of owning and operating any vehicle--car, bus, truck, you 
name It--ha5 gone ~tralght hrough the ceiling/The cost of gdsoline and o117 UP! 
• The payments demanded by skilled (and not-so-skilled) mechanics? UPI The 
prlcetegs on new cars and trucks? UPI It's positively sickening--and I~'s going to get 
worse before It gets any betted 
appli'cat.mn is all zt takes to permanently pro- 
tect your engine, for as long as yoq own your 
car= 
TMT IS SAFE! We've put our money where 
our mouth ~s. on thzs . . .  wdh a $1,000,000 
EO ALMQUIST WORLD FAMOUS AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEER REPORTS ON T.M,T. TEFLON TREATMENT. 
"The active Chemical ingredient in "T.M.T." has "And once "LM.T." has been added to In en. 
a special affinity for metal which causes it to gine-posltlvp results can be seen through the 
"plate" and adhere to all,exposed frloUon sur. experienced and trained eyes of even the' most 
faces. Polymers attract more polymers to a micro skilled of mechanics. They will notice e decided 
"thickness which means a ' controlled*' build.up increase in compression readings- which Indl- 
occurs around worn surfaces which accounts fbr cares that piston ,and" rln~. seal have Improved. 
the numerous user.reports o~ reduced "blow.by", An increase in idle r.p,m, s will also be detect. 
Increased compression readings, and reduced oil able due to the reduced friction after e few 
consumption! hundred miles of '*T.M.L" "plating". 
"And in order to effect a permanent treatment "CONCLUSION: Not only is "T.M.T." easy to use 
you simply add "T.M.T." to the crankcase ell (it should take 30.seconds at the most for eddies 
through the oil filler hole (so.easy-that even a permanent treatment)-but its results can be 
a child can do it)--preferably after the engine seen even under the careful scrutiny of any 
has reached normal operating temperature. The mechanic! The benefits that can be expected with 
engine should then be run for a minimum of "T.M,T." in the engine-are as follows: In- 
thirty minutes, in order fo make sure that all creased Gas Mileage-Increased Horsepower-Less 
friction surfaces are "plated". Only eight ounces 011 Consumption - Less Wear On Internal Parts-  
are required for the average passenger car or Reduced Emissions-Lower Operating Tempera- 
smalt truck engine, tures - Easier Cold Weather Starts!" 
Now that you've heard from the expert.. ,  listen te the fives of ordlna~ drivers. 
THE RESULTS PEOPLE HAVE GOTTEN ARE SO SENSATIONAL, ~ CAH'T PRINT THEM. THAT'S ' 
Product Liability Pol icyissued by a nat ional ly WHY WE'VE "BLEEPED" THEM OUT OF THESE ACTUAL, CUSTDMERLETTER$ . . . .  
famous insurance company! - (Once you've put LM.T. In your vehicle, you'll be" tiliin'g"Mlhe flguies yourself). 
TMT IS EFFECTIVE! Effechve for  "any car, 
t ruck,  or  other  vehzc le - -whether  H's th=s . Motorcycle Bacer "Bad Deal" becomes wrong, Of course he probably 
year's model or.one that's ~15 yoars old* Pro- " gets more power! "0cod Deal" with "r.M.T." won't admit it unt i! ,  he uses joe 
tects and preserves new engines 'hghtens . ~ ' , • TMI in n a car tnac i m glvms mm 
up"and rejuvenates old ones ~ . ' As an engineering student and ' 're tr edzassavers, p Is, new as a nresent" eW 
racer, I was.interested In what filters, engine treatments, etc. My r . , - - . , . . ,  
TMT IS GUARANTEED I Every TMT Treat- TMT would do In a tenth mile friend 4od me about a product AutoMechaolc , 
merrt sold carries with it the strongest, most s;eed te~t ' that his father had just tested for recommends "T.M.T"! 
iron-clad Guarantee we could think oP--  A series'of runs from a standing his fleet of trucks,and ~'m sure "1 am an Auto Mechanic and I, 
• GUARANTEED: Better gas mdeage . . =,=,r =hnW=d,h=, n.r ¢ V trla-.ed you guessed *e was hM.h drive a '67 Caddy, and it was us. 
more  mi les f rom every tankfu l  or 'r;..~ . . . . .  . .~=. P,. w . . . .  ~.,~ My mdeage has zone from X to ing a lot of gas In the city and 
"'."'"~Z'Y.~J . . . . .  "..":.%" 0.,~.""':, an unbelievably astounding XX My on the highways. I was gettlns'14 
money back m fu/P ' alter I-M.] was aooeo vo ine rues father who is a car mech'an c mi es to the gel on but now:sAflce 
' • GUARANTEED Lessod burmng long- mix in my 125 c.c. Kawasaki Mo. tnM ~p tt'¢ Imnossible but I've I've been using "T-M-T' I plck'op 
er periods before "topping o f f '  or toreross racing motorcyce. . k~,'n"t ,=xaer'record~s on my last four XX gallons in the cRy-and XX p l -  
money back ,n full: As a student of engineering this ta'n"kfufs and have prove'n the old Ions on ~heh~hway,^oso Ir k~,ow 
yo p lo e • a g. ~ P o.u • GUARANTEED. Smoother engine perfor- proved that T.M-T reduced friction saying that even fathers can be and will recommend i t "  ~' ' 
mance . less stall ing and rough zdhng and *ncreased power." ' - ~'.o =. v n 
Or money back m full I . K.B, - -  Racer - . . . . . . . .  
• GUARANTEED: Increased horsepower L [ .a  M 4~ 
andh igher  compress ,on  more zip and ~ FI  OUT AND AlL NO-R ISK .COUPON- -TODAY!  
acceleratlon . or  money back m full! 
• fewprGUARANTEED:repalr bdlsL°nger(especmllyenglneforlifPcostly ONLY TWO TO A COSTOMER. DUE TO OVERWHELMING DEMAND. (FIRST COME, FIRST SERVE). I 
nng and p*ston lObS) ,. or  money back m 
lull, Enclosed is [ ]  chequeor  [ ]  money order • GUARANTEED:  Al l  these =mportant .  
money-sav ing  benef i t s  no mat ter  how 
long you own your veh,cle or money [ ]  one at $14.95 [ ]  two  at $26.95 
back m full! , 
• Ih View of the many possible Savings and 
benbfits cited above, what do you suppose 
any vehicle owner  or operator would  gladly : 
pay for a one-time, permanent treatment of 
TMT'?  $50.00 ? $100.00? MORE? 
Well, listen to th is  The estabhshed retail 
price of TMT is only $14 95 = That's right, only 
$14,95--a tiny investment that could possibly 
pay.ztself back dozens of t~mes over. in sav- 
Ings on gas, oil, and repair bills• Fantastic. 
Name: 
Address: 
City', Prov.: _P.C. 
' FOREST LAWN DISTRIBUTORS 
P.O. B'ox 550, Stat ion J, Calgary, Alberta. T2A 4X8 
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By BOB THOMAS scenes hi his new film, The Goodbye Girl, move 10ack and forth bet- time,, said R'ms..It ha~ 
Director Herbert Roes has Masgie Smith and Michael awaros, got coy one .  characters inone don't meet ev r esrmxe~ I 
pleasant and not so pleaannt Caine, as visitors from The sinSle Oscar was a big have to develop 'a new 
meinories of the recent Britain, attend the awards one--for Richard Dreyfuss my of the others. • " vocal~dary for each cast and 
Academy Awards. show. as best aeto4wdv.oe stories "I thought i we~ going to keep the harmooy of the 
On one hand he was able to But on the other, his 1977 were played one at a time by entire film in my mind at all 
use the ceremonies for fllms, The Turning Point and thecastoffour.Thefilmwill .beeasy, fllmin~,'~estoryat times." 
Dogs!ed adventurers looking for help 
WASHINGOTN (CPL) - A 
21-year-old Virginian who 
has travelled halfway across 
Canada by dogsled and 
canoe hopes to complete his 
7,000-kilometre Journey as 
aoon as he can raise enough 
funds. 
B"Basically, I'm going out 
with a sho2~g bag ]ooldng 
for money, said David 
Halsey after telling his atory 
Ziegfe ld  TV  
to local reporters. ComFIt- Halsey was knocked un~ 
gear steres and a Imbisber conscious and spent sevemta 
are helping but he estimates dsya in hcepital. Souchuk, 
he needs another ;4,000 to however;, suffered even 
con~plete the trip. grater hardship. Their boots 
He reealled in an intervisw were lost in the spill and 
hew he and his partner, sflor ~ouchuk walked 10 
photographer  Peter  ~reezthg ~les barefoot for 
Souchuk, were dumped into help, "his feet were like 
raplds 'when their canoe hamburger." 
overturned last summer+ Other experiences in- 
near Fort }/lacMurray, Alto, eluded a slde trip ~Jimbing 
. mountains, where he found 
himself in shest-desp snow 
without snow-shoce and had 
to walk two hours in a cold 
mountain stream.."lltfle 
Halsey Said the two 
wanted "to get back to the 
old vayageur's way of life as 
much as possible." 
Processed foode were 
avold~ and clothing in- 
cluded caribou mitts, 
although modern vehicles 
llke snowmobiles were kept 
on call for emergenclas like 
injured sled dogs, . . . . .  
The rest of the rap, u me 
pair raIse enough oney-to 
contlaue should be easier. 
snowshoes and dog teams 
last winter to go from 
Alberta to Bcrmm River, 
taking a major break only 
Mt~ the canoe a~L 
Halsey said the total 
budget for the trip Is I~,~0, " 
ph= some donated equl~ 
mcot, and he has gone aueu~ 
t10.000 into debt already. 
But he Is ~thnlatie that 
they will be able to beg or 
borrow the funds o that, like 
the old vayageun, they can 
reach Tadoussae, que,, 
~ wa~ q~ travelling 
by canoe from Vancouver r te  . . . . . . .  
no~ern Al~ta, they used ~etore me tau grmm-~, 
• special 
- in Vancouver  
S 3 3 1 2 5  . Plus 5+ Just  oom $1..00 
Per Person double occupancy 
From Jan. 1, 1978 to June 1.1978 
3 days 2 nites 
- -  plus . -  
• BREAKFAST 2"MORNINGS AND A FULL 
COURSE STEAK DINNER IN HY'S AT THE SANDS 
e. WHO SAYS IT TAKES A LOT OF MONEY 
TO HAVE A GOOD TIME? 
FOR RESERVATIONS - -  604.682-183.1  
co l lec t  o r  
04 .51161 Te lex  
th ins  like that." e two adventurers have 
+ PASSES++ 
t rava~anza  learned to expect such : T ~ . ~  ex  
• their trip, which brought 4+ 
ByJERRY BUCK . ' the;ms from v.=.,, + ~ By The mS ANGZt.ES (UP) -- Buzz Xullk, dire~ing his ..soreaw. .RLver., .Ont,=,.hefo~ --: 
• ,---,+,.--oManandt-m--.,m,,-l+i,,,.emm-utit me, tco, me,'mtas, nreu ~ ~ ~ d : ~ : : : ~ ~ e  ~tj'~ 
~e~ion  movie= might well The film, despite Its lmgth= m me. umum a~=..~e=-ru~ 
have been staged by the Is wellpaced, to mebean, "va,=/ . . . . .  
master ~owman ~nm~ . . . .  _ - _  __ .  Washln~°n.; S°u..ehuk to i ~ .. : .~ , 1765 DAVIE STREET' VANCOU 4 ' .
Vt'n =' the,re, extrava s'i'x,+-: ~nm-~tmo western ui=mgs, m. - -  section are two Terrace vee lW6 PHONE (60) . . . . . . .  hour  
. . . .  ,~,.~,~ withson~s and The early production What motivates so;msone 
e"'~,.~,+! 1--"',.~ ~ on numbers reflect, the In. from a quiet, upper-middle- rphone numbers .  ~ ^. .  . _ clan . . . . . . . . .  ctl 
, un english Bay At  ~t oumben--aillacedt~ether n eenea of the 1890e and class suburban community Findthem, andifoneisyoursyouve ~ , • 
h., = ,,,=~M,=,,,~ based on grow more sophisticated llke MMeLean-bast known .~  won, . ~ " " 
~e ~e"ol~ore~z Ziqpeld wl,~ t.he yours, . _ . .for_ being nanr+__C~. ~ l ie  Pick up your tickets at the Herald Jr t nave a eneexerea nanoquarmrs-to unuermxe 
By televltlon standards- It career, ='. said K .ull& brat such an expedition7 ]~ ~ office, 3212 Kalum St, 
,o ~ . . . .  ..,,,. ,,,,~VI~Z known =or ~u~ sum 
~-mt'In~ l'~"~ili'~z-~nd it dramas as Brian's Song= ~.-.-~ ' . f - -  - - -~  --.+ ~ ~ -~ . . . .  " / - -  " 
~'mw'7'o~'the---scrasn-- -TTbe ". Baba, and storm in summer' , ' ~( ~t 
...d,,~t~n. --mbers are Hew did he see Zle~feld? I " I " i  11 - -  
f 
~'~T~;~m~and hvbd~v "Every generat m ee m.I
.';o-~--:,,,.'-=.-..C-E;. e~ to have me or two showmen l
+oy sleight el hand an m,t ~.~p~,.s=.~..m~,.m,' I 
. . . ,  dnn't mnth~ thmv Ann' t immmtm =u=.yu~'u~*mmun~c~+ l ~:o';~.'.~.v7 ."+'~."m~ds of their pout. and t~'re I 
fn'-u'nd l"n't -h'e'old'movle always broke. That was 
musicals. The other sota are Zisllfeld. ~ • 
- . . . .  +:d+: 
,Sea 
~.NCOUVER, B.C. 
q E (604) 682.1831 . . 
3~ y  S anley Park I 
, TED PRYSTAY MANAOER . 
II "PROBABLY THE BEST" . I I I  
, i nn  t i{ +_.=o,+ x xax  + II Zlegleld'e extravagant lad[re. As he got older, the C/-/A R-BROILED STEAKS• " ' "  : " " ' " " " " "  . 
Ziegfeld= In Paul Shenar's oaughtsr will tellyou he was 
portrayal= Is a charming a loving and adoring 
heel= who is at once a wan. husband nnd father, w.ach 
story of Zlegfeld flirough the . . . . . . . . .  
womon In his life. '+ FEATURE ' ""- • 
V1EW8 CONTRAST - -  
RIS link wife, Anna Held, ~ ~  ~ ~J . ~ ' IP Char-Broiled Steak S3.39 ? 
played by Barbara Park=, " " - -  11 ~r~ ~ ~ ~ II Including: BARED POTATO ' l saw ldm u unprincipled, /~1~1, . . . . . /  
seifleb, cold, Mills Lee laid. V'~ Pw' ~ II +~j~'~ ~ ~,~I)]+,+~ II CHOICE OF SALADS and d 
• Hi, mistr.,= ,.Ira. . + .~ j£ ,~ _ ~ ~  +I • D,ESSm+S. +AmUCTOAS+; ~ 
Lorraine, play~ by Vaierle /~h.aJ1~.~J.  ,, ,~ " . "°:o ~, . ,  . • " ' . 11 ,=.w....,+,. ,---,+... 1 +g- l l ,%X II m.s-s,.esteakmnner "."  ~I 
+' - "°+'= ' - -  ,+r l ! l i k .  her a star andshe called him ~j ; ,+ ,~ '~ Tenderloin Steak Dinner $5.49 
• a pmemt. ~ ~ ~  IP ~,~%%o+; 624.2621 or 624 335S ~ li One of =e movie's beet  +~'++'~'P~ I '°"": '""::+": ._ II It lJ~ ~' l l l i q~ J i l l] Steak & Shrimp Combo $4'99' 
= " " "  " '= '  +;  lli., .~+~+, . "  ' 'Jumbo Shrimp Dinner  $3,39 1 tacky onnfocUon filled with' 41~L~Y'WI .g - ' I  1_ re. . - . . .  . ;,, ,:. • ;. ' : +- .~.~%~_ IF he.oo.,  babbl, a . .ow ~ + ~ + +  ~ 
from~is to~aWMiss at~flon awaYLorraine,s. ~ W "  ~ ;+ x ''+ "; " ~ ~ = ~  p" ~ i  I Chopped Beef Dinner $1.79 
mbtiUy to sum er dan=. ..,.,,-,-,-~,,..+,+' RESTAURANT .' ; The Mikeburg:r $: 
Dancer Marllyn Miller, iAMI I~/  { ' "  
played by Pamela Veadon . . . . .  ' <~YI~eS~ & CANADIAN OOD i. ;, " " ;~;  . . . . . .  ; ; " " °° ' ,7" '  ;+ II once called Ziegfeid "a %..3f~,," ~..M~- I w~ammIea  F 
hypocritical old gout who -IAI/qlT~P.-IM/III)~. II 
found a feet +,, + he , ,+  . . . . .  , , -+  ::P • u A w m n  ,ii z0 a.m. to I. a.m. MoMay- Salurday 
=xt +a~of  yo=g g+la." ~ nvu im, ,  11 a..m. 1o10 p.m. Su~ay I 
PlaY++ +'+ "~* ' * '= '~=" '° "*  THE PHONE 636 6111 i u lOr . . . . . . . .  WelcomeWagon hostess. PLACE FOR . forebearance by Samanta Eggar, once said: "You 
mtwt remember my husband Lynn Hickmin . 638-8427 WEDDING RECEPT IONS 4~Z tamile Welt of 0FTK [ 3 r i l l  
rules of behavior do not BANQUETS - - + ~  ' ' I=======$t,======+e= ,, 
was a genius, The i~lginary Lois Mohninger - 63S-S309 PRIVATE PART IES  " 
apply to him." • i • CATERING 
*****************************  ++ DANCING SPACE AVAILABLE 
i+ HECTORS 
INTERNATIONAL CUISINE 
~ ,  ~ • NON-SAT. SPM-11 PM 
.IX 4720 LAKELSE AVE. PHONE 6;18-8111 
~+ . SHOWING AT 8 P.M. { ~ 41418-8 i41  
++ 4620 Lake lse  Avenue. .  
++ MAY.20 .~ I " ;e "~ ;: " 
• ~ Why Shoot the Teaohgl;, - :++ 
: MAY 1-27 ' L  .2 +: 
++ Looking for Mr, Soodbar 
+-Ix "1( 
. v  ,o ] 
; Alice in the Now Wonderland and 
{., The White Mane . . ~+ 
-I( '~ 
4( ! 4( The Wodd g Greateet Lover , 
+ MAY 21-27 + 
The hunllot ++~ 
,1¢ . 4( 
' *************************k**~,~ . : . 
• / 
~qeg ~.k~spearea. ~.um 
FORMAL DINING 
l on -~ur -h ,m. .12p ,m,"  
, Fd-Sat-h,m,-la,m, 
. r in~=n = Reservations 
236 01T¥ 0TR. -~I: -  632-3636 
i 
beef & bottle 
" presents 
mmu seom, s Sm"L 
• T-Bone Steak ' ' ' : ~ .  
Baked Potato .~ ""  +' ,: " l'°ur°-w--n,~'~" / L'"+°wmago'e~/ 
Bover, p an+ +Ollorl Included , ' ~ I ~ l ~ ~  
• ++ + P - m .  
. + .+. , ,o . . ;+++o.+. , , , , . .  
I1311-9i61 ', " WEB.-SU", 
' ~ .411 Hwy, t6 W . . ii a,m.-1 a.m. . • 
~I IRW:  ,Temoe, eoo, 
s 
I 
• I 
•i 
L 
i !! 
What about 
your .family ? 
Is your family as close as them? 
you'd like it to be? Do you Want to do yourself a real 
often seek answers on how to favor, take time out right 
solve the constant con- now and do it. Even though 
tentious feeling among your it may have been months 
family members? since you did it last, do it. 
• At one time in our life or Then look for their reaction,' 
another we ~ all seek these look for that tear that wells 
answeres of peace and in their eyes. 
harmony. Is it the fault of' Then commit o yourself to 
children that there is always make up the time you've lost 
fighting in the home?. Is it with your family. Wealllove 
the parents fault? In most . our families, now let's show 
cases it's both. it. Let's show.them our love 
Does this mean that 
because your family oc- 
casionally fights that you are 
a poor parentO Absolutely 
net. A family is made up of a 
father, a mother, and 
children, end it takes effort 
from every family member 
to make a successful family 
unit. The father must give a 
little and take a little, the 
same with the mother, and 
the children. 
A family just isn't an 
organization which consists 
of a father, a mother and a 
few i:bild~en, a dog, and a 
goldfish, all living in an 
urban house. A family is a 
unit that is the backbone of 
I 
by giving them the most 
precious thing we have, our 
time. 
In hope of strengthening 
the family unit, British 
Columbia has set aside May 
as family month. B.C. hopes 
to impress to its citizens the 
importance of the family in 
this special month of May, 
by expounding that the 
family organization is the 
heart of our society. 
The Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter-Day Saints 
(Mormons) and the family 
are synonomous. Became 
they are so closely related 
the Mormon church has 
developed programs that 
our society, strengthen the unity of the 
When the family-falls o • family. 
does society. When there is The "Family jHome 
harmony in the home there is Evening" is the world's most 
harmony iu society. Where• successful family program 
there's a close family, the today. Programs within the 
house suddenly toms into a eburchstrengthen individual 
home, a place o f  safety, 
warmth, love, and guiding 
counsel. Parents turn from 
dictating rulers I~o loving 
counselors, children turn 
from brats into fountains of 
joy and happiness. 
A home isn't a place to eat 
and sleep, but a place one 
seeks, to find love, comfort, 
and understanding. Is this 
the state of our homes at the 
• moment? Do your children 
often come to you seeking 
counsel? Are you there to 
comfort your family when 
they are distressed? 
How much time do we 
spend with our family, not in 
front of the television set, but 
on pionicq~ or in a game of 
football? When was the last 
time you had a real good talk 
with your family, not to point 
out faults, but to tell them 
how much .you really love 
Ne w Pastor for Uplands 
Rev. Bob Leeyk arrived in 
Terrace last week to become 
the pastor of Uplands Baptist 
Church on Halliwell Ave. 
Uplands has been without 
a pastor for the past year 
and a half since Re. Hale: 
left and Church members 
The pastor is a recent 
graduate of the Canadian 
Baptist Theological College 
in Suskutean. 
Uplands church has been 
in Terrace for about 20 years 
and has an average at- 
tendance o f  about 50 
members. Rev. Lesyk 
The church has a Sunday 
School, Wednesday ni#~! 
prayer meetings, and 
Sunday worship services at 
|1 a.m. and 7:30 p.m. 
• ' Rev. Lesyk has no definite 
pism for the.church, but he 
is scheduling a special 
service this Sunday with 
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On(. man's quest 
By DINA SUDLOW 
Thomas York's book, And 
Sleep in the Woods, is sub- 
rifled The Story of One Man's 
Spiritual Quest. Perhaps he 
should add, And One 
Woman's Love. 
York's story of his search 
for God and self in the 
Canadian woods is all very 
inspiring. But the hardship 
and deprivation that his wife 
Lynn put up with while the 
search was going on is 
north to find a meaning for - Next was a deserted cabin 
his life and, incidentally, even farther in the New 
escape the United States Brunswick bush where they 
draft. He packed hir~self, lived off the land and fended 
wife and a few belongings 
into an old truck and headed 
to Canada. 
First stpp on the search for 
self was Bartihog Station, 
N.B., inhabited only by a 
shellshocked priest and a 
few railroad sectionmen. 
That first winter, Tom York 
.took long walks "for purging 
the mind of raise imagos and 
equally so. ' stale thought" while L~mn 
Tom York was a 29..year- managed to ,k~vp their 
old student in North Carolina physic~'~ st'~es warm and 
when he decided to move fed . . . .  
Mankind'  origins 
ning. They are: 
1. Even tens of thousands 
d years ago our ancestors 
possessed amazing scientflic 
knowledge, even though 
ourrentofficlal views claim 
they hardly knew how to 
make a crude flint axe and 
had not even invented the 
wheel. 
2. This knowledge was 
given to mankind by ex- 
traterrestrial,  voyagers-- 
astronauts from outer space. 
3. This knowledge, as well 
as the'religious beliofs end 
social customs, identical all 
over the world, had to come 
from one common source. 
By PEGOY TRACY 
Our Ancestors Came From 
Outer Space claims .to 
confirm mankind,s ex- 
traterrestrial origins, end 
might be subtitled Fun with 
Figures. The author, 
Mourice Chatelaln, a former 
space expert with the 
American National 
Aeronautics and Space 
Administration, attempts to 
explain what he describes as 
three of his favorite theories 
with a mind-bogging series 
of calculations. 
Chatelain apologizes tothe 
"many people (who) dislike 
numbers end figures.., hut I 
off mosquitoes. 
• The summer was spent 
camping in a farmer's field 
near Kingston, Ont., Lynn 
completed studies to become 
a teacher and York studied 
basle theology. HIS thought 
was to fulfil the words of a 
prophet: 
"l will make with thee a coy- 
enant of peace and banish 
wild animals from the lend 
so that they may dwell 
securely in the wilderness 
end sleep in the woods." 
So when Lynn found a job 
teaching in Barrie, Ont., 
Tom York built a cabin in the 
woods a distance from the 
town and began his con- 
version complete with 
meditation and vision. 
The conversion brought 
with it new hardships for 
Lynn. She had to give up her 
job while he went through 
the zealousness of a new 
convert, struggling ot s 
poorly-paid church student!s 
job in Whitby, Ont., even to 
the point of imposing 
celibacy on them both. 
York eventually became 
an ordained United Church 
of Canada minister and now 
has a church in Toronto. He 
also returned to the States to 
stand trial for draft evasion 
and was acquitted. 
There is much to admire in 
a young man's search for 
selfrsvetaUen and for his 
God, and it is told with 
candor " and a certain 
lyricism in this book. And 
there in love, too, is York's 
recounting of his wife's 
family members. Primary 
for th~ children, M.I.A. 
(Mutual improvement 
Association) for teenagers, 
• Relief Society for women, 
and the Preistheod for men. 
Mormons. have been 
successful in their families, 
because they have applied 
these programs in their 
homes. The beautiful thing 
about hese programs i that 
they are free, without 
obligation, and they are 
applicable to the family. 
Want a touch of heaven in 
• your home, have a family 
home evening tonight. Ask 
any Latter-Day Saint. We'd 
be more than happy to share 
the~e programs with you. 
Families truly are 
beautiful. 
The Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter-Day Saints 
I: Congregational 
Library meeting 
The University of Victoria 
is to be the site for the 1978 
Annual Meeting and Con- 
ference of the 
Congregational Libraries 
Association on June 2nd, 3rd 
and 4th. The programme 
has been designed to appeal 
to teachers, group leaders 
and other congregational 
workers as well as 
librarians. The them of the 
Conference, "Resources 
Waiting to be Tapped" refers 
.to the many books, films, 
magazines; local, provincial 
and national ~ aasoclationa; 
individual people and~ other 
sources that can hdp 
librarians build and extend 
their services to their 
congregations. Samples of 
or information on these 
resources will be available 
at the conference. 
Bookselkcs have been in. 
vited to exhibit and sell 
books and other materials, 
and CLABC's own Services 
Committee will be on hand 
with libra,, supplies. 
The I~mluet speaker will 
be Mrs. Lillian Lewis, the 
organization of dedicated 
volunteers was ,founded in 
1971 to help provide library 
services to congregations 
and also encourage the 
formation of new libraries. 
Mrs. Gladys Ewen, for- 
merly display artist at 
MePherson L ib rary ,  
University of Victoria, will 
talk about he techniques of 
eye.catching book displays 
end will illustrate her advice 
withslldes. During a session 
on puppet making, con- 
ductnd by Dr. Jean Day of 
the University of Victoria's 
Faculty of Education, there 
will be an opportunity for a 
few people to actually make 
their own puppets. Puppet 
Productions, from Trinity 
Christian Centre, will be 
performing. 
Other topics to be covered 
a t  the conference include 
cataloguing; selection of 
fiction, hiegraphy and audio- 
cassettes; standards for 
congregational libraries; 
_ and visiting shut-ins with 
books. Ti/e conference will 
close with vislta to libraries 
in various Victoria churchee. 
.founder of the 
Congregational Libraries Registration" brochures 
Association of British und further information may 
Columbia. The association, be obtained from Mr. Fran 
an interfaith and ii~. Rose, 1860 San Juan Ave., 
terdenondnntional Victoria, VgN 2J2, 477-6303. 
DonaldSon 
Gwendolyn Edna ' 
Donaldson passed away May 
4, 1978 in Mills Memorial 
Hospital, Terrace. She was 
bum in Outlook, Sask. July 
22,1915 to the late Them and 
Elizabeth Bell. 
$h¢ leaves to mourn her 
husband Alex, Four 
daughters Betty (Mrs. 
Gordon Dorey), Irene (Mrs. 
Cliff SHarpies) Adele (Mrs. 
Allen Rorison). All of 
Terrace and Beverley (Mrs. 
James O'Brien) of Pen- 
tiction, two grandsons 
Douglas and Jeffrey Shar- 
pies of Teri'ace; four sisters 
Anne (Mrs. E. Gaetz) 
Langley, B.C., Irene (Mrs. 
F. McBride) Surrey, B.C., 
Florence (Mrs. F. Owen) 
Calgary, Aita., Gladya (Mrs. 
J. Hunter) • Moose Jaw, 
Susk.,/two brothers Robert, 
Calgary and Auhrey, 
Regina. 
SHe was predeceased bY
on~ brother Arthur. 
have been "carrying the 
load" since that time, Rev. 
Lesyk sai d. • 
described the congregation 
as .  "a  warm growing  
fellowship." 
Presbyterians 
won't disappear 
• (CP) - The 
moderator-designate of the 
Presbyterian .Church in 
Canada says although e is 
worried about he state of his 
church, he does not believe 
the denomination is about o 
disappeur in Canada. 
Rev. Geoffrey Bigelow, 
minister of Westmount 
"Presbyterian Church, Ed- 
monton, will he formally 
elected to head the church 
when the 104th general 
assembly convenes in 
Hamilton June 4. 
He is taking over his' new 
' role at a time when church 
membership s declining at 
the rate of nearly 3,200 
members a year. Between 
1966 and 1976 membership 
dropped to 169,445 from 
200,125. 
The chuch may have to 
budget for a deficit in excess 
of $500,000 in 1979. 
Blgelow said in a recdent 
interview although he is 
worried by the statistics, he 
does not believe 
Presbyterians will disap. 
pear .  
But if "But if it were to be 
God's will that hey should, it 
wouldn,,'t be the end," he 
said. I m a GChristina first 
and then a Presbyterian; 
God may hay some new 
mission or role for us." 
He said the shock of the 
current crisis is already 
having a beneficial effect 
because members are being 
forced to re-examine very 
aspect of the church's life. 
"Our commitment is not to 
saving ourselves as an in. 
stitution but to fulfilling 
take," he said. 
The 61-year-old minister 
said he stlpports his church's 
stands supporting 
therapeutic abortion and 
opposing capital punish- 
meat. 
He also says that 
clergymont have no business 
asking hrides.to-ho whether 
they are preguant-a question 
that is often asked by some 
of the younger clergy when 
counselling couples for 
marriage. 
" It 's no;he of their 
co;ncern; they're just 
getting carried away with a 
sense of their, own 
authority." 
But at the same time, 
Bigelow said he has little use 
for those who say it is all 
right for these who mean to 
marry to have intercourse. 
• "A lot of young women in 
their early 20s find that they 
have cohabited with severla 
different men, each of whom 
they intend to marry or 
thought would marry them: 
, "They lose something of 
their personality in this kind 
of circuit. Those who make 
'fun of virginity should 
• remember that the virgin 
can change her mind; she 
stillhas a choice, but the 
no;n-virgin has not." 
On other issues, Bigelow, 
who will succedd Rev. 
DeCourcy l~yner of Toreato 
as moderator, said he would 
like to see marijuana 
deeriminalize~l because 
alcohol seems wore. He 
alaoasid he deplores the way 
you;rig theology students 
today seem so "preoccupied God's nalLto be his people in 
whatever form that may with their own security." 
Materialism could 
destroy world. 
BANFF, Alta. (CF) 
Unless developed countries which give their populations 
abandon their materialistic all of technology's luxuries, 
ethic, the' same technology Strong said. 
which has given us control "scmothirig will certainly 
over our lives will destroy 'have to give. The appetites 
us, says Dr. Maurice Strong, of therinh will have to give." 
chairman Of the In- Continuation ofthe eurreut 
terna,t lonal  Research  system, in which about 20 
Codnell in Ottawa. percent of the world's 
poupulatien consum~ about 
"Science and technology 80 percent ef its resources 
has given us unpreceden{ed. " is  impossible from an 
powers of creativity," he ecological viewpoint," he 
told about 100 delegates said. 
attending a conference on "Developing '~ouhtrles 
men and his environment cannot be denied' their right 
Wednesday. ot improve their lot." 
Unless we , stress "But because of it we 
constitute the principal moderation in mannfae- 
threat o .the survival of our turieg and consuming oods: 
own slpecles." and natural resources-we 
By the next century, are on the read to both 
wourld populations wiiph exonomic and. on- 
will have doubled and will vjromnentbl disaster, Strong" 
"clearly create enormously . said. . 
increased pressures form If third -world countries L 
Men can replace verything World peace can he I 
except God's compassion achieved, revealed, offered I the less.advantaged people also develop heay 
Man's real goal is Peace. and ,manifested on earth to improve 'their conditions manufacturing industries, 
PeaCe feeds him, his life when the Divine Power of ofllfe," he said. they wlllnct be able to find a 
Love replaces the undlvine The environment cannot market for their goods, he 
inner and outer, love of power, support any more societies said. 
I 
Since it is you who want to havewhatyou have not, then The worth of life depends on Haman love ' knows no Thea'tom hastaught me that 
do he~ al, d now what you do inner strength and outer "caution. Divine love knows the little things do count - 
not, , happiness, '" no afterthought. ' most. ' 
former pastor of the church 
L~ Koster who willspeak on hadnochoice." Readers who 
"reaching out" into the delight in mathematical 
commualt~, fancy footwork may stick 
~th the arithmetic. 0thera 
What you do not use for will probably sup.'. 
yoarself, do not give to The three theories, otout 
others. For example, ad, in the concluding chapter of 
vice. the book, might have been 
The search for a universal 
calendar is traced and the 
time cycles of various an- 
cient clvflizatioru~ examined. 
The last Mayan and Aztec 
time cycles end in the year 
2020 of'our era,. although 
• ~e is no indication what 
mo~e helpful at. the begin- will happen at this time. giving and loyalty. 
UPLANDS 
BAPTIST 
CHURCH 
astor Bob Lesvk, 635.4320 
• Corner of Halliwell 
ond N. Thomas 
9:45 am Bible Teaching 
Sunday School 
I1: 00 a.m Morning Worship 
Service 
h 30 p.m. Singing and Bible 
Study 
~Veds. 0:00 Home Bible 
Studies 
"YOu are Welcome at 
Uplands" 
ATTEND 
• THE 
ZION 
r 
BAPTIST 
OHUROH 
C~. Sparks & Keith 
Paster Paul Mohninger 
Office 635.2407 
Home 635.5309 
KNOX 
UNITED • 
OHURCH 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 
Minister Rev. 
Dave Martyn 
Sunday School 
~enior 12 & up 10:00 a.m. 
Under 12 • 11:00 a.m. 
~orshlp Service 11:00 a.m. 
I 
t 
Sunday School 9:45 a.m 
Morning Worship 11:00 
t.m. 
OHUROH 
OF 
GOD 
3341 R iver  Dr ive  
Terrace, B.C. 
636.1561 
Rev. R.L White 
unday School 10:00 a.m. 
Rev. R.L. White ,~ 
Morning Worship 11:00 
~.m. 
Evening Worshlp 7:30 p.m. 
Prayer Service Wed. 7:30 
i 
OF 
. . . . . . . . . .  ~, ,t: r '  ,." " .. 
.:,:~,:.. . .  
YOUR 
CHOICE 
THIS 
SUNDAY 
OHRIST 
LUTHERAN 
OHUROH 
Cor. Sl~rks St: 
& Park Ave. 
Rev. Roll Nosterud 
635.5882 
Aorning Service 11:00 a.m. 
Church School 9:45 a.m. 
Sunday School, Con. 
flrmation 
Youth and Adult Classes 
~::~:~::~:~:~:::~::$::~::::~:~:::~:~:~:~:~:::~:::~::::.~.~:::::::~:~:::::~:::~:~:~..~.~.~.~...~:.:.:~b~:~:~:~.:~:~:~:~:~:~:.: 
SACRED 
HEART 
PARISH 
1830 Straume Ave. Terrace 
Phone 635.2312 
Sunday Masses 
8:15 a.m. 
10:15 a.m. ~.~,",: ~,~..~.v~, 
11:30 b'm, ' ' '  : 
7:30 p.m, 
MENNONITE 
BRETHREN 
CHURCH 
34~ Eby Street 635.3015 
j Pa,or  e,,eO.rhme I 
10:00 a.m. Sunday School[ 
11:O0 a.m, Family Worship| 
Service i 
I it 
ST. MATII!EW'S 
ARGLIOAR 
OHUROH 
4726 Lazelle Ave. 
635-9019 
Sunday Services: 
9:30 a.m. Informal Service 
Church School & Adulf 
Discussion 
11:00 a.m. Holy Com. 
,~m~- munich for the family 
Ministers: 
/ ~  % ~  5R~; ' Lbnce Stephens " ¢35" 
I t O } , -  ( 2~6 'S'tephen Inoue " 6351 
Sunday r l  t 
I1:00 a.m. Family Worship 
Service 
7:30 p.m. Evanglletlc 
0HRISTIAN Seive,,. Mo ,ng 
Monday Night 
REFORMED 7:3o p.m. Bible Study 
Prayer M~llnO 
OHURCH w .sdsy 7:30 p.m. Ladles Home 
League Fellowship 
Sparks St, & Saturday 
Straume Ave. 7:30 p,m, Youth Group 
I, Rev. S.VanDaalen AM "Service" S Week 
I Servlcee On Gldlcm, Sunday School - Terrace 101 t3$.5445 ~hrlstlan Councelllng 
I a'm' I Emergency WelMre 
Sunday School - Remo 1:00 SplrltualResourcos 
IP.m. . , I 111:00a.:, ,. Worship Service| "THE MAN THE CALL" 
"~:00 p.m. Worship Servlc -t April 17 Monday at 7:30. 
L" q Ihe FILM "MARTIN 
' LUTHER" 
"s, 
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to views: In tune with today's emphasis on energy conservation 
these sliding patio doors of ponderosa pine have factory-installec 
weatherstripping and double-pane insulating glass to make a family 
room more comfortable, save on fuel costs and reduce 'damagin~ 
condensation. 
@@ o~ ,1..>.:. @@ @ @ .:~@ @ ¢. ~,..:. ¢. ¢. ~.. 
CLEANING TIpS 3 
Books, statues, pottery, 
sentimental treasures that 
collect more than their 
weight in dinst and picture 
frames .can he thoroughly 
and qnickly cleaned by us- 
ing the small rotund hrush 
attachment that comes 
with most vacnums. 
Give your carpeting that 
shampoo it needs. Event if 
y(iu •vacunm regularly, 
grotmd-in soil attd dirt 
could weaken and destroy 
carpet fibers.. 
As for your non-carpeted 
vinyl or other non-wood 
floors, remove the wax 
huildup. Dust, dirt, and 
grease do get ground into 
the wax, making the floor 
hmk dirty no matter how 
often you wash it. The same 
industrial-streng.th cleaner 
lltat dot, s your super dmres 
' will remove wax. Just mop 
it tin, let it stand until the 
wax softens, then mop tip 
old wax, suds, and dirt. 
~,Filtit~l , make your, fit)ors 
t~sparFJe w~fl~ a new coat of 
~t~,'ax.'. ' . . . . .  . 
Before you discard any 
old drab it... ,s around the 
house, try , ;nging them 
back to life t,i,h color, gl 
~ ".'@~@ 9¢. ~1. @ "."~¢ @@~@ ~"'*" • 
countertop microwave oven from General Electric which features 
a Defrost Plus cycle• 
I : li •OOOO'OOOOOOOOOOOOO0 
• 17. *g-"OtA~ ~ +"~~(~1' i 
• ml~q~U . , "  REAl- ESTATE ~ 
* 
• ' DAVE SERRY = 
• O 
• OFFIOIAL BLOCK eROS, ASSOCIATE DEALERS • 
• , ,  KITIMAT i 
: The Performers" : 
• HOMES FOR SALE e 
• . O 
• J-43 - 8oublewido iobule Homo . 
~ 4 Pe?rel - Single Fam,II w/basement ; 
i,~: ..... . . ~:  .... . • 21 Finch - 11/~ Storey Revenue • 
RURAL ESTATE: ' 'LAKELSE LAKE: : 18 hr l lon  -Largo Pr.e.s.tip Homo 
Well just about. Howabout Working In Kltlmat and 
MICROWAVE MAGIC: a six pound stand,,g r,b roast from the re- this secluded 5 bedroom looking for a home at : J'2O " 2 Bedroom Joblle Home 
frigerator to the table iR just an hour? Irs possible with this new .home on 2 acres of land. Lakelse Lake. How about 38-863 - Lahakae Ilarpetod 0ondo, •  
A house for good family living is of special importance to Park 
Avenue Realty ' Ltd. This 3 bedroom house meets all the essential 
requirements of a growing family. Located'in the Uplands area, 
only blocks from school, it offers the opportunity for trail hiking and 
bicycling to young boys and girls. 
Mother will especially appreciate the handy breakfast counter and 
built-in dishwasher in the kitchen plus the wall to wall carpeting 
throughmJt the house. 
i , 
• , , ,,% 
A large rec room with kitchen facilities plus extra bath is a must if i:::::: 
'there are~teenagers in the family. With the 2 extra bedrooms; the i~i 
'* d0wn~talrs;~0Uld beused asa Separate guest suite. Off the rei: ~-oorn "i~! 
there is a la'i;geWorkshopand utility room with exit to the back yai-d, iiii 
All in all a lot of house for only $52,000. :':~ 
Come and see us at Park Avenue Realty. iiii 
~.~:~::*.~:~;:;~*~.*%:~:.~.~¢*~.~:~r~.~:~.*~.*~.:*~*~::*<*~:..~~i~..:~::~`~...**:i 
.mmmmmmmmd~q~+~mmmlmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm|mlmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm! 
Everything a large famiF/ this doublewide per- B @ 
could want and more. 2V= mane•fly set up in offshore B Unit 
baths, walkin closets, 2 subdivision just off hwy. 3 m ~,  
fireplaces, double garage bedrooms one with ensuite, i 65 Stikine - S Bedroom Bungalow : etc. etc.. Luxury home. Wall to wall throughout. J 
Very private. Appointment All faCilities. Asking price R • • ot m,o0o I • 65 Starling Street - Immaculate 
• ~ Bedroo~ Bungalow 
20 Finch Street - Smngle Unit O 
Sky,nor. Tremendous potential : 
23 Heron Street - Begiotorod Duplex • 
rant•erie valu. I 
REVENUE HOME: RURAL MOBILE:  ~ i 
2 bedrooms up and 2 
bedroom basement suite. 
This home located on quiet 
residential street. Suite 
rents for $165 per month. 
Asklng price for thls 5 year 
old home Is $43,000. 
Lots of room for a large 
family in this 12x54 2 
bedroom trailer with large 
3 room addition including 
2nd bath. 20x32 garage 
workshop. Priced to sell at 
S20,000. 
RECREATIONAL PROPERTIES LAKELSE LAKE: 
Summer cabins with lake frontage ranging from 
$20,000 to $30,000 located on west side of lake. Vacant 
land with 80' of frontage and road access. Buy now and 
spend your summer months on the shores of beautiful 
Lakelse Lake. 
..-, @ ... ¢...*...., ¢<o.....:......:...'.•-.*..:..:.¢...', ¢  
"i);;' n,)t k.av~, d,,or ke'ys 
uuder flower pots or door- 
mats, inside an nnlncked 
mailhox, over the doorway 
9 DOUGLASCHANNEL "PERFORMS" --• 
tP WE OFFER SERVICES IN 
: APPRAISALS-PRoPERTY MANAGEMENT ; 
• LOT SATES-- DEVELOPMENT' • 
• CANADAWIDE REFERRAL SERVICE Q 
9 MORTGAGE ADVICE ' ~ 
• and ; 
• ASSISTANCE i 
Don't Fool Around With Half A Servic~ ; 
; wT:/keT°HA rFeU~:~'l er~ :~'o? '-/Ere;eLse 'Onfla "c~ ' e 
' : CAN WE SELL YOURS?-- JUSTTRY US I 
I l l t l l l l l l l l t l l l t l l l l .  i 
or in other ol)vious places. 
Vahmble clothing, rugs, 
or furs should .ot he left 
on the line while you are 
aw:tv fronl lit)tilt,.. 45 
¢..:..:..:...%.~ .:...~ .:;.:..:..:...~ :..:..:..:, .:..:..:. 
• Wall - to*.wali  carpeting ~oom ,tu,.vul)rJ~3)~e..+~'I 
t 'an .I)e al)plie(l' directly ~i)w i~Lhc'~t~'.~lfi fi~t~t 
"over unclerlayment grad(, cases, your existing h'eat- 
plywood. 46 ing phmt has enough ca- 
. . . .  pacitv to ht'at :; 16x20 ft)t)t 
Before acldinK, a new addition. 47 
j_. 
• EXECUTIVE  TYPE  
• HOME 
• If you Iikea large home in a 
=quiet  nelghbourhood, a 
--property with many trees, 
a garage, a workshop, you 
• wi l l  . appreciate this 
• property. 
• It has 1344 square feet of 
living space on one floor. 
• Splltlevel design provides 
next ra  pr ivacy /  The 
• basement Is fully finished. 
• Llvlngroom has a rock. 
• f ireplace. Sundeck at rear 
;'.of house. Appealing rock- 
base fence In front. Ask for 
• exclusive 852. Full price 
I I v  • vm l i~ Is .  I I , l l i lm l  • 
MLS 2900 2678 Clai'k Dr .  
REDUCED from $~,6;()00 to 
$42,500 and open fo offers. 
Two homes for the price of 
One almost. A 3 bedroom 
residence with attached 
garage plus a two bedroom 
compact home alongside to 
bring In revenue. Main 
residence for an owner has 
1060 sq. ft. with separate 
utility, nice kitchen and 
living room. Inquire fo'r 
more details on this special 
listing. 
C;MPORTABLE 
COUN:TRY LIVING 
NEWLY LISTED AT 4120 
BENNER ST• This ap- 
pealing home lust 
redecorated has 1,200 sq.ff. 
spacious Iivlng room dlnlng 
room and kitchen with 
built.in range and ()ven~ 
Full basement has second 
bathroom, 4th bedroom 
plus an entertainment 
room with second fireplace 
and newly constructed red 
vinyl settees Which stay 
with the home. Workshop 
in basement plus slngle 
carport. Residence ison an 
87'x14¢ lot and an  ad- 
ditional 87' lot beside Is 
included In this excellent 
• ~ ~ ~ ~% , ~ • 
~ : ' • 
Excl..853 5007 McRae St. • 
Lovely residence, two•  
finished floor of over 2000• 
sq. ft. wrap around patlo, mM 
two fireplaces, two~= 
bathrooms, l iving room•] 
and family room. 5 'car -u  
peted bedrooms, a.ftractive• 
exterior of brickwork and•] 
cedar with white stucco. • ,  
Good value for $65,000. = 
;~ ' ~ [ ]  
THREE FOR PRICE OF•  
ONE • 
Modern family home. Two m 
bedroom rental house. m •
Industrial lot on hlway 16. • 
The family home has a ful l•] 
Attract ive 3.1 acre basement. All rooms a re•  
property on paved portion 730 MULLER EXCL. 753. large The rental househas • 
• -MLS 298 2504 Craig Dr. of Kalum Lake Road. Reduced lnprlce to S35,GJ0 two 'bedrooms and a :  
Bm very solidly built. .,--1'400"sq' Mostly level and nicely and owner wil considel" aq. g.arag.e The portion • 
--ft. with same amoun~'l-n treed. On It Is a well kept offers on this well built having the houses faces•] 
-----basement. 3bedrooms on two bedroom house, alarge duplex. Two bedrooms River Dr lvc  It Is ful ly•] 
• ]]each floor. Actually a workshop-garage, and a with kitchens, living rooms laridscaped. The" vacant•] 
• ]dup lex  with separate small house trailer which and bathrooms. Concrete hvo.thi,,'d acre r.or.l" * ~'f • 
• meters. Ample carpet could be rented out. Agood rlngwall, drilled well, new nroner~tv belna Industrial • 
i " - -  - -  - -  +- -~ . . . . . . . . .  m l  ==throughout and an ot. well provides plenty of septic tank, some ap- zoned faces hlway16 easf. [ ]  
.'~tractlve fireplace has lust water. Come and see us. pilL•ices included. Good Good new water' well • 
• ]been added to the main Ask for ML~, 2886. Priced revenuepl:opertyin central Exclusive 843. Priced •at•  
• ] f loor .  Top value for $49,000. at $40,000. location In Thornhlll.. only $54,000 • 
• +db . . . . .  " • 
• A I~ Le Page Limited Coast ~ Coast Real Estate Service • 
• " " " I "  , • 
Park Avenue Rea l ty  Ltd. 
4619 PARK AVENUE, TEHRAOE, B.I). V8G IVS,. 
Ni0duiar home in excelient 
condition, 1248 sq. I t . ,  4 
bedrooms, '  ensu i te  
plumbing, wa l l  to wall 
carpeting. This is an ex- 
ceptional well kept 
property in the Queonsway 
area• Priced to sell. Call 
Horst or Christel. 
A master bedroom large 
enough to accomodate your 
suite adioining ensuite 
faci l i t ies and featuring 
patio doors direct onto a 
sundeck. Many other 
extras make this 3 
bedroom fami ly  home 
unique and an •excellent 
buy. Listed at $6~,000. Call 
Frank for an appolntme.ot. 
Executive living at its best. 
Quiet area,  spacious 
rooms and talkative decor, 
make this home ex- 
!ceptional. : Asking S66,500 
and open to acceptable 
terms.,  Call Kelly today 
and make an appointment 
te view. 
Exceptionally attractive 
and clean 3 bedroom home 
in Uplands area. Features 
wall to wall carpeting, 
fireplace and ensuite off 
master bedroom. 
Economically heated by 
natural gas, 1140 sq. ft. 
Asking price $58,000. Call 
Horst or Christel for an 
appointment o view. + 
Look no more. Here is a 3 
bedrooms bungalow, 1050 
sq. ft., ful l  haseme'nt, 
carpotsthroUghout, built-in 
kitchen range. The lot is 
landscaped and' fenced. 
Asking only $35,000. To  
view call Horst Godlinskl 
Quiet living. If you value in 
'a home at low price, this is 
it, , Two bedroom 
bungalow, 750 sq. ft., wall 
, to wa li carpeting, large lot, 
close to centre of town, All 
for only S27,000. Call Horst 
or Christel. 
635-4971 
HORST GODLINSKI . 635.5397 
FRANK SKIDMORE . 635-5691 
n,n . . . . . .  H,,, kL, oun Well kept family home with 
P'anal;o;e"c:nstru"c~on fell basement, 1190 sq. It. 
Has three large bedrooms, Including the two stall . . . . . .  
. . . . . .  e . . .  ~.,a . . . . .  ensullo plumping anD Ma|uMw.  ruur  I L /UU[UUI I la /  
o.,. as,~,,n..M . .d  w. .o natural gas heating. The 
. . . . . . .  r . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - nicely landscaped lot view Drive location make . . . . 
*k;. k . . . . .  , . , , .*  . . . . . . .  makes • i s  an anractlva this home a must on your 
viewing list. Carl Kelly D. 
Squires and lets have a 
look. ,,, 
!~11 . 
Ideal family home . 4 
bedrooms, large living 
room, dining room plus 
wrap around sund~¢k. 
Another added feature - 
Mother- in- law suite on 
ground level. Beautifully 
landscaped yard and large 
carport. Drive by • 461¢ 
HII Icrest Avenue then 
phone Frank :for an appol. 
ntment to view. 
• R~ral setting. Cozy 3 
property. Asking !45,400. 
To view caU Horet or 
Christel. 
Attractive 3 bndroom," fuli 
basement bungalow on 
large fenced lot in Uplands 
area. Ideal family home 
with large rec room, baths 
and den in besemept. 
Asking $56,000. Call Horst 
or Chrlstel. 
, k i  oo ng or a home in 
Tiler•hill? Hares a three 
bedroom home on a large 
lot and public water  I 
system. Owners wish a 
quicksale and have pricedi 
bedroom home on I/= acre this home accordingly. 
lot. Has fireplace end Asking $20,000. •Call Kelly 
carport. Asking S47,$00. ~ or come in and ¢hec*k our 
Phone Frank. "'Roalscopo" display. 
AFTER OFFICE HOURS + 
KELLY SQUIRES - 635-7616 
CHRIsTEL GODLINSKI . 635-$397 
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right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
Sat rates therefore end to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
end to retain any answers 
dlreoted to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, anclto repay 
the customer tile sum paid 
• for the edvertllement and 
box rental• 
Box i'eplles on "Hold" 
Instructions not picked up 
within 10 days of expiry of an 
advertisement wlll b.e" 
destroyed unless mailing 
Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
fo send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in 
edvertlsements must be 
recolved by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
IWbllcatlon. 
• It Is egrecd by the od- 
vertlear requesting •space 
that the liability of the 
Herald in the event of failure 
to publish an ad.vertlsement 
or in the event of an error 
appearing in the ad- 
vertisement es published 
shall be limited te the 
amount paid by the ad- 
vertlser for only one In- 
correct Insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
!pace occupied by the In- 
correct or omitted item only, 
end that there shall be no" 
Ileblllty to any event greater 
than the emoont paid for 
luch advertising. 
Advert isements  must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights ACt 
which prohibits any ad- 
vernslng that dlscrlmlnates 
against any parson because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
01~ place of origin, or because 
hie age is between 44 and 65 
years,unless the condition is 
luMIfled by a bona f ide  
requirement for the work 
Publ ished at  Ter ra  ce 
B.C. 5 days  a week 
Mon.-Fri. mornlng~ 
PUBL ISHER 
Don Cromack 
SUBSCRI PT ION 
RATES 
• E f fect ive  October 1, 
1977 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carr ier  ruth 3.00 
By Carr ier  year 36.00• 
By Mai l  3 ruth 12.00 
By Mai l  6 ruth 22.00 
By Mai l  year 40.00 
38; : 
WANTED MISC. 
Senior Cit izen year  
20.00 
British Commonwealth and" 
• United States Of America ! 
year $1,00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 2M9 
Telephone: 
112.504-635.6357 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & Dlstrlct 
Thnrnhlll & Distrlct 
Santo Carvello, mlmest will 
• perform ,'Nkdamorphlsls", 
May 111 end 19 !n the Verltas 
Sym at 3:30 p.m. Ion Booth 
will perform "Mark Twaln In 
Pernon" May 18 and 19 at the 
Clarence Mlchlel Gym at 
3:30 p.m. Tlcksts for beth 
ix,:.formancia re avallable 
M the door at $1.00 per 
person. These performances 
ere presented in oonJundlon 
with Kermode Theatre '78. 
The Annual General Meeting 
Of the Terrace Concert 
Association will be held In 
the Terrace Public Library 
• Art Room, on Thursday; 
May 25 at 8:00 p.m. New 
Members are Welcomel 
L 
I~:C.O.A.P.O. - Annual Fall 
Bazaar. November lath 
' 1978. Arena Bancluet Room 
Centennial Christian School 
heldo a Garage Sale at Doc's 
Cartage Saturday, May 27.10 
'2p,m., , Please bring 
donations of phone( 635-6¢0.4 
for pickup. 
An exhibition of batik work 
CLASS IF IED RATES by Derean Dufresne will be 
sponsored by .the Terrace 
LOCAL ONLY: Art assoclatlen in the library 
20 words or less $2.00 par Arts room until May 27. The 
.nsertlon, over 20 words 5 Public can view this show 
cents per word. during library hours. 
3 or more consecutive in- 
sertions $1.50 per insertion. The Terrace Art 
Association Invites you to 
REFUNDS: attend "a slide show and 
First insertion charged for pottery exhibition by Jeanne 
. whether run or no½. Sarich on Saturday, June 3, 
Absolutely no refunds after in the Terrace Library Arts 
ed has been set. Room at 7. p.m. The slide 
' show starts at 8:15 p.m. 
CORRECTIONS: • 
Must he made before 2nd A Heather.Tartan Society is 
insertion, being formed with the in. 
Allowance can be made for retest of promoting Scottish 
only one incorrect ad. cultural Interest end events. 
Interested persons should 
BOX NUMBERS: contact Eleanor Halley at 
75 cents pick up. 635.2456 as soon as possible. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CI.ASSIFIED DISPLAY: NOTICE Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED INCHESAWAY CLUB 
RAT E: Meet every Tuesday night at 
22 cents per agate line. 8 in the Skeena Health Unit. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per For more Informatlen phone 
insertion. 635-3747.or 635.3023. 
LEGAL- POLITICAL AND Auotlun Actloa 
TRANSIENT AD. Beginning May 20 & 21st. 
VERTISING: L.W. Sears Auctioneer phone 
$5.60 per column Inch .  .~e'38-1538 (c -15) 
~,..~ene District Giri Guides 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: would like to announce the 
t~.00 per line par month, opening of .a' Land Ranger 
On a 4 month basis only. ComNny in the Thornhfll 
DEADL INE area. Girls between the ages 
of 14 and 18 who are In. 
terested please cell 635.3061 
DISPLAY: or 638.1269 (ctf) 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
CLASSIFIED: 'Mills Memorial Hospital 
1:00 p.m. day prior to Auxiliary would appreciate 
publication day. any donations of good, clean 
• clothing, any hous.ehold 
Servlce charge of SS.00 on all Items, toys etc. for.  thelr 
N.S.F. cheques. THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
WEDDING DESCRIP. 635.$320 or t;35.5233, or leave 
TIONS: donations at the Thrift shop 
No charge provided news on Lazelle Avenue on 
submlttedwithlnone month. Saturdays between 11:00 
$5,00 production, charge for a.m. and 3:00 p.m. Thank 
wedding and.or engagement you. (no) 
pictures• News of weddings 
(write.ups). received" on( RAPE RELIEF 
month or more after event & CRISIS LINE 
$10.00 charge, with . or FOR WOMEN 
without picture. Subject to CALL 635.7558 
condensation. Payable In OR 
advance. 63S-772S 
(otf) 
CLASSIFIED AN- PARENTS IN CRISIS 
NOUNCEMENTS: Are you making your own. 
Births I 5.50 life and your children's 
, miserable? Do you con- 
Funerals S.50 stantly yeltat your children,. 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 or hit them, or find It hard to 
Memorial Notices 5.50 control your angry feelings 
~ toward them? 
PHONE 635.6357 P.I.C.'s goal Is to help you 
Classified Advertising Dept. become the loving con- 
strucflve parent you really 
want to be. 
The regular monthly All inquires absolutely 
meeting of the Terrace confidential. 
Progressive Conservative Phone Mary or John 635.4419 
Women s Clubwill be held on 
Wednesday, May 24 pt 10:00 SKEENACENTRE 
a.m. for a coffee party. The Skeer~a Centre offers to the 
address is 5126 Soucle Street. Senior Citizens of the 
For further information Terrace and Thornhlll area 
please call 635•6764. the following services. 
. Activity Centre for hen. 
Kermode Theatre'70, the dicrafts 
B.C. High School Drama . Day Care for working 
Festival will ~ake place In people " 
the R.E.M. Lea Theatre May' . Drop.In for companionship 
10-20at 8 p.o. The malnstege & coffee, 
'Showcase'conslstsofaward Monday thru Friday 8-4. 
winning student plays Transportation available. 
performed nightly for ad- Contact Skeenavlew Lodge 
Judlcatlon. Tickets available 635.226'5 
in May from Terrace Sight 
and Sound and Terrace Weight Watchers meatlllg 
Library. held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
The history department a at the Knox United Church 
Northwest Community Hall, 4907 Lazella Avenue'. 
College wll[ be organizing a . . . .  
series of open discussion 
me~tings on "Why 
Revolut ions?",  "Why 
Wars?", a closer look at the 
interrelat ion between LEED In loving memory of 
political, social  and a dear father and grand- 
economic factors .in father; 
domestic and international Olav, who passed away May 
relatlo, s in the 20th century. 1 9, 1976. 
Anyone interested is He had a nature you could 
welcome to attend the first not help Iovin~ 
meeting on Thursday, May And a heart that was purer 
18,fromT-10p.m.inroom206 than gold; 
on the college campus to And to those who knew him 
watch :and discuss 90 and loved him 
ndnutesofaninmtedfllms on His memory wll never grow 
"The Htetow Book" which cold. 
focuses on the time.period His I'ovlng fami ly ;  Ron, 
from the 1800's to tod~y• ~ Ginny, Veronica and Rick 
This is a free community 
service which will continue 
until June IS. THIEVES BUSY 
. . .  . 
LONDON• (CP) : .  In- 
Wednesday ~une 7th will he s~ance companies paid out 
the last "terrace Ar t  'a record&-64.2 million ($128,5 
Association Picture Loan million) to cover theft losses 
until September 6th. Pain. in Britain last year, a th in  
tings should be returned by moze than in ' 1976. The 
• 7:30 p.m. to the Terrace British Insurance Assoei- 
• Library Arts Room so they ationsaid thefts from hemea 
can be put on display for rese by more than 35 per cent 
selection. Arrangements can and theft losses in the corn- 
then be made for the sum- mercial field rose by nearly 
mer months rentals, half." 
Skeane Health Unit 
3215-2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.6307 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES. 
. Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1:30-3:50 p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment 
Held at Thornhlll 
Recreation Centre on the 
fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:30.3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap- 
pointment• 
- eabysifters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for Im- 
munization. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held atthe Health 
Unit on Monday, Wed- 
nesday, and Friday from 
3:00 - 4:10 p.m~ by ~ap. 
polntment only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throughout 
the year at Intervals for 
expectant parents. Phone 
the Health Unit for dotolls 
and reglstratlun. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing cam In the home for 
those who need It on referral 
from thelr fatally doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4 year old chlldren. Held 
on thlrd Monday of .every 
month . .  Developmontal, 
vlslon, hearlng screenlng 
done. Please. phone "for 
appolntment, . 
PRENATAL BREATFIING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every. Thursday af- 
ternoon at I:00 - 2:00 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
Help Wanted: Hair siylist 
and apprentice wanted for 
new unisex shop in Smlthers 
apply Box 2215 Sm;|hers 847. 
9346 (C10.15~ / "' 
Kitimnt C~,ild . 
Developmen~'{'.~',L '.~ 
requires Sept. Ist 1978 
PRESCHOOLSUPER. 
VISOR 
Experience preferred 
with 
SPECIAL NEEDS 
CHILDREN 
Apply before 'June 1 1978 
to: 
Ms. Jennifer Davies, 
Executive Director, 
Child Development Centre, 
172.3rd St. KItimat, B.C. vac 
2HS 
(C12-7th f-iu.) 
REQUIRED 
Painting Contractor to 
complete re.painting of 
approximately 90,000 
square feet of interior 
walls• Some minor drywall 
repairs required. Paint to 
be supplied by contractor. 
Tools and other repair 
materials to be supplied by 
contractor. 
For more information, see 
specification at School 
District No. 92 (Nisgha) 
offices in Terrace or New 
Alyansh. " 
(C5-1S) 
F011 or part-time. Here is an 
opportunity to earn extra 
money, $6 - 58 per hour. 
Treintng Is available• For 
interviews Call Marnle 635- 
9721 anytime (Fuller Brush) 
(ctf) 
Wanted. Someone to cut big 
or  by appointment. - lawn during summer. WilP 
SANITATION : -  - /• 
The public health inspectors provide lawn mower. Prefer 
~omeone in Paquette Ave. 
are now situated in Eby area, butnotnecessary. Call 
Street, They will be pleased 
to assist with any sanitation 
problems. 
AUDIOLOGY CLINIC 
Hel d et4612 Grelg Avenue. 
Hearing eats wi!l be done by 
doctor's referrals. Tel No. 
638.1155. 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office at No.20S.4721 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
'AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205.4721 
Lazelle. Te l  635.9196.. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabilitation done' by 
consultant. 
GOLDEN RULE 1 ' 
Odd lobs for the Jobless. 
Phene635.4535. 3238 Kalum 
(ctf) 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Was Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
635-3479anytlme 
(A J!2) 
THE HOBBY HUT 
Ceramic supplies & 
Greenware, air brushing 
available • cuatom' firing. 
3936 McNeil St. 
6~9393 
635-2754 Saturday and 
Sunday. (2-15(p2-15) 
Stationary Engineer 3rd 
Class required to operate a 
steam plant on a shift basis 
at a Planer located In Prince 
George. Lumber Industry 
experience preferred. 
I.W.A. rates with ful l" 
benefits for further details 
and Interview contact The 
Pas Lumber Co. Ltd., Box 
079, Prince George, B.C. V2L 
41"8. Phone collect weekdays 
9.3:30 563.365! .(c3-16) 
Shopping Centre 
. . . Manager 
Required for a regional 
shopping centre opening in 
Terrace, B.C. 
Will be responsible for the 
overall management of the 
centre, to coordinate and 
assist tenants in the  
preparation of promotion 
and merchandising plans 
and for budgeting and ex- 
pense control. 
Applicants should have 
some retail, advertising and 
management experience. 
Excellent opportunity to join 
a rapidly expanding com. 
pony. Please submit your 
resume to: . . 
Property Management 
Dept. 
Abacus Cities Ltd. 
510.175-2nd Ave. 
Kamloops, B.C. 
V2C 5Wl 
(C3-11,13,15) 
ASLE I~i~E-~ RIC,I~Tb. HELPWANTED • 
• Ea'rn-2 hours a day.S200 a 
EledrlcelendRafrlgeratlon month commission plus 
wntrect..~_ • . ~ r prizes. For details write 
"uuse wlrlng'i Fuller Brush, Box 108, 207 
(ct.f) &lk1.S076 West Hastings St., Van- 
' couver V6B 1H7, or Mr. T. 
. Diamond, R.R. 3 Kamloops, 
B.C. V2C 5KI. 
Lost. Brown framed glasses, 
black arms With a heaping 
aid attached. Lost between 
Riverside Grocery and the 
overpass. Reward offered. 
phone 635.2490 (I)5.1) 
1978 TS 125 Suzuki trail bike 
for sale. 400 miles and in 
exce!lent condition. Asking 
5800.00. Phone 638-1072 after 
6 p.m. 
(fin) 
If you are Interested in a 
future with a Dynamic ~ 
Company in the Industrial 
Saturday May and automotive market, then Garage Sale: 
wewant to talk to you. We 20 - 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.~ 1618 
are "looking for a Kenworth St. Off ~ of 
warehouseman to handle Queensway. Across~:old 
general duties as well as ~ bridge. For more in. 
shipping and receiving, formation phone 635.7439 (c3- 
Advancement Into sales are 15) 
ex~elleot. For a personal 
Interview come ln end see H. One 7ram mag Alpine 
Young, Acklands'rtd., 2009 Supreme $200 1 30.06 $200, 
Kalum St. (c4.15) - Brand new, 1 22 Cceey Model. 
600 $30, 1 Marlin .3030 model 
' lhemoun,ofa mature, pig 3~C $135, emm 98 $3"5 New 
contains 44 teeth.. • .2409 Apple St. (p5.17) 
Garage Sale: 4031 Skoglund 
Ave, Saturday 20, 10-4 (c2-15) 
For Sale: Piano, quality 
model Yamaha under 2 
years old, built in Dampp. 
Chaser, in excellent con- 
dltlen. CCM "Swinger" 
/);cycle, age 4-6. Phone63.¢ 
5024 (p3.16) 
Stamp and Coin collectors 
New Stock 1978! coins and 
stamps have arrived in- 
cluding the Captain Cook 
Bicentennial presentation 
Set. 
Terrace Drugs and 
Lakelse Pharmacy. 
(A10-2) 
Garage Sale: Sat. 20 May 78 
10 a.m. - 4 p.m. at 4632 
Graham (c3-S) 
Yamaha CA 1000 amp, 
Yamaha MP1 headphones. 
Dual 1219 "turntable, JBL 
Century 100 speakers, 
Pioneer 8 track recorder, 
Pioneer tuner; 300 I.p•s, 80 
tapes and accessories phone 
842.5922 (p5-15) 
LOOK I~IG . FOR FUR- 
NITURE? 
For excellent prices on 
furniture see the bargain 
floor at FRED'S FUR- 
NITURE LTD. 
4434 Lakelse Ave. 
Terrace 63.¢3630 
SECOND FLOOR (CTF) 
HEAVY DUTY EQUIP. 
MENT MECHANIC  
DESIRES: 
Steady work in Bulkley 
Valley, Terrace Area • 
Government certified ld 
years experience in 
logging, mining, oil field 
support. Last 3 years 
supervisory• Call C. 
Hofmann 325.1305 Van. I 
couver, anytime. (c5.16) 
For Hirei wa~nted labo~ 
• work will work long hours If 
necessary. Has class 5 B.C. 
license. Phone 635-2171 (p5- 
t7) 
Registered golden Retreiver 
pups for sale $185 Ready 
June 10 Phone 846-5455 
Smithers (c3.5) 
Purebred Airedale Terrier 
pups. 8 weeks old $15 2409 
Apple St. (p3:5) 
Wanted: 1 Queenslzed bed, 
good condition. 635-6843 (p3. 
16) 
Wanted:. To Rent or Buy - 
Used hard top tent trailer, 
sleeping 5-6 adult. Call 635. 
3155 (c3.15) 
Wanted to Buy: 2 Keystone 
mini bike wheels. 635.6672 
(p~S) 
W~nled: To Rent 'or Buy 
used hardtop tent treller, 
sleeping 5-6 adult; ' Call 635- 
3155 (c3.5) 
Wanted to Buy: A 19' or 20' 
Riverboat. Wood or 
aluminum with let motor. In 
good condition• Please 
phone630.1613 days, 635.5937 
after 6 p.m. (cff) 
For Sale: 1975 21' Relnell 
cabin cruiser, 175 OMC with 
302 Ford engine. Price 
$12,000. Phone 633-2332 (c5- 
15) 
24' Reinell command bridge 
flbreglass cruiser with EZ 
load trailer. New condition, 
low hours, sleeps 5. Fully 
loaded Including complete 
dual controls, hydraulic 
tabs, VHF, CB, Sounder, 
compass, stereo, bar, stove, 
cooler, head, cabin heaters, 
anti-electrolysis, pare parts 
kit, swim grid, dinghy, all 
safety equipment, anchors. 
etc. etc. $15,000 firm. 635. 
4716 after 5 (p5.15) 
For Sale: 12'. alum. herbar 
craft boat 7.5 h.p. Triton 
outboard, oars and 
Ilfelackets and tank $375. 
638-1613, 635.5937 after 6 (cff) 
I 
21' Boston Whaler with Twin HILLSIDE LODGE 
Merc 800, 20' Smoker Craft 4450 LiftleAveeua 
Riverbeat with Merc 50 842. 
5589 (p5.18) Sleeping rooms, 
• ~ousekeeplng units, can. 
Irally located. Fully 
furnished. Reasonable 
rates by day or week. Non. 
di-inkers only. Phone 635. 
I I 6611" (eft) 
0liNen Manor. 
,studiolFUrnlshedorunfurnlshedJor 1 bedroom| I CEDARGROVEAPTS' I 
laoartmentb. " Securltyl 13bedroomtownhousaapts, I 
leoterpho, e. Sauna. | Iwlth full basements. I 
I 635.9422. I IND. li8.45~ Straume. I 
I ,30.103;, • I I 
KEYSTONE COURT KALUMGARDENS - 
APARTMENTS 3 bedroom apartment for 
Office No. 2 - 4603 Scett. rent&, some with basement 
One, two and thre( anc~rcarport, private an. 
bedroom apartments, trance end patio.To view 
Laundry & storage area. Apt. No.S on Scott Ave. east 
Near school~ and down. of Kalum or phone ~15.4141. 
town• Clean, quiet, (ctf) 
spaclous, security Iockup I 
and patrol. . i 
Fui: time manager In I 
resldence'lklS4n4 ' / 
- ,  / 
For Sale: 4 bedroom heu~ 
CEDARPLACE win, cavort, wiOn ipn~ 
b~dscaped lot 
APARTMENTS space and fruit trees. 
4931 Walsh Avenue Gremheme with 2 ~edm. 
Ask in l  I~IS,S00 for ap- 
Suite 113 pointmmt to view ~ e&% 
Terrace, B.C. 9014 (c5-12) 
635-7056 
New 1, 2 and 3 bedroom 
suites for rent. Frldge, Summer Cabin 2#x3¥ on 
stove, drapes, carpet, rec leased lot on West side. of 
area; sauna and pool table, Lakelse Lake. 200' Lake 
Nlth security Intorphone frontage. Must sell phone 
5nd elevator. Absolutely 635.4252 (p3.15) 
bO pets., (c,tf.), 
I 
r ~" g '0 '  Hydro & 
Power Authority . . . .  
i 
Scrap mater ia l  to be sold from time to t ime | 
consisting of mixed insulated a~d b,~re, I 
Copper and a luminum wi re .  Offered in lo~ .| 
o f  500.1500 Ibs, as i s ,  where  is, in var ious 
d is t r ic t  locations. Payment  in fu l l  required 
at  t ime of remova l  unless otherwise 
arranged.  
These interested in being advised when 
mater ia l  is of fered for  sale are  inv i ted  to 
reg is ter  the i r  interest  inwr i t ing  by 30 June 
1978 wi th :  
.. Disposal Agent  ' 
• B.C. Hydro  
• ..3855 K i tchener  St. 
• .North Burnaby,  B.C. 
• .VSC 3L8 • 
ii ii i i i 
DlSTRIOT OF TERRAOE ! 
NOTI OE, 
REZONIHG ' 
Notice is hereby given that  a Publ ic 
Hear ing wi l l  be held on proposed Zoning 
Amendment  By. law Prelect  No. ADP.02. 
7818. 
• The proposed amendment  is as fo l lows:  
Rezone f rom R3 Residential  to P1 
Admin is t rat ion & Assembly Distr ict  
the  fo l lowing land contained wi th in  
D.L. 838, P lan  1105: 
• .. N1/2 of N1/2 of Le)s 12 & 13'(4529 Olson 
Avenue) 
• .$1/2 of N1/2 of  Lots 12 & 13 (3412 Ka lum 
Street) 
.. NI/2 of $1/2 of Lots 12 & 13 (3408 Ka lum 
Street) ' , , . . .  . 
$1/2 of Blocks 14 & 15 (3330 Ka lum 
Street) i ' ' " 
NI/2Of Blocks 14 & 15 (4519 & 4523 Olson 
, Avenue) 
The proposed By. law may be v iewed by any 
and al l  persons requ i r ing  more specif ic 
in format ion,  dur ing regu lar  business hours 
a t  the Munic ipa l  Hal l .  
The Public Hear ing w i l l  be held in the 
Municip~il Council Chambers,  3215 Eby 
Street, Terrace,  B.C. on Monday;  May  29th, 
1978 at 7:00 P .M. .  
Any and al l  persons having an ' interest in 
' the proposed Zoning Amendment  By. law 
Pro ject  No. ADP.02-7818 shal l  take notice 
and be governed accordingly. .  
' , ,'~ E.R. Hal lsor  
.... ~ C lerk .Admin is t ra tor  
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For Sale: 1078 sq. ft. 3 
bedroom home on v~ acre lot, 
fully fenced and treed, at- 
tached garage, 300 sq. ft 
shed, root cellar, Ask'Ing 
$42,000. Phone 635,4790 after 
6. 
(C10.8) 
pt  OVII '¢! Of M,r*~t,y  O'  3 bedroom home 1411 Maple e,,.,~.~. Fo,.,~ 
St. AskinR $25,000 rhone 635- 
635-'5945 evening (ci0-17) --- .-'~ . . . .  
~,c.aled tenders for the 
asking $1000 and 1976 [(x250 contract(s) will be received 
moto,:ross Kawaski like new . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  by the District Forester, 
asking $1.000 63I~1483 (elf) Sealed tenders for the PAinistry of Forests, Prince 
....... = . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  following stand lending Rupert, B.C. on the dates 
1971 [~)cdge Polara, 318, p.o., conlract(s) will be received show~ below. 
p.h., $80p, 635-69117 (c5-15) by the Dislricf Forester, 1. Contract ST 1031.9.1 J.S. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Ministry of Foresls, Prince Located Chtndemash West 
For Sale: 1975 Ford 4 ,,',,heel Rupert, B.C. on the dates Ranger District Terrace 
drive. New brakes, good shown below. Number of hectares 22.0 
12005q.ft. home with lots of condition, $3750, phone 635 l. Contr,)ct S'I 10316.5 CR Viewing date May 26, 1978, 
extra featurr:s Such as: 3286 (1:,5 15) I.oeated Sah.,us "A"  Ranger I~,", .,;n 9 Rdnger Station al 
Ray window, hardwood ................................ Disfrtct ,~. Terra~.e Numbor 9:(:5 a.m. 
rioters, stone fir(;place,l Fnr 5air:: 16 t'~r,:l Econo of hectares ]6.0 Vie-'ing dale HOTE: Viewing of tho 
.m,'v,tr:r enstHto. ,lnd cold ' inf. 150 Van, i),-wt can'1. May ?5, l?/'3, i.r:avlnrl I-ranger ~iand Ic.,ding site prior ~t, 
stor,~qe area in basement nerized. 8 track, C.B., Diqit Str~tit)w ~lt 09:00 d.m. "~=hr'c~illino a %,nder for Ihis 
for veqotabl,:s Woll in and CLK. askvno $9,500 DBO ,"|Q'I' [:: Viewi r lg  of the, c~alra(t ~., ma.nOalory. 
sulated ~.~d doublo win. Call 635 711/, 8:30-4:30 Mon- 5tand tenrliqg site prior to De,~dii~. 'or receipf of 
dows ~3ood soil on. large Fri nr 635.2137 anv time, ask submitfin9 a tender fnr fhi~ "t~..,. i~:30 p.m. Jnno 15, 
61'x~,')3'fenced corner Lot for Kcifh (c5 15) contract is iS not m,,.ndah. 7 ;';~- 
With boaufiftll tre,,s (:lo~e . . . .  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Deaclltne for recoipt of .2. Confract ST 1031.9.2 ~J.S. 
t~, all ~rhool and downlown For Sale: 1966 Chev pickup, lendor~ i'3 ,]:30 p.m. June I, I.ocaled Chindemash "A" 
shappinq Will sell fur ;=J ton, rL, nning condilion, 1978. Ranger District Terrace 
nish~d or unfurnished, nhone 6354538 (c5-15) Tenders' musl be sub Number of heclares 11.0 
Priced in low 50's. Phone ................................. mitled on fhc form and in lhe Viewing dale May 26, 1978, 
6353071 'for apooinfmenf t5 Suner Bectte Metallic envelopes supplied which !caving Ranger Station at 
(c5 17) C;r(:cn wilh suv~roo~, 20,000 wifh parficolars, may bc 9:00 a.m. t 
miles, radio radials, 2 oblained from the Forest NOTE: Viewing of the 
.,,.aaron, cxcellenr condilion, Ranger(;;) indicated, ~)r :.;fend tending site prior to 
~3300 or hest offer 6:]5.9635 h'om the Dintricf Foresfer, ~ubmitting a tender for this 
(pS.15} fAinistry ct Forests. Prince cent(act is mandatory. 
.-- ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Rupert t~.C. Deadline for rec;eipt of 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  74 N~azda S.W 808 piston The k;wo.~t or any lender tenders is 3:30 p.m. June 15, 
2 bedroom house in town for eng ine .  Phorte 638.18/,~ after wil net necr;.~sarily be ac 1978. 
quiet couple, Phone ~o35 6995 6 (stf5-'17) cepted. 3. Contracl ST 1031-9-3 J.S, 
or 635-5727 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  _ ................................ Ranger Distr lcl  Terrace (C5-19) fear Sale - 1956 Ford pickttp, (c="16) Located Chindemash "B"  
Wanfed 1o Rent: "2 bedroom. CU, in motor, 1976 (;.~C 4x4 ~.,~,,~..,~,° -.,:.. .... Viewing date N~ay 26, 1978, 
houso by two working girls, pickup, 1977 Arctic Cat -=-. ~:,,,,,~co~,,,~ . . . . . . . . .  leaving Ranger Stallon at 
Call 635-5457 635 3604 (p3 161 snowmobile, all thing:; must 9:00 a.m. 
goas owner is leaving town. Scaled leaders lnr the NOTE: Viewing of the 
Reliable couple with young phone 63fi.5(;~7 after 5 (pl0- Iolh~w'!nq stand tending ~tand lending site prior fo 
child needs 2 or 3 bedroom 17) confracl(s) will be received 'subrnilting a tender for this 
house or ap~. for June 1st. by the Distr ictFores|er,  contract is mandatory. 
Preferrably semi [urnished 1972 Ford Brpnco 4x4. 48,006 .Ministry' ol Fprests~ •Prince Deadline for receipt of 
near downtown. Call 638- miles. V.8, extras, $2,500 Rupert, B.C. en the dates lenders is3:30p.m. June 15, 
1785 (p3-16) c.b.o. Phone 635-9546. .'3hown bclow. 1978. . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (C4-15) 1. Conlract ST 1031.1.4 J.S., Tenders mum be sub- 
Wanted - -rcnl  to own, 12x'Pr " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ........ R.I=. L.acaled l.akelse No.3 milled on the form and in the 
~r12x68' trailer, 3bedro~m3. lq75 ~otador ,ldoor, radial Unil C Ranger Distr ict envelopes supplied which, 
Phone 635-7053. fires, 7 exlra winter tires. Terrace Numberot.hecfares with particulars,-may be 
(C3-17) $3,500.00, phone 635.3020. 11.6 Viewing date May 24, "obtained from the Forest 
. . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . .  . (P5-19) 197~d, leaving Ranger Station Ranger(s) indicated or 
................................. al 9:00 a.m. . 
NOTE: Viewing of the from the Dislrict Forester, 
,~inislry of Forests, Prince 
sland tending site prior to Rupert, B.C. 
submitling a fendor for this The lowest or any tender 
confracl is mandafory, will not necessarily be ac- 
SOU TH CA R I BOG Deadtine tot receipt of cepted. 
BUSINESSES MuM SII - 12x46 2 bedroom lendersis 3:30 p.m. May 31, (c5.m18,19,22,23,24) 
1. Lakeshore Motel. 10 units, mobile home on a fully 1978. 
6 kitchen. 4 hedroom living serviced, clear tifle Iol on 2. Contract ST 1031.7.3 J.S., 
quarters, lV~ acres wlth 480' Simpson Rd, Thornhi l l .  R.E. Localed Lakelse No.3 
lakefront, 300' Hwy. 97. Open to offers, G. Warnen, Unit B Ranger Districf 
Price $177,000. Royal Bank, Terrace, B.C., Terrace Number of hectares 
2. Fishing Resort - 9.5 a~:res 635-7117 (ctf) 0.0 Viewing "date May 24, 
with 700' lakefront. Cabins. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . .  1978, leaving Ranger Station 
boats, motors, wharfs. Good Imrnediate Delivery at 9:00 a.m. MORTGAGE LOANS 
campsite with room for 1978 Factory built 2 or 3 NOTE: Viewing of the" promptly arranged 
expansion. F.P. $125,000 bedroom 1,1' wide or double stand lending site prior to anywhere in B.C. In- 
easy terms, wide. Delivered and set up submitting a tender for this formation and references on 
3. Itakeshore Nursery - 200' to your location. 100 percent contract is mandatory, request. J.D. Philllps 
lakef-ron:L "~ greenhouses, flnancin0 ~vailable OAC. Deadline for receipt of Capital Corporation, 10673 
1800sq. ft. 4 bedroom home. Gov'.t grant, of $2500 ap- ~enders is 3:30 p.m. May 31, King George Highway, 
Good outbulldings. On good plicable. Free round fr~p to 1978 Surrey, B.C. V3T2X6. Phone 
lease. Excellent op- Vancouver. For inquiries 3. Conlract ST 1031.7.2 J.S., 588.0411 days, or 585-1603 
portunity. Asking $48,500. please phone collect Parker R.F. Localed Lakelso No.3 evenings. (t) 
4. Welding Shop-2700sq. ff. Homes of Canada Ltd. 937- Uni~ A Ranger Distr ict 
metal building plus three 5447, (c12.22) Terrac0 Number of hectares 
bedroom living quarters. 10.0 Viewing date May 24, 
May be purchased with all For Sale: Moving must sell ;t 1978, Isaving Ranger Station 
equip & materials. 'F.P. bedroom trai ler 12'x60' at 9:00 a.m. 
$86,000. General, 10x25 Joey Shack NOTE: Viewing of fhe 
5. Recr.eational Dealership - Phone 635.5348 (c6.19) stand lending site prior to 16 foot travel trailer, Fair 
2800 sq. ft. shop c.w living submitting a tender for this condition. $425.00 2409 Apple 
quarters. On Hwy 97. For 5ale: 12x68 ATCO contracf is.is nof rnandatory. Street. 
Showing excellent return. Velmont 3 bedroom rnobile C'.',.adline for receipt of (C-5.19) 
Many optlons as to lease, home. Setup and skirted in lenders is 3:30 p.m. May 31, 
purchase, trailer court in town. Will 1978. " 11 foot Baler Trailer, 1972. 
Contact Dick Munro. Aspen sell furnished or un-. Tenders must be sub- Phone 635-2022 after 6 p.m. 
Ralty Ltd., Box 1377, 100 Mile furnished. Phone 635.9046 mittedov the form and in the {C4-15) 
House, B.C. 395-4054 even. (p10-Ju11 envelopes supplied which, 
wlth particulars, may be 
(c2.15) " FOR SALE: 12'x68' Frontier obtained from the Forest 1976440 Arctic Cat El Tigre. 
Like new $1200 or best offer. 
For Sale: 00x100' lot." View mobile home with 2 large Ranger(s) indicated, or Pllone635-3975afler 6 (c4-15 
at McNeil St., ThornhJIl. on additions. Built in fireplace, ' from the Dis'(rict Forester, 
watersystem. Asking $6,000. raised living room. Will Ministry of Forests, Prince For Sale: 91/20kanogan 
Phone 635.7540 or 635-2056 move and set up In Terrace Rupert, B.C. Camper. Stove, oven, fur- 
(ctfiu4) area. 635.4692 (eft-f) The' lowest or any tender nace, 3 way frldge, separate 
will not necessarily be ac- bathroom. Phone 635.4700 
3 and 5 acre parcels on 12x54 Safeway, 2 bedroom cepted, after 7 p.m. (p4-16) 
Woodland Park Subdivision with 30 addition, fridge, (c5.18,19,22,23,24) 
$14,000 and $1900. Two lots stove, carpet, drapes in- For Sale: Cokmen Bran- 
only left. One with creek. J D cluded. Set.up and skirted In dywine hard top tent trailer 
Proctor, 490 Anderton Road, trailer park, phone 635-4310 like new condition, sleeps 6, 
Comox, B.C.-V9N 4B4 phone after 5 (ctf) ' three burner stove, pressure 
339-4736 (cSO-lulyl) water system, furnace, 
j canopy, 12 volt battery, unit 
PRIME LOT Thornhill For Sale: 1969 General I INVITATION TO opens toop length of 22 feet. 
District. Well and septic Traileron 1Yea(reset land. TENDER , $2600 Cal/after 6 p.m. 635. 
system $10,000 Call Ed Big Garden space, fruit Sealed lenders, marE~d 5021 (p3-15) 
Carder • 956.4110 or write frees, much more..Closeto New Main Entrance Doors 
Box 820, Port McNelil, B.C.' |town. Phone 635-3025 after for Prince Rupert Court 1973 Parkland Tent Tralle~'. 
V0N 2R0 (pS.may 12F) r (p10-20) Housewlll be recelved up to Sleeps 6 c.w propane heater 
3:00 p.m. local time the 215t and stove. Twin bottles, 
Build your home among day of.June 1978,•and tho~e icebox, wardrobe, large 
beautiful large cedars on lot For Sale: i970 12x60 Great available at that t imewll l  be " wheels and spare, 2 way 
150x210 Skeena St. Asking LakeTrai]er, furnished with opened in public at British lights, and awning. $1200 
11,500.00 Offer.s Phone 635- washer and dryer and joey Columbia Buildings Car. phone 635.4610.(p5-18) 
5102 after 6 and weekends. ,shack 633-8254 after 5 p0ration, 4827 Keith Ave. 
(p3-1) " Terrace, B.C. V8G 1K7 
For Sale: 12x60 1973 Phone:638-1191 .
118 acres; excellent soil, Canadlana 2 bedrooms wlth Tebdering documents may 
deluxe mobile home. 24x60. frldge, stove, washer and be obtained at the above 
1,440sq. ft. floor space. 12x30 dryer. Asking $11,000 address • after 9:00 a.m. on 
Joey shack. Good Well, negotiable. Phone 635-7697 the 21st day of May 1978. 
landscaped.Old Remo -- (ctfjul0) Tenders must be filed on JCustom made Kifchenl 
price.$5~i,000.00, phone. 635- " " the forms provided, in Cabinets. Free Estimates. J
6926. (P5.16) For Sale: 12x68 Glendale sealed, clearly m~r, ked i Phone 635.2801. (ci.16) I 
Vista Villa 3 hcdr0om traile[" envelopes. 
with steel shed and porch, 'The lowest or any Tender 
For appt. to view phone 635- will not necessarily be. ac- NEW ' 
9403 after 5 (ptO-17) (opted. PERRY'S 
12x68 2 bedroom houst~ DERMALO 
trailer includes fridge, stove "If a mentally retarded ' 
For Sale: Prince Rupert. and dishwasher. Finished child is to be providdd with AntiseptlcHealing Lotion 
Establ ished b'uslness In addition, set up in trailer thc assistance he needs to . , 
excellent condition, Paint, park. Will accept smaller face the problems of adult for the relief of psorlosls, 
wa l l cover ings ,  carpet ,  house trai ler as part life and is to be given the minor burns, Insect bites, 
ceramic ti le, cablnets, payment. For further in- opportunity todevelop to his. and skin abrasions. A 
drapery, etc. Sales approx, formation pllone 635-7678 ultimate potential, he must regular household Item, 
$150,000. could triple with (p~-15) at all times be given the~ Useful In every first.aid 
some out of store promotion. 
Priced to sell due to priority "1976 Skylark - Self contained greatest possible degree el kit. Available In leadln! 
participation in life. Sociot~ drug stores. 
Interested, Phone 627.1175 trailer for sale. Like new must maintain for him the (c4.10 15,)9,2) 
evelngsonly. Serlousparties condition. Phone 635.5944 maximum degree of nor- 
.only please (c5.16) after s (c5.20) malcy in all of his ex- 
,I periences to allow him a Sharpen bp your home with 
The first electron microscope was demonstrated by Max healthy and happy a new paint Io b Inside.or 
Knoll and Ernst Ruska in 1931. development as a total outside the fence, garage, 
Some used to say if you found a ladybug in the house in person.' 
winter, you'd receivs as many dollars'as there wore spots ,from the Williston Report, 
on her back. 1971 ' 
i i . 
/ . . (  . " 
GENERAL 
CARPENTRY 
NO JOB TO BIG 
O1~ SMALL 
ADDITIONS, SIDI NG 
R E NOVAT IONS 
CEMENTWORK, 
PAIN.TING 
Phone after 6: 
6,'!5.4u94 
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS 
IN THE MATTER OF 
THE ESTATE OF KEN- 
NETH MAN'S F I E L El. 
ROBISON, formerly of 
Terrace, British Columbia. 
Creditors and others 
having claims against the 
above Estate ape required to 
send ful!parttculars of such 
claims to Crampfon and 
Brown, 4658 Lazelle Avenue, 
Terrace, British Columbia, 
on or before the first day of 
August, 1978, after which 
date the assets of the said 
Estate wil be distributed, 
having regard only to the 
claims that have been 
received. 
~abel EIleen Robison, 
Executrix 
Cram plan an d Brown 
Solicitors for 
the Estate. 
(C~.12-15.16-19) 
_ _  o• 
Offers considered on 5 year 
Registered Quarter Gelding. 
English and Western 
trained, shown. Suitable 
temperment for all ages. 
Pl~one 5.2826 after6. (c-5.18~ 
For Sale: Registered 
Morgan - Walker horse, 5 
years old, gelding, trained 
phone after 5 635-7563 or 635- 
9523 (p10,15,19,21) 
Horse Sale: Quarler horses, 
thorough breds and grades. 
Phone Allan Benson 842.5752 
HaTelton (p3.5,10,15) 
Standing at stud: 16 h.h. 
sorrel quarter horse, War 
Fly Tago, No.947,922,A.A. 
and R.O.M. in racing. Ex- 
cellent mare care. Terms: 
private treaty. 847.2408. (pF- 
XS) 
PHOTOGRAPHY: 10 for 
$1.00. Our introductory 
special offers you 10 
beautiful jumbo-size color 
pictures from any one color 
negative for only $1.00. Any 
additional pictures over 10 
from same negative only 10c 
each. Send as many color 
negatives (any size) as you 
wish plus $1.00 for each. Also 
save on developin~l and 
printing .your color films. 12 
exp. roll • $2.99, 20 exp. roll - 
$3.99, 24 exp. roll - $4.99, 36 
exp. ro l l .  $6.99. Fast ser- 
vice, guaranteed quality & 
satisfaction or money 
: k  . " ~ ..x f "  L~ 
INFLATION FIGHT N 
FOOO tOEAS 
% 
RICE R 
I f  you w'mt to give a 
trt l ly  n lcmorabh,  engage- 
ment or I)rida] shower, don't 
plaff to toss all the rice at 
the wedding pair. Save some 
for delicious re! eCOltonlic'l 
d i shes  that 'w i l l  make the 
bride-lo-be, as well =m guests. 
ask for the recipes. 
While this newest lmme- 
maker  is sl~uwiug in(crest 
in honlc-cooked meals, yon 
might point out to her that 
a good way to start is to se- 
lect the wlriety of rice on 
the basis of  dishes plalmed. 
(For example, hmg grain rice 
may be preferred for salads. 
cur r ies ,  ch icken  or 'meat 
dishes because when cooked 
the graius tend to separate 
and are light and fluffy.) 
Shor t  or  medium gram 
rice has short, plump grains 
wi l ich cook tender  and 
moist, witll particles tending 
to  cl ing. It 's favored  by 
many ['or l)uddings al)d rice 
rings which require a tender 
rice that is 0asily.lnoldcd. 
Here are examples o f  long 
grain rice dishes to brighlen 
the bridal shower (and for 
easy cooking at home since 
you  use co ld  cooked rice 
which can be prepared up 
to seven  ( lays in advance; 
cover and refrigerate). 
RICE SALAD~CoId cook- 
cd rice mixed with chopped 
ce le ry ,  minced-un ion ,  
chopped pimienl:o, staffed 
o l ives  anti mayonna ise  
Serve with sliced chicken or 
turkey breast with rolls of 
thialy sliced baked ham. 
I~'ICE SAt ,AD ENTREE- -  
Cold  cooked  rice, mixed 
with Seasoned mayonnaise. 
and" diced cooked chickell 
or turkey breasts, spooned 
into h)nlato CUl)S or tulip.' 
cut  ton la toes .  
Two dishes using encdi- 
um gra in  r ice that  will 
pretty tip a show0r are the, 
showy RICE RING MOI, D 
ant i  a co lo r fu l  RICE 
E iRM.~ AT BRIDAL  SHOWERS 
H IG I tL IGHT OF A SttOWER BUFFET-Cur r leo  
Shr imp and Bananas on Rice has the good taste 
and elegance every br ide-to-be deserves. Serve 
it w i th  coconut ,  dishes of nuts and chutney .  
~¢lCE I'UDI)IN(;--Com- CURRIED SHRIMP AND 
bine equal amounts  ()t"  BANANAS ON RICE 
cooked rice and milk. Add 2 cloves garlic, halved 
two tablespoons ugar for 2/3eul)butterormargar ine 
each cup of rice ancl ,'t dash 213 clip flour 
o f  sa l t  and vanilla. Cook, 2 tablespoons curry . 
st i ' r r ing occasinnally, until powder " 
th ick  and  creamy--el)rolL 1 tablespoousalt 
30 minntes. Layer creamy 1/4 teaspoon pepper 
r ice in parfait glasses with 1/4 teaspoon ginger 
sugared  f resh ber r ies  or 3 cups chicken broth 
rru i t  to  he lp  car ry  out a 3 poundsraw shrimp, 
color ,  scheme--bhieherrios, peeled and deveined t 
raspberries, straw|lorries, 1 tablespoon onion juice 
peaches. Top with whipp0d 2 tablespoons lemon juice 
cream h~r added elegance. 1/2 cup light cream 
Other ideas for couking 12 bananas 
rice that will enhance the l /4teaspoon paprika 
f lavor  aud make  il in to  6 eups hot cooked rice 
party fare: Cook  gar l ic  s low ly  in 
• When serving eh icken,  butter until lightly browned; 
use chicken I;r,tll in place remove garlic. Stir in flour, 
of water l', cook rice. Adda cur ry ,  sa l t ,  pepper ,  and 
dash of soy sauce, ginger. Add chicken broth 
and cook ,  st irr ing, until 
• l~,iix equal parts orange thickened and smooth. Add 
in iee w i th  water  to c,ok shr imp and on ion  juice. 
rice. Add  1/2 cup raisi'ns. Cover and simmer about 8 
Serve with cold baked sliced to. 10 minutes ,  or  until 
ham. .'shrimp are tender. Stir tn 
• Cook rice in half tome- lemon juice, cream, and 9 
t o. j u i ce /ha l  f water Add bananas, sliced. Cut remain- 
additional ,5 minutes cook- ingbananas  in half• cross- 
PUDDING. ing time. Saute sliced green wise. Arrange in spoke lash- 
RICE RIN'G MOt, I)-- OUlOn and  tOSS with rice. ion over mixture. Coverand 
Spoon a hot  cooked  rice Serve with veal scallopine, cook over med iumheat  until 
mixture  into  a I)uttered For simple elegance and bananas arqheatedthrough.  
mokl, pressing firmly. Un- de l i c ious  tas te  nothing is Spr ink le  ,w i th  papr ika .  
mold on serviug dish. Fill more successful at showers Spoon over beds o f  fluffy 
center with a hot  rosemary- than ~CURItlED SIIRIMP AND rice. Serve with aeeompani- 
veal and mushroom stew. BANANAS ON ltlC~, meats. Makes 12 servings. 
NOTICE  
In obse"rvanoe of Victoria Day, Monday, May 22, 1978, 
the following change in refuse pickup is introduced. 
Garbage normally collected on Monday will be picked up 
on Tuesday, May 23, 1978. 
The Sanitary Landfill is open at all times to vehicles of 
less than one ton. 
DISTRICT OF TERRACE 
'QUOTABLE QUOTES' 
" In  a world which is 
cont inua l ly  becoming  
harder ,  where  men are  
obliged to work furiously to 
acquire riches, where kind- refunded. Pronto Photo 
Service, 30 Eastgate, Win- ness is not respected and is 
nipeg, Man. R3C 2C1. (iu 15') drowned in a mounting tide 
of efficiency, the mentally 
HELP WANTED: '  Earn handicapped have an im- 
$200.00 monthly part.t ime; portant part  to play, because 
$1,000 full time. Easy to they have. time to io0k and 
'succeed with our training. -think and marvel  and love, 
Write Fuller Brush Corn- they are  a cont inua l  
pony, C.O Box 108, 808, 207 reminder  of the value of 
West  HaMings St., Van. community.  Theyareas ign ,  
c0uver, B.C. VOB 1H7, or by their very being; that 
/~r. T. Diamond, R'.R. 3,. peace and joy, happiness in 
Kamloops, B.C. V2C 5K1. 
(ctf) 
PERSONAL: Discerning -Jean Vanier 
Adults. Shop discreetly by 
ma l l .  Send $1.00 for our 
latest fully i l lustrated 
catelogue of marital aids for 
both ladles and gentlemen. 
Direct Action Marketing I ffc. 
Dept. U.K., P.O. Box 3268, 
Vancouver, B.C, V6B ~X9. 
(ctf) 
fact, are not gained by work 
alone, and do not depend on 
wealth" 
BUY SOME LUC, IFERS 
The first, friction matches 
were invented by John 
Walker in England in 1827 
and were sold under the 
name Lucifers. 
NAME EXPLAINED 
Scotland Yard took its 
name from the Scottish 
embassy, which once stood 
there. 
FOUND MODUS 
OPERANDI 
George I spoke English 
with difficulty, and his prime 
minister, Robert Walpole 
spoke no French or German, 
so they conversed in Latin, 
BEES FLY MANY MILES 
A honey bee travels an 
estimated 43,000" miles to 
gatherone pound of honey-- 
a pound of honey consists of 
29,184 drops, 
ANIMALS CAN CRY 
Cats, monkeys, and some 
te r race ,  B,C. VRG 1L6 
'r L icence Nu 
: 00391A i 
steps, no lob to small Very other animals have Lear 
very reasonable, Phone 635- ducts for the purpose of 
2145 (p2.15) clearing their eyes and can, 
therefore, cry. 
I i 
Do It Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
25" x 36" 
1= shoe. only- 3.75 
THE DALLY HERALD 
3212 Kalum,St. Terrace 
/  ;iii iii;iii 1 A ..,.n =o. 
. . . .  1973 FORi~ 1974 MAZDA 
1965 OANOPY FOR 6RAN TORINO B1800 PU 
PLYMOUTH 
station Wagon, IMPORT TRUCK Station Wagon With GEM 
Very clean top canopy 
$350 $350 =2,600 =2,595 
1974 DODGE DART KEEHA AUTO METAL 1973 FORD 
"4842 HWy.  16. W.  EOOf lOL INE  VAI l  SWINGER ~ Phone 63s-os71 
2 Door H.T. All Radial Tires 
:2,995 m / =2, 8i)0 
1974 DODGE 
MONAGO 
4 Dr. H.T. 
' s2,995 
1971 FORD 
FIO O PICKUP 
;1,250 
1976 MAZDA 
1.3 808 
2 Door Coupe 
'2,995 
1970 CHEV 
BLAZER 
4x4 4 speed 
$2,600 
1962 WILLYS 
" JEEP STATION WAGON 
As Is 
, *950 
I 
1966 OLDS'S 
4 Door 
S20o 
1974 
DATSUN 710 
2 Dr. H.T. 
$995 
1970 MAZDA 
STATION 
WAGON 
$ooo 
I 
1974 MAZDA i 
PICKUP B1800 i 
Red 
$2,295 
1971 FORD 
MUSTANG 
1975 DODGE 
MOTOR HOME 
VANGUARD 
q2,500 
1974 VALLIAMT 
MACKI 4 Dr. Scamp 
• $900 $2,295 
1971 INTERNATIONAL 
TRAVELALL 
With Extras 
: ' q , §O0 
t 
:., , 
I 
! By Abigail Van Buren 
: 1~ 11~78 b/Chicago Tribune-N.Y. News Oynd, I~.  
to gout 17-year-~ld daughter that it is in extremely poor 
I EAR ABBY: Can you help us get the message across 
• te~t. for young tenpin to put on a show of affection in 
i public? I refer to the disgusting manner in which a Ski will 
! hang on a boy and let him put his hands all over her. Our 
: daughter walks down the street with her arm around'her 
boyfriend's waist and vice versa. And when they drive 
together in an automobile, she practically sits on Ida - lapl • 
Our daughter says she sees notldng wrong with it. 
Maybe you can tall her. We can't. 
' MINNESOTA MOM 
'DEAR MOM: Hello, young lovers (whe~'ever you ore), 
and for the older ones, too: All the world may love a lover, 
THE HERALD, Friday, May 18, 1978, PAGE 15 
ACR'O~ 41 Little" 59 Hill-~dlders 9 Rant 
I Herd of "F.~to" " 60 Places 1O BlbUcal 
whales' 42 Corded 61 - Moines, name 
4 Love god fabric Iowa 11 Encircled 
8 Kind of race 44 Mortar's DOWN • 16 Chum " ~  ........... ~ ~ .......... - ......... ~ ......................... 
'Z~HI~ WIZARD OF ID 
~U~T ~ l 
, o -  
by Brant perker and Jo/umy Im~ 
I~C~ I..-I g:~ "T~ ~:~ A/~THL=I~'OI='TH~ "* 
IZ English " companion 1 Hippie haven 28 Actor Jaffe 
festival 46 Longs for Z Corrida cheer Zl Store 
13 Indian 55 Medieval 3 Detests 211 Source 
' weight short ale 4 Expiated of pal 
14Hipd:' .neon 51Absve $Wittyuaying 23Drtmkard 
19/~ ;'.,~rary 52 Creator. 6 Fetid 27 Breach 
17 Always '.$~ Ripped 7 Black 29 Fated 
18 Kitchen 57 Comedian snake 30 Wicked 
ut&udl Johnson 8 Bedroom 31 Withered 
19 Pie or 58 Sea bird item 33 Bands of 
color pudding Avg. solution time: 24 mia. 35 Invalld's , ~I Fence'steps 
24 Short- LAB AN / . .ES  . food 
~0~ges '  ~I/~'t=I/'~MMI-"~'II=MM~'IUI I It- I=l 38 Weight 
of India 
26 An andiron 40 Depends 
28 Early 43 Foot treadle 
Persians 45 Droop 
Crude 49 Information 
metals 47 EngUsh 
24 Faucet IL I  I ~DIA IL I  I I school 
M Frenchman's IBIAIL~IKILJ~VIAILI I ~1 49 ~ 
dream IE IR~T~IN IE IR IEMEI  49 Antitoxins 
Mails L I N K S 53 Filthy place 
39 Canunon 5-9 54 Sooner than 
value Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 55 MD's aides 
CATF ISH a.y .qo, .ao//en Oao, Petemm. 
req)ecta a girl will keep hls hands off her In pubUe, and I ,2 
- - -  - . Oooo ! il ° DEAR ABB¥:Iama 13.year~Id girl and my problem is ,5 I Is I I ~17 I )) ~ . I L ~)~}~(~)D / ) house unless it's In perfect order because sha's afraid the "/:/~, ~ I I ~ I I ,. ~-~ klds might go home and tell their mothers that she ilia [ ~ '0~" 
Abb,, this is silly, because kids couldn't care less how 25 ~26 I : '  N : '  I I" :o ,, 
theh°usel°°''Iknow!d°n'tpayanystte'tlont°tbe "2 I ' " 'M"  I " ~s ' '  I ~ ~ i !~t~'L .=._ . _  . ' ~ 
h°usekeephlgwhanX~nvisith~atseme°~e'sh°uce''amd J l @I" I L 2 , 
even ff I did notice that a place was a mess, I sure wouldn't ) ' ' 37 38 b9 40 41 
So home and toll my mother. . .  
your q.2 4~ 44 4s ~ ~.  i. <= 
it. Tbenkyou. " SANDY I I @ I.I I I 
I I I / /  N I I INN 
asked for it, but In your ease, I'll make an efficoptlon and 
addreea this to your mother: : '  P i l l  I "1 
There is notlbin8 more reusuring to a mother than 
always knowi=g~vhereherclaughtorls-andwlthwhom. I ; ' I  I I  ~°1  I @"t  
You am Insure this feeling by malting your daughto.r'o 
friends welcome in your home anytime, Yoang~rs  take CRYPTOQUIP 5-9 
little notice of "housekeeping." In fast, the "perfect house 
is not nearly as Inviting an the one that looks "lived in." K W G T J W E A : J V H D K S H K K W T K . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " 
• the AMAZING SPIDER-MAN. . B~Stin Leo Ind John Romltl 
DEAR ABBY: We have a real problem in Our SVJ VDKW SGE SGEHSDA . . ~ ~ r~,~N,~IN~.~ I 
nelghborhood. Evary mornln~ at 8, our neighbor we . I  i ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ .  ~ 
wakes up the entire neighborhood. She is a nurse aria nes Yesterday's Cryptequlp--NATURALIST FINDS ROSE 
to be at work at 4 a.m., so she leaves her house.at 8. When FEVER DULLS FLAVOR SENSE.. 
she becks out of her garage, she honks her horn. Then her " ~') 1978 King Feature, Syndicate. lnc. 
husband, who is a doctor, waves to her from the window. Today's Crylitequlp clue: H equals I 
She honks again, waves back to him and drives off. The Cryptequfp is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
This is terribly annoying to everyone, Abby,, but these letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
neighbors are such lovely people, we hate to mention it. If will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
you~print this~ perhaps they will take the hint. I I~now they and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
reaayour column. JANG]~ED NERVES vowels. Solution Is secompllshed bytrial and error. 
DEAR NERVES: All right, rye done my part, If yon get O~'B ,  I N ~ .  By  .Efl~t,~l~ S/~//~r 
ms), more honklal from Florence Nfah~..ple, ~ her ACRO~ 3'/Mother, 53search out ~e 
husband and ask him to give you ~mnetnml mr yoor ,. I Suppliss with k lVisdrid 53 Paradise 1 ., 
l ope .  i; ' ' : " . . weapena 38 '--.and DO I~N., II -- ~ ' 
If you put off writinl letters because you don't know I heartyPartner of 49 NativePreJudiceof I curvedPar~ OZllnea . cla~e)Iracmg 
what to my, lot Abby'l bseldet, "How to Write betters. I Greek letter Eastern I Narrnwinlet le Disorderly 
For AU Oeeulom." Send I I  and a Ioq,  stamped 19-4 cantal 
envelope to Abby: 139- Leek), Ddve, Beverly Hills, Ca]U, 19 Violent Europe 3 Pop's • throng dlatarbance G 100,000 partne~ 20 Service- 
90~19, 13 Man's name rupees, 4 BoUnd men'eorg. 
in India slowly tt Composer: 
15 Cheese 43 Estranged e Inspired ~ Declare 
17 Football 49 Place of 
position ~th 
IS Painter: 
Grant -
COUNTRY SUNDAY DINNER 
DUMPLIN'S 
I cup packaged biscuit 
mix 
113 cup milk 
1/4 tap. black pepper 
In a large saucepan melt 
butter. Stir in flour. Cook 
over low heat, stirring con. 
stantly, for 3 minutes. Add 
broth and seasonings. Cook 
over medium heat, stirring 
occasionally, until thick- 
ened. Place chicken in shol. 
low baking'pan. Heat in 
preheated 350 ° oven for 20 
minutes. While chicken is 
heating, mlx dumplin' in. 
gredienta until: thoroughly 
moistened. Drop table. 
spogns of dough over aur. 
face of bubbling gravy.' 
Simmer, uncovered, 10 min. 
utea. Cover. Simmer 10 
minutes longer. Serve hot 
chicken with dumplln'a nd 
gravy, Serves 6. 
• Sunday dinner means fam- 
ily time...a relaxing meal 
and lots of table talk. Here's 
a quick-fixin' entree idea 
in. traditional down-home 
country style: Chicken 'N' 
Dumplin's. , • 
For a meal that will be the 
'*talk of the table," gravy's 
the secret over fluffy dump- 
lings. But what really makes 
this dish special is Kentucky 
Fried Chicken O~lginal 
Recipe with its secret blend 
of 11 herbs and spices. 
' cHICKEN 'N' DUMPL! N'S 
'1/4 cup butter (or 
margarine) 
1/4 cup flour 
2 cans (13-3/4 oz.) 
, chicker, broth 
174 tap. pepper 
1/8 tap. poultw seasoning 
Pinch nutmeg 
• 9 pieces Kentucky Fried 
• Chicken Original , 
Recipe " 
-_ -  ~ ,~-~_ .~k  ~--'~-//~C'~ 
The body's mutclel make up about 40 percent of its weight. 
refuge 23 Forms of n.o. 
49 Flying toy w0dder verse • 
50 Donated" .7 Sea god . 21 Flyers f~ ,~ ~ k~V~N~ER W~Jq~ 
19 Impaired |1 Sandburg's 8 Place In N Stratagem ~ 
by neglect 'The another's ~1 Row l W~R~ TF,I~ Nl~,gr ~ F~R:=JE.~.. ~
Zl He entered ,People, - "  care ~8 Pitcher .~  . . 
the Promised Avg. solution time: 23 mia. 29 Cupola 
L 
31 Traits 
Land I~ILIBI~IPKDITI~K~ICIEI 34 Food fish 
24 Mix together IDDIORIAISt~I~DI(7/~I 
25 Eager l I ID IE IAIT[~IAINFFI  I I 35 Barbaric 
Envenomed ITJEIRIR~JRIP~ISITIE LI 37 Supply 
30Highly ' " '  '~,INII _IE~ I I  workers 
prized ISIEICITIC~INITIRII ITIEI 38 Drama • 
person . ~[O I IR~ NEIRI 39 Unusual 
31Bias EDINITIRL~JCITITISIAIRI 49 Location , , , _ _ , . ,  ~ 
I A R 41 Relative of Start for ". EILI~A]EILIE~u~, the o~on pence or 
some IALII ITIE~IRIPlEIP~ I I 44 Prevaricate 
Builders IL~ V EIAIRIT IA INI  I ILJ 45 Small boy 
JOIN E R IR IA  H IN~ N El 35 Appear 46 A l~.l's • 
36 Actor 5-11 mother 
Calhoun Answer to ,esterday's puzzle. 47 Lair 
I i, ~//:~ ":///~ i 
N@@ N"  ,o @@N II N . 
~o ~ IN  ~""~ ~ ~ 
DOONESBURY 
p, l~.s , , ,  qe= 
- -  / ro ,~. r  
007:. RIOI4"~.. 
,N 
" //mX, ZOO~ ,4 WUT: tIOa¢ 
,qA~  AC~. WHY? 
tvvffo~ 
?.f~/ON~ .--,.L-- 
. @~ I 
3S 
_ 
Ii 
~s3 I 
qUIP 5 - 1 I 
wBoXHHB OS-  / 
VVSUKGH 'ZBL-  
3, GURGIJN(} CATARACT 
Syndicate. Ins, ' • 
clue: Z equals N ' 
tituUon cipher in which each 
you think that X equals O, it 
e. Single letters, short words, 
'~n give "you clues to locating 
I by trial and error. 
'work" habits' if misguided 
'people refuse even to con- 
eider that he has the 
potential to work." • " 
-Richard Cardinal Cushing Why did your nurse want to know my 'next-of-kin'T' 
of Boston 
15| ~ 52 N I - 
'EPZKSZW EaES 
L.SKSL B PU 'X  
WUGVL' . 
Yesterdays C17pteqnip--LON , ( 
ATTRACTS TOURISTS. 
. ~) W/8 King Features nc 
Today's Cryptoqalp 
The CryptequJp isa simple subs itution 
letter used stands for another. If © 
will equal 0 throughout the puzzle. 
and wohls using an speatrophe can 
vowels. Solution b accomplished 
"We have acted as judge 
and Jury for the retarded 
person and often condemned 
him to the life of a basket 
weaver in a '  n0n-weaving 
society...There is little use in 
teacklng a retarded youth 
~ ~ ~=t~oF ~ / 
;~ , . . .  ~ . 
t . 
. . . . .  j 
 CQ An 
4a, 
you Un egg and tl~dudl kml~ b~ldng/' 
'j 
i 
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HARDWAREli i 'O ' _  . , ANDERSON ! 
,,' ,:stanp subjeot ~ G U I D  T .V  __--not. E 
••••in•••••in•in•in••in••inin•in•in•ininin•••ininininin•ininin•in•in|••in•ininininin•• 
Fdday, May 19 6 psm. - midnight 
I 
6 ;45 
• r :oo 
:15 
:30 
:45 
KING' 
(NBC) 
The Newlywed 
Game 
News 
News 
News 
News 
News 
News 
Seattle 
Tonght 
Hollywood 
Squares 
CFTK 
(COt.) 
Fllnstones 
FIInstones 
'Mary Tyler 
Moore 
Hourglass 
Hourglass 
Hourglass 
Hourglass 
Celebrity 
Concert 
Burr 
Bacharach 
Bc'rv 
(CTV) 
Emergency 
Emergency 
Gong 
Show 
News 
Hour 
news 
Hour 
Operation 
Petticoat 
Julle . 
Julle 
KCTS 
(PBS) 
I'll DO 
It 
I'll Do 
lOt 
Big Bt'uue 
Marble 
Over 
Easy . 
MacNeil 
Lehrer 
Crockefls' 
Garden 
"00 Legs Charlle Brown Denny and Washington 
: z~ ,.Legs Seeclal Marie Week 
i~  "Legs C~our • Denny Wall Street 
:45 Legs Own and N~arle Week 
I A .00 Rockford FFinal Rockford Masterpiece 
I U 115 Files Audition Files Theatre 
I "1 :30  Rockford Final I-rockfor Our Mutual 
i V :45 Flies . Audition , Flies Friend 
14 a~ :00 .Quincy Rich Man, ' quincy World 
IN  [] l :~s Quincy PoorMan Quincy World 
I i • i :3o Quincy Quincy .Days 
I ~ v :45 Quincy Quincy of May 
I • • "00 News The CTV I DIck 
I I I :-[New,~ National News iceve. 
I / / bo Tonight Night News Hour World 
I db d i  :45 I Show i Final Fina.I War l 
I , ,  A ® I Tonight I I'm t .e  '-,e Show IS'g. 
I i / 
Off 
I I " l  .:s I Show I Girl He . The Diary . 
J dl, : j st:o~ h' " wa., .  to K,, ~fA~enye F~er  s . 
K- i  I 
i Saturday, May 20 lO a.m.- 5 p,m, 
/ I t k  :oo J ~ggy Pants I S~tu~day George I Sesame 
I in [] [] : is i & NihNIts I Morning I George i Street 
l 1 I i :3o i Space I Quiz I Kldstuff I Sesame 
l i V :~  |Sentinels I,~,ds . [ Kidstuff l Street 
/ .= • :oo I Baseball I Mission I r.~. I Human 
/ i i :is I Pre-game i Impossible I Flsner, I Sexuality 
| 1 1 :30  1 Baseball I Mlsslon I That's I Human 
I I~1 IBI :45 1 Baseball I Impossible I Hollywood I Sexuality 
/ , ,  A . .  I Baseball INFB ' J Fl°wree ' I Culture of 
I 1 "B  :] ;  I Baseball , |Films : ISpot l~nc, Egypt • 
/ I / ~o I t~sWeek IMamor~a~ I tCuHureot 
Amc Egypt / i ~.:45 I In Baseball . IGo" , I I • 
i i .~ I I Memorial I Bursary Fgr, ' I Cons. Survival 
I : ; ;  I I Golf . , I Skating I Kit 
l ~ l I Memorial ' i Bursary FOr. I French 
/ " :45 1 IGo" I skating IChef , 
l A .oo I IGreen Double I Preakness ' | CrockeH's " 
i "B  :is I IDecker I Stakes : I Garden 
/ / ]~0 I Surv|..,. iv. I .p i Preakness i Danie l  Foster 
l . mi-- :45 I Survival iV . l .p ,  i Stakes . |M.D. 
/ A .oo I Saturday' - -  I Beyond I All Star I Magic of 
l --,,~ : 15 I" Movie I Reason I Wrestling I Oil Painting 
/ _'1 he I black Gold IThls Week I All Star I eoo~ 
l v :45 I Sin Baseball I Wrest l ing  i Beat 
i i .eo I Anthony Space ]999 |The War I Firing 
l ' /11 115 l Qulnn Space 1999 I Years I Line 
l I LL  30 l ' Space 1999 I'The War | Firing 
I ~ :45 I ,Sapce ]999 . I Years ' .]Line ~1 
l l in  I inin I l i i n  inin I I  l in in in in l in in  I l i n  l l l l i n in  l in in  I l i n  Ilinininin in in l in  l in l in in in  II in I l l •  
• • • 
• 1 
• • 
TRUE TEMPER O0RDLESS. :: 
• ELEOTRIO TRIMMER " • ,~!L% • ,~ ~ , • 
• " . i~ • 
.n . with rugged nylon line . . . .  i '  
• Cuts where  mower  can t, ~ "~L:~m:  • 
-= with walk-along ease. ~,,,t::i~ • 
[mn::::inininm .~..4~~. ~ ininmininu~~l, l,.minima] 
Gordon and Anderson Ltd. 
~ ' ~ ~ ~  Store Hours: 
Tues.-Sat, 9a.m.-5.30p,m. ' 
Friday 9a.m.-Sp,m, 
OLOSED MONDAY 
( 'HAR( ;FX  
VISA 
AND 
HARDWARE STORES 
, - - - - - - , ANDERSON 
T.V. GUIDE 
All listings subject to ohanEe without notice. 
ilillgggggglllllniillgllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
Saturday ,  May 20 , 
7 .145 
KING 
(NBC) 
Journey to 
.Adventure 
News 
News * 
News 
News 
Animal 
World 
Wild 
KLIngdom 
Gong 
Show 
CFTK 
(CBrJ 
-..- 
Playoffs 
NHL 
Playoffs 
Playoffs 
NHL 
Playoffs 
"RAT" "-- 
Playoffs 
BCTV 
(CTV) 
Discover 
Discover 
Frank's 
Garden crnr; 
m m m  
News 
Hour 
Show 
Biz 
KCTS 
(PRS) 
Prevln and 
Pittsburgh 
Previn 
and Pittsburgh 
Previn and 
Pittsburgh 
.Once Upon 
A Classic 
~ l  i i m i i m i l i m  
The Bionic ; Nova 
Woman Nova 
Bionic Nova 
Woman Nova 
~ ~ ~ "~"mmorlal -- 
V 115 UFO at a Time Performance Concert 
J '~  :30 Prelect' I Laverne . Misty • -Tom Rush 
V :45 UFO and Shirley ~ . Eric Andersefi 
Sat . ' * '~ '~1 ' ' "  C.H.I.P.S. David Pete S e g e ~  
U i ;5  Night at IC.H.LP.~. I Ladd Melanle 
i~  The Movies I cent- I ~.ont. tribute to 
V :45 Hunters of ~ t . ~ .  Phil Ochs 
I~ A :06 the Reef " I The Two I New Concert 
i i • :15 Wllllam Windom | Ronnles | Avenger Arlo Guthrle 
i i • :30 Michael Parks I Outdoor I New Pete 
r i l l  V :45 • I Education I Avengers Seeger . . . . . . _~. ,  
4 4 .'~--.News The ~ "A~C.y  . 
/ J [e ; '~~ o' l :w: ~l~l : :Ne lson  I 
. i .  i l l  :45 -,!ght - " Affairs Hour 
4 J ib  :00 Live . Night . Late No, Honestly J 
I " i  ~u~y IFIn~, ' I Show __ Sign Off I 
| ! '~ I " . . )ght  ITheLate I Farewell, . I 
mS" ~ :45 My Lovely . ~ ~  
• - - "" 21 9 ,~:,~ sunday ,  May  ~ , 
.:IS 
i . . - -  ! Period o occer _ .~  
• erman I I I¢  ~ : m r ' n  I 
I ~ = - - .  I .~nd_sfag ~ I 
FAMILY_FUN A 
~E~z s ~LLS 
IN YOUR 0WP 
BAOKYARD 
lneummmminumnnn~|mmnmmmimmnn|immel 
Gordon and Anderson. 
Store Hours: : 
Tues.-Sat. 9a,m.-6:30p,m. c'HARGEx 
m ~  Friday 9a,m.-9p.m. . VISA 
